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Wednesday. 23 January 1974,
at 10.50 a.m.

I

Chairma~!: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

The discussion covered in the summary record began at 11.55 a.m.

CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS CONCERNING A NEW INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (agenda item 4)
(E/CN.6/552, E/CN.6/573, E/CN.6/574)

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) introduced, in her capacity as Rapporteur, the

report of the Working Group established by the Commission in resolution 5 (XXIV)

(E/CN.6/514). The Working Group had studied the views of Governments submitted in

compliance with that resolution and had formulated a draft document based on the

Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. It had been

assisted in its task by a joint draft of general

representatives of the Philippines and the USSR.

draft appeared in brackets in the report.

provisions submitted by the

Alternative texts to the joint

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) recalled that her delegation had proposed an

additional article for the final clauses aimed ~t regulating the relationship of.
the proposed new convention to existing conventions. Since the Working Group had

been unable to consider that proposal, she wished to introduce it in the plenary,

since her delegation believed that it was important to ensure'that the draft

convention did not conflict with existing conventions. The text of the additional,

article, which woUld 'oecome article 11 (b) ,read: "Nothing in this Convention or

resulting from its app~ication shall affect the provisions of existing Conventions

which have been adopted by the United Nations or its specialized agencies
\

'. concerning the status of women." '
,--;.:

Mrs. OBA (Japan) said that her delegation had some cfifficlllties with a'
number of articles in the draft Convention. Her delegation needed,more time to

study the draft and its relationship to other conventions before it could a.pprove

the text on behalf of the Japanese Government.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) felt that the Commission shoUld have a general

discussion' on the need for a convention and the procedures to be adopted, before

it embarked upon a detailed considerationoftbe various draft ~rticles.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission's deliberations need not be

limited ·to the report of the ~'1orking Group but could cover all aspects of the

item under consideration.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that her Government supported

who~e-heartedly the idea of drafting a single legally binding convention to

make discrimination against women illegal in ratifying States. Sincethe

adoption of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination, against Women,

there had been a quickening interest in the situation of. women and the obstacles
, .

they faced in fulfilling their ambitions. Document E/CN.6/552.showed the

inadequacy of existing conventions to provide in a legally binding form the

sort of protection envisaged in the Declaration.' Attempts to draft a number

of conventions dealing with parti,cular problems' would be ~ime-consuming and

controversial. Even if consensus could be reach~d, it might take years to

reach agreement on the details of. the indivi.dual conventions and, there might

still be gaps. It would therefore be more efficient, sensible and acceptable

to seek a comprehensive convention.

A single convention must not be too general and mild. to prorlde standards.

It was equally important that it should be ratified by a maximum number, of

countries in the foreseeable future. Although the two o1;>jectives were not

absolutely reconcilable, the task of steering a middle course should not be

b~yond the Commission.

-SUbject to certain important but comparatively minor modifications, the

~claration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women satisfied her

delegation's criteriafor an acceptable convention. The temptation to add more
•

detailed clauses. to the Declaration should be resisted, in order to avoid raising

difficulties for countries which wished to apply the general provisions 'in

different ways • In some countries women's rights were seen as. special

privileges, while in others emphasis was placed on the right of WOtnen to

compete with men without legislative limitations' on their promotion and

prospects. Any substantial departure from the Declaration would put her

delegation's general wish for a convention at risk.

/ ....
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(Mrs. Cockcroft? United Kingdom)

The results of the Working Group's deliberations had been disappointing.

As the report showed, consensus had been reached on only a few non-controversial

articles. Problems had arisen when efforts had been made to spell out in detail

such issues as social and economic rights and questions ~f private and family law.

The Working Group had thus shown the fruitlessness of trying to draft a general

convention on the basis of particular interests and needs. She suggested that

the text of the Declarat~on, with amendments agreed on by consensus, should be

submitted to Governments for comment. .'Efforts could then be made to produce

an agreed text at the' Commission's next session.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said her delegation

was extremely satisfied with the work done by the Working Group despite the

limited time it had had at its disposal. The draft Convention before the

Commission was based on, a w,;,rking document that had been submitted by her'

delegation and that of the Philippines. If adopted, it would undoubtedly be a

historic landmark. It called for the elimination of' discrimination against women

and showed concern for women in their various social roles. It· naturally went.

further than the ILO Conventions; since their adoption, women had grown in status'

e:nd had acquired greater rights.

Some ot the provisions of the draft Convention might not be acceptable to

all countries in the light of existing legisla.tion, while certain provisions might

even contlict with internal legis+.ation. But the 'convention should be seen asa '

challenge, for the time would come when internal legislation must change~ Such

changes were frequently to the advantage of women.

Acceptance of the alternative te~s which appeared in brackets wouldw~alten

tlle convention considerably, so that it would, not even equal the. s,tandardS set,'

by ILO Conventions.

Part of the alternative text not ,adopted by the Working. Gl'oupwasa prop~s~i.--., :' ':' ...." ....,..,...(~..",: ... ,.~.~> ....' .. ,
to ~et up a committee to monitor the application of, the convention • Such a. p

. ' '. , ..... ". ..'. .' •..... 1
committee would have financial implications that were quiteunaccepta-qletcl,ller

delegation. Moreover, it would be setup outside the Commission, >which woUld ,',' .,'.
then have nothing to do .withthe application of the c.onvention. The CqIIlIl1ission

:'1'.,1',
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(Mrs. Nikolaeva, USSR)
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would then be divorced from practical issues and would be unable to build up the

boctr of experience it required. She warned the Commission that a committee of

the type envisaged could also' be used as a lever to abolish the Commission itself.

In reply to the comments made by the representative of the United Kingdom,

she said that it would hardly be possible to deprive women of the special \

privileges and benefits to which they were entitled under ILO and UNESCO

Conventions. It was the duty of States to protect mothers and to ensure the .,

physical and moral health of future generations. Women i~ many countries had won

the, right to such privileges and benefits, which could not be discontinued

arbitrarily. Her delegation supported a convention that would be a move forward

and would improve the status of women; it would oppose any convention that

represented a step backwards. The alternative text proposed for the preamble, for

example, made no reference to the impact of the scientific and technical revolution;

it did not evel'l: mention the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination agains't

Women.

She wished to know why the'Secretariat had included the phrase in square

brackets in article 2 (a) of the draft Convention, despite a decision by the

. Working Group that the words were inappropriate and should be deleted. It should

not be nece~sary for delegations to have to check the texts of documents word by

wprd when they were issued. She also wished to know why the alternative text

appearing on pages 18 and 19 of tne report h~d been inserted between articles that

had been accepted.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) agreed with the NorWegian

representative that the Commission should have a general discussion before it

attempted to, consider each individual article. The status of the text submitted

jointly by the delegations of the Philippines and the USSR should be, clarified.

, Her delegatiohmaintained that thealternative texts appearing in brackets had

the same validitY' as the draft articles in ,the joint text, which should not be

regarded as final. Moreover, ,in the view of, her p,elegation, due cons~deration'

had been given to the Declaration in the, preamble; the altemative, text for

the preamble had, been 'taken from the Declaration itself.

I ...

1'~.. ,
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Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs) apologized for the errors in document E/CN .6/574. The report had been

prepared in great haste, and she assured the Soviet representative that every

effort would be made to avoid mistakes in the final version.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) said that as Rapporteur of the Working Group she

shared the responsibility for the errors in the report. However, it had been a

difficult task to combine tre various proposals and to incorporate them into the

report. She pointed out that the square brackets should have been removed

altogether from draft article 11 (e) and (g).

Mrs. COCKCROFT {United Kingdom} said that she would like to make a

slight amplification of the statement by the United States representative. The

Working Group had had in its possession a text of a draft convention submitted by

the' Philippines. At the first meeting of the Working Group, the representa~ive

of the USSR had announced that her delegation had also prepared a draft convention.

It had been agreed that the delegations of the Philippines and the USSR should try'

to formulate a joint text. However, those delegations had not been able to reach

complete agreement on all the articles and, in consequence, there ha.d been some

alternative, texts from the very beginning. The Working Group had therlefore

accepted the premise of alternatives, and her delegation wished to stress that all

alternatives had equal status and equal value. They should be regarded not as

amendments but as alternat.ives.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that, in accordance with the procedure agreed at

a previou.s meeting, she should invite the representative of the International

Confed~ration of Free Trade Unions to address the Commdssion.

It was so agreed.

Miss von ROEMER (International Confederation c>f Free Trade Unions)
" .......~.~

recalled that ,representatives. of. ICFTU had on previousoc.casions expressed serious

reservations with regard to the advisability of transforming the Declaration on

the Elimination of Discrimination against Women into a comprehensive convention

In that connexion ,~he would like to associate herself' witllremarks made 'by the.
representative of the ILO at the previous session as well as inthe"10rking Group.

"/ ... '~
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ICFTU was concerned about the possible implications o'f the proposed new convention

in the area of women's rights, which was alreactr covered by a series of detailed

ILO instruments. Duplication and conflict would seem difficult to avoid. Moreover,

as her organization and the representative of the ILO had previously pointed out,

ILO standards were not immutable; they were subject to revision and adjustment to

changing circumstances. Due to the tripartite structure of 'the ILO, 'Workers'

representatives were able to participate on an equal footing with representathres

ot Go"'~rnments as well as of employers in any such process of revision.

He~ organization therefore strongly supported the proposal by the Hungarian

delegati,on to insert a paragraph stating that nothing in the Convention should

aftect existing Conventions adopted by the United Nations or its specialized

agencies concerning the status of women. The inclusion ot such an· escape clause

was of utmost importance. However, her delegation viewed with uneasiness some of

the proposals in the report.

She had listened with great interest to the deliberations .of the Working

Group and felt that the difficulty in striking the correct balance between

equality and protection had been clear to everyone. As the representative of the ILO

had indicated, there was a growing desire on the part of .working people to see

protect,ive measures, such as those concerning heavy and physically harmful work,

extended to men. While ICFI'U was opposed to a hasty revision of the ILO Convention

on Night Work, it was currently engaged i~ a study of the social, medical, and

occ~ational aspects of night work, as they affected both men and women.· Her

organi~ation ther~fore felt some apprehension at the prospect of standards of

protection of women tha.t were not related to their maternal function being

enshrined in a United Nations convention. There was a danger that progress would

be frozen and the evolution of standards more adapted to modern life arrested.

With regard to questions of pension and. retirement, ICFTU advocated flexible

rules governing retirement age and an adequate income for both men and women.

Provisions such as those in draft article 11 (g) for part-time work should

similarly apply to both men and women.

Her organization held the view that, as far as possible, maternity protection

/ ...
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should be the responsibility of' society. .Unless the responsibility for the family

and home were shared equally by men and wOInen~ true equality in the labour market

could not be achieved. It therefore welcomed proposals for measures to assist

parents of either sex.

In conclusion, as had already been mentioned, the ILO Go"lerning Body had

decided to piace the question of equal. tr~atment of women workers on the agenda of

the 1975 InternatioQ.al Labour Conference, where all those questions would, of. ,
course, be taken up •. The basic position of ICFTU with regard to the proposed

convention remairie'd that those issues fallin~ within the sphere of activities' of th.e

ILO would best be left t? that organization, where tllose'most concerned, namely

the women workers, had. a: voice in decision-making: . ~

. The meeting rose at 1 p .m.

"

/ ."..
,.
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6l4th meeting Wednesd8\Y', 23 January 1974,
at 3.25 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS CONCERNING A NE.W INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUM~TS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (agenda item 4)
(continued) (E/CN.6/552, E/CN~6/573, E/CN.6/574)

,
Mrs. OBA (Japan) drew attention to the articles of the draft convention

on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against wo~n which concerned

women's rights with regard to opportunities. fbr employment and vocational training.

Those articles were of interest not only to the Government of Japan but also to

Japanese workers and their employers, who should be given an opportunity to discuss

them at the national level and at ILO meetings at which all three would be

represented. She felt that it would be more appropriate for the problems of

working women to be discussed at ILO's conferences. While she did not object to
,.

the proposed draft convention her delegation could not take a position on it

because it covered a too wide range of subjects. To ratify such a text, Japan

would be obliged to adopt a number of laws touching upon questions within the

provinces of a number of ministries and it would take a. long time for tile latter

to reach a compromise. However important a convention, it would mean very little

if it was not ratified.

Mrs. SEKELA KANINDA (Zaire) co~ended the Philippine and Soviet

delegations for their helpful initiative in connexion with the preparation of a

new legal instrument concerning the elimination of discrimination against women.

The delegation of Zaire hoped that the Commission would continue the genez:al

debate on the question so that a text could be adopted which reflected the

opinions of all delegations. Such an instrum~nt should be realistic so that it

could be more easily applied.

As to the establishment of a committee responsible for supervising the

appli~ation of such a convention" it was not the intention of the delegation of

Zaire that the Commission on the Status of Women 'should cease to exist; at the

fift,y-fourth session of the Economic and Social Council the delegation of Zaire

had been against that proposal. In suggesting to the Working Group that such a

bOdy should be established, her delegation was aware of the fact that States partiE's

woUld defray the expenses of members. of the Committee for the period during which

~I
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,

they were chscharging their functions. If members of the Commission considered

that such a proposal might dela¥ ratification of the convention, her delegation

would accept their view.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) agreed with the representative of Zaire with regard

to the establishment of a body responsible for supervising the application of the

Convention.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norw8¥) expressed gratitude to the Working Group and to

the delega~ionsw~ichhad taken the initiative in preparing a draft convention.

She was pleased that a document was available for reference and pointed out that
\

it was not unusual for the elaboration of an instrument to be carried out in

several stages. The Declaration on tIle Elimination of Discrimination against Women

had proved to be a valuable instrument but it was not binding - except, perhaps,

morally. It might be helpful, therefore, to have a binding instrument to which

States would adapt their legislation. Furthermore, the study' of the existing
" .

,conventions (E/cN .6/552) showed th~t a number of questions had not been covered

by the legal rules alreactr in force. Nevertheless" a new instrument would. also

contain provisioT's embodied in other international documents, as had been the case

on other occasions •.

Although it did not reg8.rd the adoption of a new international instrument as

absolutely essential, the Norwegi~ delegation would support the position of

delegations which considered it useful to have such a document.as a means 01"

applying the ideas stated in the Declaration.

Many States would find it impossible to accept a convention which was tc,o

detailed and that seemed to be the case with the draft convention before the

Commission. She pointed out that the Working Group had never voted on the draft

convention even though the proposals appearing in square' brackets should be

regarded as alternatives, not amendments, or as p~ovisions reflecting a minority

view. She pointed out that her own delegation supported those alternatives.

During the previous meeting, the USSR representative had expressed support

for the adoptifln of laws protecting working women. While all members of the

Commission considered it essential to protect mothers ,many thought that· protection

of women as mothers or potential mothers would be the same as discrimination·..
against working women. She reserved the right ~o return to that question again

and to .the question of the optional protocol or other instruments necessary to

follow up the application of such a convention.
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. .
Mr. VALTASAARI (Finland) recalled that severa;L .dele~ations had advocated

a general discussion 'by' the Commission on the advisabilit~ of having \!L convention

or several conventions on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination.. .
The Finnish delegation favoured the preparation'of a single ,convention of.a

general type covering the whole field of' the:ne·claration. . .. .
The Working Group, which had met for five .days before the Commission, liad done

admirable work but had not provided, the Commission with a complete text adopted
. ,

by consensus. , There never had been an international legal instrument prepaz:ed in
- "
fi ve d~s and he therefore proposed that 'the Commission should decide d~ing the

meeting whether or not its aim was the, finalization of the text of a convention.

Should it decide that it was, it would have to abide 'as closelY as feasible to the

text of the Declaration. On the other hand, if the, Commission decided to prepare

a convention which was mOlee detailed than" the ~claration it should abandon the

idea of completing its work during its current ~ession and agree on a work programme

for the next two years. While it did 'not oppose eithe~ of ·th~ two solutions, it

tended to favour the rapid preparation of a general' convention. "

suspended at 3.45 p.m.' and ~sumed at ~.15' p.m.

The PRESIDENT suggested that, if there" was no objection,

should be suspended.

The meeting was

1;he meeting

, "

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic), .who favoured- "

a single comprehensive' convention, thought that the adoption of sW~h an instrument

would ensure the rapid elimination of all mani fes tations of inequality" based on

distinctions relating to sex.

While she understood the United Kingdomdelega,tion's misgivings regarding. ,

the difficulty of preparing a universal. text, the Byelorussian aelegationconsidered

that work should begin and that the draft convention prepared:by' the Working

Group should be taken as a first working basis. '

Furthermore, the Byelorussian' d~legation opposed the establishment'of, a

committee to supervise the application of the new instrument. Such a decision
. I

might undermine the prestige of the Commission on the Status of Women.

/ ...
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Mrs. EOKOR (Hungary) said that a consensus appeared to be emerging in

favour of the adoption of a draft convention on the elimination of discrimination

against women, which would thus come into force several years after the adoption

of the Declaration ~ 1967, as was the general practice. As the nature and tenor

of the new instrument were giving rise to divergences of view the Commission might

tak~ a decision in that connexion by a vote.

The Hungarian delegation, which was a member of the Working Group, was

perfectly aware of the difficulties which certain countries might have but thought

it advisable to point out that there were a variety of legal modalities which would

permit accession to such an instrument. The question under discussion was

extremely delicate so ,that the text of the Convention could contain certain

alternative provisions designed to, make it more acceptable tor countries like those

of the third world which could s1::ill not subscribe to certain provisions although

they accepted them in principle.

The PRESIDENT said that it was her intention to request the Commission to

vote on the advisability of preparing one or several conventions on the question

of discrimination against women.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) pointed out that at its second

meeting the Working Group, of which she had been Chairman, had decided by consensus

to recommend to the Commission the preparation of a dra.ft single comprehensive

convention on the elimination of' discrimination aga.inst women. Although that

decision had in fact already been taken, her delega.tion would have no objection. .
to the Commission's voting on that question.

She reserved the right to speak later on various important aspects of the

proposed instrument.

The .CHAIRMAN said it would be quite appropriate for the Cpmmittee to vote

on the question, in view of its importance.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway), supported by Mrs. AYISO (Kenya), Mr. VALTASAARI

(Finland) and Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria), pointed out that those delegations which had

not been members of the Working Group had not had an opportunity to con~ult their
l • • '",

Government s on the question, and she therefore opposed a vote at the pres,ent stage.

/ ....
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.,
Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that she too would be unable to vote because

ner Government had' not yet received the relevant documents, in particular the

report of the Working Group (E/c~. 6/5 71~ ), and had therefor'e not given her

instructions.

The PRESIDENT felt that at the present stage the members of the Commission

could at least state their position on the principle of the "elaboration of a draft

single convention on the elimination of discrimination against women, without

prejudice to recommendations concerning the preparation of one or several instruments

that might be made by the United Nations or by the specialized agencies as regarded

discrimination in specific fields.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) expressed surprise

at the objections made by various delegations on the advisability of voting at the

present time. The question of the prep~ration of a new draft international legal

instrument or instruments on the elimination of discrimination against women had

been raised at the twenty-fourth session, in which many of the representatives now

present, including the representative of Norway, had participated.

She asked the Chairman to put the Hungarian proposal t9 a vote.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway), supported by Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia), pointed out

that few Governments would be willing to submit their Observations on the question

of a new international legal instrument or instruments on the elimination of

discrimination against women before they knew what the proposals of the Working

Group, responsib~e for considering the question and making a recommendation, were.

Before proceeding to a vote, Governments should be given time to transmit

instructions to their representatives.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) asked if the representative of the Soviet Union had

formally moved the closure of the debate.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she had.

The CHAIRMAN, at the request of the representative of Hungary, read out

rule 48 of the rules of procedure of the functional commissions of the Economic

and Social Council and asked if any representatives op~osed the proposal made by

the representative of the Soviet Union.

I ...
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Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Domini~an Republic) pointed out that the members

of the Commission, all, agreed th8.t they shoul~ proceed to consider a new instrument.

!ts. B:>KOR (Hungary) asked the .Secretariat if the decision taken by the

Working Group concerning the preparation of a' dra~ single comprehensive convention

,on the'elimination of discrimination against '.'Omen was binding on'the Commission.

Mrs., BRUCE (Deputy Director; Centre for Soci~ Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) drew ~he Commission's attenti~n to the tact that document

E/cN.6/513 ,had been prepared by the Secretary-General pursuant to

resolution 5 (XXIV) of the Comuiission to assist the. Working Group of the Commission.

in its considerat,ion of. the question. ehe r'eferred members of the Commission to

paragraphs 1, 115 ~nd 116 of that document for more information and also to

paragraph 18 of the report of the Working Group to the Commission on the Status

of Women (E/eN. 6/514), which stated that the Working Group had decided by consensus

to recommend to the Commission the preparation of' a draft single comprehensive

convention on the elimination of discr~ination against women, without pret .dice

to recommendations' ~oncerning the preparation of any future instrument (or

instruments) which might 'be elaborated.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that she had not received a copy of the

wo~king document (E/eN .6/514) until after the se!=Jsion had begun and t~at her

Government had not had time to give her instructions op whether one or several

instruments should be prepared.

The CHAIBMAN drew the attention of the representative of· Hungary to the

fact that the decision taken by. the Working Gro~p was in the nature of a

recommendation, that it was not binding', and that the Commission was ·free to act. .
as it saw fit. In that corinexion, she read out paragraph 18 of the report of' the

Working Group (E/CN.6/574). /

After a debate on the question of whether there existed a consensus in

the Commission that a draft single comprehensive conventio~ should be drawn up,

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union ot Soviet Socialist Republics) restated her'motion for the

closure of the debate;

The CHAIRMAN said that, under rule 48 of the rules of procedure, only

two speakers could speak against that proposal.

I,~.".
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Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that she

! supported the closure of 'debate.

Mrs. MARTE de HARRIOS (Dominican Republic) pointed out that there were

two proposals currently before the Commission, one relating to the advisability of'

drawing up one or several conventions, the other. for the closure of the debate.

Miss ST. CLAIRE (Secretary of the Commission) read out article 48 of the

rules of procedure of the functional commissions of' the Economic and Social Council

relating to closure of the debate.

The CHAlmaN put to the vote the Soviet motion for the closure of the

debate on the question of whether a single comprehensive convention on the

elimination of discrimination against women shoUld be prepared.

The proposal was adopted by 13 votes to 6, with 10 abstentions.

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.

I . ..
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Thursday, 24 January 1974,
at 11. 50 a.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS CONCERNING A NEW INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS OF
, INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (agenda item 4)

(continued) (E/CN.6/552, E/CN.6/573 j E/CN.6/574)

Mrs. STEVENSON (Diberia) asked for a clarification concerning the vote

taken. at the previous meeting.

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at the previous meeting the Commission had

voted on the Soviet motion for closure of the debate, adopting it by 13 votes to 6,

with 10 abstentions, and had postponed the vote on the proposal made by the

delegation of Hungary.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) proposed that the Hungarian proposal be put to

the vote.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Hungarian proposal, which read:

"The Commission decides in principl,e that a single comprehensive draft

convention should be prepared, without prejudice to the preparation of any

future instrum~nt or instruments Which might be elaborated either by the. .
United Nations or by the specialized agencies dealing with discrimination in

specific fields."

The draft decision was adopted by 22 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.

Miss JAUREGUIBERRY (Argentina) said that her delegation considered that

various aspects of the question should be examined: the number of conventions which

would be adopted, the nature of the conventions, their content and the· procedure of

'", adoption. Her delegation thought that a single legal instrument would be more

pract~cal and at the same ·time easier to promote, and had expressed that view __.......~,

throughout the debate. A vote on the issue would be appropriate, since the "Torking

Group had not been competent to substitute its own decisions for the will of

sovereign States, which had to decide, in the last instance, the conditions under

which they would agree to commit themselves in an international instrument. In

addition to preferring a single convention, Argentina favoured a document of a

general nature which would constitute an effective mechanism for the aChievement of

the objectives proclaimed in the United Nations Charter and the.Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights, as well as an up-dated ratification of the principles

contained in the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and

in the other conventions adopted by various international bodies. Moreover, a

single text would produce the impact enjoyed by a convention which could be easily

ide~tified and recognized~ Her delegation's preference for, a single instrument of

a general nature should not, however, be interpreted as a rejection of any

agreements of a specific nature which might be reached and which would help to speed

up the process of improving the status of women. On balance, her delegation

supported the stat.ement made .by the United Kingdom representative to the effect that

it WaS necessary to draw up an instrument "with tee~h", which would not constitute

a merely theoretical enume.ration of the rights sought by women. Moreover, in order

to ensure the effectiveness of .the convention, account should be taken of the need

to elaborate a text which would reflect the interests of at least a substantial

majority, if not all, of the Member States, so as to ensure an overWhelming

ratification which would serve to indicate the importance of the question from the. '

legal, political,' economic and social points of view. She regretted to have to

recall the small number of ratificationsobtained by the ILO a.nd UNESCO conventions

on the same SUbject and considered that it would be necessary to carry out,

immediately after the adoption of the text before the Commission, an active

campaign to persuade Governments to adopt a favourable attitude toward the

Convention.

In the Argentine RepUblic, 'there was no discrimination against women, and for

many years most of the principles enumerated in the Convention had been incorporated

in its positive law. Argentina's a.t'titude in the international field had also been

very clear, since it had ratified all the international instruments relating to the

status of women. However, despite its favourable a,ttitude toward the Convention,

her delegation did not wish to take a position on the sUbstantive issues involved,

.since it had not belonged to the Working Group" and had had only a very few days to

consider the text. Its abstention was of a constructive nature, inasmuch as it

wished to allow the competent national bodies to make known' their views on t~e text,

since it considered that every draft instrument V1as capable of improvement, and that

the ~ossibility should be left open for the submission of the appropriate amendments

in due time.

The adoption of the draft convention by the General Assembly in 1975 might be

a suitable step to take during International Women's Year. Her delegation was

.,

i.
\
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therefore prepared to give sympathetic consideration to the propDsals aimed at

immedi~te consultations with Governments, which it considered indispensable, and at

the final drafting of a convention in the light of the views expressed. Her

delegation was ready to make a serious contribution of its own to such work, with

the kno'W'l.edge that, once an acceptable final text was achieved, an important step

would have been made towards enabling men and women enjoying equality of rights and
\

responsibilities to achieve complete fulfilment.

r

Mrs. LI Su-wen (China) said that the delegation of the People's Republic

of China considered it useful, in considering the draft convention on the

elimination of all forms of discrimination against women, for representatives of

different countries to exchange their experiences and views on how to eliminate

discrimination against women and secure their rights and emancipation. The

emancipation of women, who made up half the world's population, had been a'serious

and urgent social problem. The history of the international· women's movement showed

that, since the beginning of the current century, women in various countries had

carried on valiant and unflinching struggles for equal rights and for the

emancipation of women. However, to date, women in many countries were still

deprived of their rights and suffered from oppression and discrimination of all

types. In some countries, although there were legal provisions granting women equal

rights with men, such rights had not been guaranteed in practice. It was therefore

necessary to give serious consideration to~he way in which women could achieve

their emancipation and make substantial progress towards an improvement in their

status. In old China, women as well as men had been victims of ruthless oppression

and discrimination. In addition to aggression, oppression and enslavement .by

imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism, they ~ad been shackled by feudal

ways of thinking which had attached importance to men and belittled women, who had.

been regarded as the "lowest creatures". Abou:\? a .centurypreviously ,ma.ny

progressive women in China had raised the question of women's rights ,and equality

bet'W'een men and women, but they had not'been clear as to the correct way to .:achieve

thpseends. Some activists in the women's movement had tried, by tackling the

women's problem alone, to achieve an equality of rights between men and women and

the legislative guarantee of those rights. They had. organized the Leaglle of

Feminists and the League of Suffragettes. Neither of those enterprises had proved

successful. Th:y had suffered many sethacks end paid a heavy price for stri"i~~.. j
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for the emancipation 0+ women. It hac.'l. been only under the leadership of

Chairman Mao Tse-tung and the Communist Party of China that Chinese·women had found

the true path to self-emancipation. Chinese women had gradually come to realize

that the emancipation of women wa~ not an isolated matter, for it was inseparable

from the liberation o~ the whole nation, the liberation of the working people and

social liberation. When the Chinese people had been suffering from ruthless

oppression and exploitation at the hands of foreign imperialists and the

Chiang Kai-shek reactionaries, with tens of tho~sands of families broken up and the

people deprived of their minimum right to live like human beings, women's rights

and equality between m.en and women had been out of the question. The facts had

shown that the women's movement was an integral part of the revolutionary movement

as a whole, and that in order to achieve the emancipation of women it was imperative,

first of all, to fight for national independence and. social liberation together with

the entire people. Only by taking part in the common struggle with the rest of the

people was it possible for women to win the suppo~t of the people and successfully

free themselves from bondage. With the liberation of the nation and society,

women would achieve their own liberation. Conversely, an isolated feminist movement

divorced from the common struggle for national and social liberation would only

weaken and split up the forces united against the enemy, and the women's movement

itself would come to nought. Chinese women, following the correct path, and after

28 years of arduous and valiant struggle togethe~ with the rest of the people, had

overthrown the reactionary rule of ~mperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic

capitalism, and founded a n~w China in which the people were the master. At the

same time, women had achieved genuine emancipation;. their rights and status had been

enhanced in political, economic, social and cultural as well as domestic life, and

their conditions had tmdergone a fundamental change.

Women in many countries wished to help eliminate discrimination against women

and to enhance the status of women through the adoption of a convention. That

desire was understandable. However, Chinese women, whose movement had tra.versed a

long and tortuous path, were keenly aware that, in order truly to eliminate

discrimination against women and to secure the rights and~mancipationof women, it

was necessary, first of all, to mobilize the hundreds of millions of women for

participation in the revolutionary movement of the people and the waging of long

and hard struggles. It was impossible to win the genuine rights of women without

I . ..
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their integration with the masses. without their active participation in the

struggle for national and social liberation. and without victory in that struggle.

Even though some legal provisions might ~e enacted. they either could not be fully

materialized or could not be materialized ~t all. Her delegation believed that the

correctness of the experience of the Chinese women's movement had been confirmed by

the history of women's movements in other countries. Therefore. in order not to

mislead women. it was essential to bear in mind, in drafting the convention, that

the primary objectives and task of the women's liberation movement was the

mobilization of women for their active participation in the common struggle for

national and social liberation, and their close integration with the entire people

for the achievement of victory in that struggle. Her delegation was ready to give

close consideration to, and learn from, the valuable experiences of women in other

countries in .their struggle for the rights and the emancipation of women, so as to

help promot~ unity and co-operation in the effort to (Ldvance the common cause of

women's emancipation throughout the world.

Mrs. CADIEUX (Canada) said that her Government had already expressed its

preference ~)r a single comprehensive convention and hoped that the draft

convention would 'become a reality. To that end, it ahould be so worde'd that the

greatest possible number of countries could ratify it~ It was also important

that the convention should not request special privileges for women. Her

delegation agreed with the representative of the International Confederation of

Free Trade Unions that reference should be made to "parents" in general and not to

"mothers" in laws l'elating to wcrking women.

It would be difficult to complete the convention by 1975 because, as the

representative of Romania had said, Governments would have to be consulted.

Her delegation reserved the right to speak later on specific points in the

draft convention.

The CHAIRMAN said that the representative of the International Council of

Social Democratic Women, to whieh the Economic and Social Council had granted

consUltative status in category I!, had asked to speak. If she heard no· objections,

she would take itth~tthe request was granted.

It was so decided.

/., ..
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Miss SIMON (International Council of Social Democratic Women) said that

the Council was in favour of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination

against Women as a basis for a draft convention. However, it would regret the

inclusion of article 4 and article 12 (a) 'of the draft in the report of "'he

Working Group, document E/CN.6/574). Their inclusion would make it difficult, if

not impossible, for many States to adopt the convention, among them the United

States of America, should the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution be. ,
ratified. Her organization agreed with the representative of the International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions that those matters should be dealt with by the

ILO.

Her organization would like to suggest, for various reasons, that the adoption

of a draft convention on the elimlnation of discrimination against women should be

postponed. Firstly, the idea of the convention had not yet been made sufficiently

popular among women, let alone among men, who unfortunately were still the

decision-makers. Secondly, International Women's Year afforded a good opportunity

to propagate the idea of a convention. Thirdly, lmless widely accepted, the

convention would not fulfil its aims. Her organization" whose national affiliates

had close links with political parties, could play an important role in the

education of women and men regarding the need for a convention.

The Council hoped that the Commission would adopt the resolution proposed by

the United States for a conference to be held during International Women's Year.

Perhaps the Commission might request the Economic and Social Council to call a

special session of the Commission on the Status of Women, to take place either

before or after the conference, for the purpose of adopting a draft convention.

If the draft convention were adopted in time to be submitted to the General

Assembly, the latter could pass it by the end of International. Women's year, which

would be the most effective publicity pOssible for the convention. •
• .w' • )\

Mrs. HTNANANDAN! (Thailand) said that her delegation appreciated the

efforts ~de by the representatives of the Philippines and the Soviet L'),;'ton to

shape the draft convention. It approved the principle of the document and would

not oppose it, but would abstain in the voting since her Government had not yet had

an opportunity to stUdy the draft convention and, moreover, there was no

discrimination against women in her country.

I . .-.
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She promised to do everything possible to persuade her Government to ratify

the draft convention.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) said that the draft convention had good legal

proV1s10ns and she generally accepted its broad lines, but could not agree to the

provisions concerning the measures to.ensure protection for women in absolute or

general terms. Although recognizing the need f.or protective measures, especially

for working women, Who had suffered the ,vorst discrimination'J any idea that women

were the weaker sex must be avoided.

Her delegation supported the proposal of the representative of Hungary that

steps should be taken to ensure that the convention would not hamper the application

of other existing conventions. It also felt that Governments should be given the

opportunity of expressing their views.

Mrs. BROWN (Women's International Democratic Federation) said that her

organization sup~orted the preparation of a single instrument covering all the

articles in 'the Declaration and containing legal obligations as outlined in

document E/CN.6/NGO/254. That proposal was supported by many of the 110 national

organizations in the Federation.

Such an instrument should cover all political, s~cial and cultural aspects;

moreover, it was important to include the needs of working mothers, which required

protection.

The .adoption of such a convention would not eliminate any declaration now

in force and.would give.women the opportunity to defend their rights.
1"') .""t o

':"

If -the Assenlbly adopted the'draft convention in 1975, that would be a

significant contribution to International Women's Year.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said that her delegation had hot taken part in the

Working Grou;p,. but supported the recommendatic1nsput forward in documents '~

E/CN.6/573 and 574, particularly in paragraph 18 of the latter, and felt that

the Working Group had fulfilled its difficult mandate.

However, the dr~ft convention needed.tobe drawn'up in greater detail, and'

her delegation agreed with the delegation of Romania ,and others that . the 'draft;

convention and the records of the Commission's meetings should be submitted to

Governments for comment.
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Mrs. MARTE de BARRlOS (Dominican Republic) said that a spirit of

compromise had prevailed during the preparation of the draft convention: there

had been no question of trying to draw up a complete draft in five days.

Her delegation had serious reservations about the wording of the draft,

particula~ly regarding the protective measures for women, because it considered

it fundamental to stress the I equal rights of' men and women. Article 25,

paragraph.. 2, of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights referl·ed to motherhood;
~ ~

that article was very sound and ·there yas no need to supplement it with

. physiological or psychological details.

Her delegation was pleased to have taken part in the Working Group. It

supportedt~e idea that the draft convention should be sent to Governmentsfo~

their comments. Once those comments had been made known, measures could be taken

to obtain the greatest possible number of ratifications.

The women "f the world must realize the need to press not only for signature

of the legal ~nstrument but also for implementation of all the legal measures

which H; outl;ined.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) regretted that, owing to circumstances beyond

its control, her delegation had been unable to participate in the meetings of the

Working Group. In expressing its appreciation for the work done in the Group on

the draft in document E/CN.6/574, it would like to compliment the delegations of

~he Soviet Union and the Philippines on the spirit of co-operation and understanding

which they had displayed in merging their proposals.

In spite of the various international instruments and national laws relating

to the advancement of women, and the granting of political rights to women by

most Governments, discrimination against women still existed in.various forms,

and there were great discrepancies between the situation in law and the

situa~ion in practice.

In view of the slow progress in improving the political and-social status of

women all over the world, there was a need to prepare and adopt an international

instrument that would translate the principles set forth in the Declaration on

the Elimination of Discrimination against Women into rights recognized in law.

Such an instrument should be comprehensive and dynamic, and con'cain measures that

wou1~be universally acceptable for t~e implementation of long-term programmes to

ensure that women played their maximum role in modern society.

I ...
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WhiJ.e the draft convention was acceptable, her delegation sha.red the view of

previous llJ?eakers that the Commission had not had time at the current session to

give due consideration to such an important document, which should be referred to

Governments for their observations and comments. Consideration of the convention

could be resumed at the next session.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

../....
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6l6th meeting Thursday, 24 January 1974,
at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS CONCERNING A NEW INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (agenda item 4)
(continued) (E/CN.6/552, E/CN.6/573, E/CN.6/574)

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) announced that her delegation would,

together with other delegations, be submitting a draft resolution* to give expression

to the misgivings felt by many delegations about the proposed draft convention. The

draft resolution would propose that the draft convention be sent to Governments for

study, comments and opinions to enable the Commission to prepare a final document at

its next session with a reasonable prospect of majority acceptance.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that many delegations appeared to be having

difficulty because they had not received instructions from their Governments. While

some preliminary comments could be made, they should not be taken as binding. She

welcomed the fact that a draft resolution had been prepared and hoped that it might

lead to useful discussion. She was concerned, however, that there would be a paucity

of comments from Governments. The Working Group's report (E/CN.6/574) was difficult

to read and would take too much time for study. If there were only a few replies

from Governments, they would be of little help.

There were three courses of action open to the'Commission. Discussion could be

postponed for a few days, after which the draft convention could be voted on article

by article; the report of the Working Group could be sent to Governments; or the

report could be made clearer in order to assist Governments in formulating their

comments.

~~s. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) welcomed the idea of a draft resolution.

It must be made crystal clear that the document to be sent to Governments emanated

from the Commiss:l,on and had been approved by it, and was not just a series of ideas

from the Working Group. She agreed with the representative of Norway that the report

of the Working Group was a confusing document. The way it had been compiled must be

made clear; it should be provided with a preface with suggestions as to how the

document was to be used.

* Subsequently circulated as document E/CN .6/L.66'7.

').
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At the time when the original papers had been submitted to the Working Group,

it had been clear that there were areas both of agreement and of considerable

disagreement. The delegations of the Philippines and the Soviet Union had prepared

a combined text with alternative versions where there had been disagreement. It had

been emphasized that the combined text did not involve any commitment. It was also

important to note that no vote had been taken in the Working Group, and that there

had been no over-all consensus at any time. The alternative texts were all Of equal

standing; it was unacceptable to her delegation that one of the original texts should

serve as a basic or preferred draft. Those points should be made clear in the

preface to the final document, from which the square br~ckets should certainly not

be deleted. It would be very useful for the Commission to consider the draft

convention article by article to ascertain whether there were any points on which

general agreement existed.

Miss TYABJI (India) said that a paper must be sent to Governments with a

clear statement from the Commission. A great deal of time had been wasted and the

Commission must decide on the course of action it would take.

Mrs. KASTALSKAJA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed that it

would be difficult to reach any conclusion on the draft convention; although

delegations that had been represented on the 'Working Group were ready to take a

decision, other delegations were not. She suggested that the draft convention .

should be sent to Governments with the text in square brackets retained and

accompanied by the records of the Commission's discussions. She was more optimistic

than the representative of Norway on the subject of Government replies. ~ven if

there were only a few replies, delegations would nevertheless have tiIq~ to work on
.. , ' ...

the text and prepare a final draft. The United. N~t;~ns practice of'se'nding'doc.\UIlents
• • •.•••• . l -..

to Governments between sessions was extremely useful; her· delegation would",support

a draft resolution to that effect.

In reply to the point -raised by the representative of' the United Kingdom, sh~'"

said that it would not be necessary to provide an explanatory preface because

paragraphs 21 to 28 of the report of the Working Group already contained a

satisfactory explanation of the Working Group's decisions. :.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) recalled that it had been agreed that the

alternative texts were equal in status to the basic text •. She therefore proposed

that, in the document to be sent to Governments, 'the square brackets shoUld be

deleted.
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Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norw8¥) suggested that one wfJ3' of improving the document

might be to delete the square brackets but to add the names of the delegations that

had proposed alternative texts. She fully agreed with the United Kingdom

reprl~sentati ve that the Commission should not send out a document of the Working

Group on which no vote had been taken. She felt that to add a report on the

discussions would merely add to the contUsion.
'.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) reminded the representative of Norw8\Y'

that there had been a consensus decision in the Working Group not to g~ve, the names ~,

of States proposing amendments to the original text. The Commission"should adopt

the same approach.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the Secretariat would require guidance, particularly

on what it was to do with the square brackets. She believed that there might be

precedents for'sending a document of a working group to Governments for cOJll!Ilents.

It might be helpful to Governments if the Commission indicated the attitude

displayed .towards various se~tions of the draft convention, perhaps by'transmitting

the summary records of the discussion.

Alternative article 1, paragraph 6, of the final provisions erroneously

reproduced on pa~es 18 &'1d 19 of the' report c;>f th'e Working Group had been interpreted

by the financial authorities of the United Nations as referring to travel and

related expenses. The only financial implication of the provision' would be related

to the cost of meetings of the Committee; the Secretary-General would try to

absorb those costs if the convention were adopted, at which time he would be in a

position to submit a more precise statement of the financial implications.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that the Commission would not

have time to reconcile differences of opinion or clarit,r differences in the text.

She would prefer to see the square brackets removed and all the alternative texts

marked as alternative texts. That would allow Governments to distinguish clearly

between the various texts and assess them more readily.

Miss NOOR (Indonesia) said that, if the document was to be sent to

Governments, it shoUld be accompanied by an explanatory annex written by the

delegations which had submitted alternative texts. That would give Governments an

idea of how those texts had come into. being.

I ...
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Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) supported the Indonesian representative's suggestion,

which was a good compromise. She pointed out that not all of the text appearing in

square brackets was alternative text; some of it was additional text.

Mrs. KASTALSKAyA (Union of Soviet ,Socialist Republics) did not see the

need for any additional explanation. The report of the Working Group already

contained an explanation agreed on by the members of the Working Group. Her

delegation would have no objection, however, to using the word "suggestions" instead

of the word "amendments" in paragraph 22 of the report.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania) said that the Commission could begin consideration

of the draft convention article by' article, although such a task would be very

difficult and there might not. be enough time to complete it. She asked if it would

be possible to request the Economic and Social Council to authorize an additional

special session in 1975 to study the question of the draft convention.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) noted that the document under consideration

was only a first attempt at setting down ~arious ideas which might be incorporated

in a draft convention. When the draft had been submitted to Governments, a number

of new ideas might emerge. The idea of a spe'cial session would not be favoured by

her Government for a number of reasons. First, the financial implications of a

special session might be very considerable. Second, the programming of the

funqtional commissions was very tight, and, third, a year might not be SUfficient

time for Governments to consider the document. It seemed that the Commission was

prejUdging the decision that the report would be transmitted to Governments and she

wished to suggest that the Commission should turu its attention to clarifYing the

section entitled "Preparation of a new instrument or instruments". That could be

done in a number of ways,' for instance, by' adding the following sentence at the end

of paragraph 22: "It is emphasized that all suggestions are considered by the

Commission to be of equa.l standing." Such an insertion would help thosewhostucii;i

the document to understand that there was no emphasis on any one particular section

in the draft convention. In conclusion, she felt that the COIllJllission should begin

consideration of the individual articles of the draft convention. "

I. e,.
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NI's. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Hl,unanitarian Affairs) said that, from a procedural point of view, the Commissie,n

could recommend to the Economic and Social Council that it consider sch~dulinga

special session in 1975. However, thel'e would be financi.al ~mplica.tions.

. ~ . .
Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) felt that· the', Commission was. becoming ~ather cO'lfused

about how best to proceed. She wished to stress that the Working Group had decided
, '

not to vote on particular articles and that its report had been intended solely for

the Commission. Since the Commission J!1ight not have 'enough time to consider·thl~

report in detail, and if. it intended to transmit the document to Governments, sc.me

clarifications would be needed.

The CHAIRMAN requested the Rapporteur of the Working Group to draft an

explanatory note, in co-operation with the interested parties.

The meetinp: was suspended at 4.25 p.m. and resumed at 5.05 p.m.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) said that the following ~xplanatory note had been

approved by the parties concerned: ilThe Working Group decided not to vote on

particular articles. Where the Working Group did not reach a consensus and

alternative te7 ;s were proposed or recommendations mad~ or reservations expressed,

these have been reflected in connexion with the relevant articles. Some of these

amendments were incorporated in the articles of the Hork~ng Paper and several

alternative proposals are shmm in the report in square brackets." It had also been

,agreed that, it would be more logical to have a heading "Alternative text" whenever

there was an alternative proposal, while retaining the square brackets.

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) expressed the

gratification of her delegation at the compromise text prepared by the Rapporteur

and other parties.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs ) said that, when sending a communication to Governments, for

comment, it was customary for the Secretariat to draft a note verbale which

explained what was being transmitted. If it was the wish of the Commission, the

Secretariat could transmit to Governments such a note verbale, the text of the draft

convention, ,vith alternative proposals headed "Alternative text" and included in

square brackets, and an annex containing the explanatory note just J:.'ead out.

/ ...
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The .CHAIRMAN said that, it she heard no objection, she would take'it that

the Commission wished the Secretariat to proceed in the manner described by the

Deputy Director.

It was so decided.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre tor Social Development and

Humanitarian Attairs) said, with reterence to paragraph 4 ot draft resolution

E/eN. 6/L. 667, that the Economic and Social Council., bya decision ot 18 May 1973,

had laid down that its sUbsidiary bodies, with the exception ot the regional

economic commissions, might not ·create either standing or ad hoc intersessional

sUbsidiarY bodies withollt prior approval by the Council. In view ot that decision,

the sponsors ot draft resolution E/CN.6/L.667 might wish to consider dividing

paragraph 4 into two paragraphs. The first could end with the word "work" in the

third line ot the paragraph. The word "decides" in the same line would be deleted,

and the other paragraph would start with the words: "Requests the Economic and .

Social Council to establish ••• ".

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union ot Sovi~t Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation had only just received the text of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.667 and could

not possibly take a decision on it at the current meeting. In any case, the tp.xt

appeared to be in direct contradiction with the consensus reached in the informal

discussions just held.

The CHAIRMAN explained that there was no question of discussing the draft
~

resolution at the current meeting. The Secretariat had merely wished to draw

attention to the fact that pe.~agraph 4 would have to be revised.. .

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda ·item 7) (continued):

(a) Implementation of a programme of concerted international action (continued)
(E/CN.6/L.663, E/CN.6/L.665)

"Miss TYABJI (India) introduced draft resolution E/CN.6/L.663. She said,

with reference to paragraph 2, that her delegation would like to see United Nations

gift shops, similar to the one at Headquarters, established in large cit:i.es in

various countries to sell handicrafts fromdifterent countries. It felt, too ,that

/ ..., .
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voluntary organizations cOu+d help government agencies in developing ides\s about

and designs for handicrafts.

I'4rs. DAES (Greece) said that her country had long experience in assisting

women, particularly rural women, through the establishmeD:t of non-profit h~ndicr8.fts

co-operatives. Receipts from the sales of those co-operatives added considerably

to the income of rural women. She therefor~ supported the draft resolution and

hoped that the Commission would adopt it unanimously.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that i.n Colombia there was an

institute whose purpose was to promote the developmfint of handicrafts, Many of the

handicrafts produced in Colombia were exported and boosted the earnings of rural

women. Her delegation therefore endorsed the draft resolution. ..
Miss NOOR (Indcnesia) fully supported the ide.a behind the dra.;,:'t

resolution. She ~uggested, however, that the text sh..:Iuld refer to the need to

provide wmen with training in handicrafts design ~nd to enable them to obtain raw

materials as cheaply as possih:e.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) observed that implementation of the provisions

of the draft resolution would help to provid.e emplo}"Dlent for women. Her delegation

therefore supported it fully ~ For the past eight years, there had been a national

agency for the promotion of cotta.ge industrie s in the Philippines. The lJrovisions

of paragraph 1 would, however, help to improve conditions in some coun~ries.

Mrs. STEVEN:~ON (Liberia) said that her delegation would be happy to support.

the draft resolution. It could also support the Indonesian suggestion.

Miss TYABJI ·.(India) sa.id that her Government, too, was very active in
J

promoting handicrafts. There was an All-India Handicra.fts Boe,rd and good incomes

were derived from the sale of hand:i.crafts. The .purpose of the draft resolution,

however, was to help persons not sufficiently skilled to benefit by the work of

national institutes such as the Board. The words. "ways and. means" in paragraph 1

were intended to cover the ideas about training and raw materials put forward by the

representative of Indonesia. She hoped, ·therefore, that the Indonesian delegation

would be able to accept the text as drafted.

...
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Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) expressed support for the draft resolution, the

provisions ot which were consistent· with measures alread;y- being taken in Egypt to

help untrained women to develop skills' and market their products.
\

Miss NOOR (Indonesia) said that if, as the Indian representative had said,

. the words tlways arid means" covered the idea,s she had put torward, Indonesia would

be happy to c~~sponsor the dratt resolution.

Mrs. KASTALSKAyA. (Union ot soviet Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation supported the draft resolut,ion and 'WOuld vote for it.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) said that her delegation would be glad to support the..
draft resolution.: She suggested,' however, that the word "new" should be inserted

bf~fore the words "ways and means" in paragraph 1.

Miss TYABJI (India) accepted the Japanese suggestion.

The CHAIRMAN said that, unless she heard any objection, she would take it

that the draft resolution, as amended, was unanimously adopted.

It was so decided.

Mrs. h1JSSEIN (Egypt) introduced,dratt resolution E/CN.6/L.665. The

spo~sors had attempted to reflect the views expressed by members ot the Co~ssiQn. .
on implementation ot. the long-term programme of concerted international action to

promote the advancement of women and theiz:' :ii1tegration in deveiopment and the hope,

expressed by many members, that the Commission would play a part in the mid-term

review and appraisal of the Second Development Decade in 1975, which would also be

In~ernational Women's lear. The resolution would authorize the Secretary-General to

estabiish machinery to enable .the Commission to co-operate with the Committee for

Development .Planning and the' COIDmittee on Review and Appraisal.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania), Mrs.SANCHEZ-TORR~ (Colombia) and Miss NOOR

(Indonesia) said that' their deleg~tions W:lfihed to become sp?nsors of the draft""._._

resolution.

Mrs. OBA ("Tapan) said that her delegation was able to support the dra.:rt

resolution.

,
I .• ••
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Mrs. ALDAY(Philippines) congratulated the sponsors on a very timely

resolution. It should qe given great emphasis in International Women's Year.

Miss TYABJI (India) also commended the sponsors of the draft resolution,

which she supported whole-heartedly.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) complimented the sponsors of the

draft resolution on their initiative. With a view to strengthening the text and

providing women with opportunities to obtain equal rights and responsibilities with

men in the organizations of the United Nl..~tions system, her delegation wished to

propose several amendments to the text.*

The CHAIRMAN suggested that further discussion of draf~ resolution

E/CN.6/L.665 be postponed until the United States amendments were available in

writing.

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.

or. SUbs~quently circulated a.s document EloN .6fL .669.

/ .••,0
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Friday, 25 January 1974,
at 11. 30 a.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERnATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 7) (continued):

(e) Co-operation with intergovernmental organizations outside the United Nations
system (E/CN.6/572, E/CN.6/578)

Miss de TEJEIRA (Inter-American Commission of Women), introducing the

rep<?rt of the Inter-American Commission of Women (CIM), said that it was

enthusiastically preparing' for the observance of International Women's Year and that

the Executive Committee would approve the plans made in that connexion for the

American continent in September 1974. She stressed that CIM had every intention ot

co-operating with the Commission on the Status of Women within thetramework of the

activities 'which it carried out in the region.

She was surprised to note that the report of CIM was not included in the agenda

of the session as a separate item, even though for 27 years, under Economic and

Social Council resolution 48 B (IV), ClM had been regularly submitting a report to

the Commission on the status of Women.

Finally, she hoped that intergovernmental organizations similar to the one

which she represented would be established on other continents.

The CHAIRMAN, after tha,nking the representative of. the Inter...American.. ,

Commission of Women, said that the Committee on the Status of Arab Women was

represented for the first time in the Commission and emphasized the importance ot

that event.

Mrs. ELW~ (Committee on the Status of Arab W~men) said. that the reP.Ol"t of

the League of Arab States (E/CN. 6/578) briefly traced the steps leading .to thfa

establishment of the Committee 'on the Sta.tus ofArabWomenand~av;~thesai:f.,~~¥;...
. points of its statutes and the 11la,1or,recommendatiolls 'Whichitl1~dma.de.

The Commit~ee on'· the. Status. of •Arab women. was .t~e ".first .regional .. commission.of

women established since the. creation of the United.Nationsand it was. therefore
~',' _,:- ",,-, "'~."',',' ",.' - ,: -'-' , " " ," ','. '.' i:",< '.,,' :-:: .-: :.' ',' ,,'" , '.':: ~'d ;,:;.:,.,-,.'-; .. :,,':"-',::,.:.::""< 'c:. ,

interesting to explain the motives which. had led to its eEltablis.hment and to ., .. '.

~elt 'inthe 'Arab wOrld for an organization which would·focusattent:i.on "o~women<':~ •.....
':':':',., ',.' _. :.. ":"" ",.:,.,'.:"", . ".":- ".'_ - ,', ",_":': _,'..,-"', '"d\-:,',. ,:" ,."".:/,-:"",::,•.. ::_.'\~:", •."",:,.:;:u .:..." .. ,',''0.';,' '

specialprol>lemEl'~9.a~s~stt:hem ,:~~. intee;r~1i~the~~~~'V~~ in>all,sec"tors of· the
;<""',,',.:,-::::':'::,-

'/.~:,.;.,,"~;.'" .
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economic and social life of the region. There had also been a need for a regional
,

organization which could place a co-ordirlating role between th~ Governments and the

non-governmental women' s association~ in order to avoid duplication. SUch a body

would provide a link between United N~~ionsorgans and specialized agencies

concerned with women's affairs and the wrious (.'Ountries of the area. It had been

felt that it could help them in identifying the specific problems of women in the

area and that its existence would spur Governments to undertake programmes aimed ~t

the advancement of wOmen and their integration .in all areas ~f national and regional

development. Indeed, while there was an aW8.1'eness that the' question of the status of

women was not only of concern t.o women but was also of utmost importance to social

progress, little importance was attached to the im~lementation af existing measu:res

if pressure was not exerted by women themselves and their organizations.. .
On 28 September 1971, the Council of the League of Arab States had adopte'l a

resolution establishing the Committee on the Status of Arab women. That CODlllittee

was composed of representatives of all Member States, appoint~d by their Governments

at the request of the Secretary-General, who also had the right to invite

representatives of national, regional and international organizations to attend. .
meetings of the Committee as observers when the SUbjects under discussion were

directly related to their activities. The Committee, which was required to meet each •

year, had held its first session at Cairo in January 1972. During that session, it

ha~ dratted its statutes, Whereby it undertook to respect the principles of the

United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the General AssembliY's

Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination .against Women. The Committee must

ensure that women enjoyed the same rights as men in all spheres and tight to ~event

the passage of any discriminatory-legislation. It could also hold extraordinary

sessions and organize conferences and seminars on particular questions. At its first
. "

session, it had recommended that t~e League 01' Arab ~ates convene a conference to

stud.ythe role 01' women in the struggle tor national liberation. It had also

recommended the establishment 01' liaison otfices in every Arab State to tollow up

the implementation of its recommendationd once those had been approved by the League

Council. Furthermore, it had recommended that the League Council organize. a study
, .

group to examine the position of women with respect to personal status.. A conference

on that question had been held at Cairo in October 1972 and it had dealt with the. .
issues of polygamy, divorce, child custody, the right of' married women to work and

the age for marriage.

In September 1972 a conference on 'the status of Arab'womenand national
/ ..' .
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development, organized at Cairo with the participation of the Committee, had decided
".

to call upon the Arab Governments to set up working committees on the status of

women.

The Committee, on the Status of Arab Women had held its second regular session

in February 1973; it had been attended by representatives from 16 Arab countries,

including Palestine, and by observers. The Commit~ee had considered the position of

the Arab States regarding Arab and international agreements related to the status of

women, and labour laws, also to the extent that they affected women. It had taken

note of the recommendations of the Conference on Arab Women and National Developmen'"

and of the fact that the implementation of existing legislative measures still left

much to be desired. It had decided to hold a special seminar to study the best m~ans

to ensure that the working woman had attained her rights in the field of work and

production.

She hoped that fruitful co-operation would be established between the Commission

on the Status of Women and the Committee of the League of Arab States in the years to

come, in order t~ contribute to the full achievement of human rights throughout the

world.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) welcomed the report prepared by

the Inter-American Commissiorl of Women, which had been co-operating with the

Commission on the Status ot Wo:men tor 27 years and was doing commendable work. The

Inter-American Commission ot Women was co-operating actively with the D~inican

Government: the Seminar on Latin American Integration, held in 1973 in the

Dominican RepUblic and attended by representatives trom the Central American and

Caribbean countries, was an illustration of'that co-operation. '

Her delegation attached special importance to the question ot the integration

of women in economic activities; in that' connexion, atirst seminar had been

-organized with CIM assistance to study the: status of women in rural areas, which had

to be improved. She emphasized women in rUral areas because they were particulQOl-Y

numerous in Latin America.

CIM should, mOl'eover, take measures to strengthen its co-operation with' the

Commission on the Status of. Women. In order to avoid duplication, the Commission,

at its previous se~sion, had adopted aresolut ion inviting the Inter-.AIiJ.erican

Commission of WoDlento' study any relevant as,pect of the programme of work of the

Commission on the status of Women connected withregiona,land national real.ities.
, .

Finally, she wished to thank. the representative of the Committee an the, status

of Arab Women' for her statement and noted with satisfaction that women· on other
. I.
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continents were joining together to form organizations similar to the Inter-American

Commission. She ~eserved ~he right to speak again about the questions which should

be included in the agenda 01' future sessions 01' the Commission and which would be

01' particular interest to the Inter-American Commission.

, Mrs. S'l'ABILE (Argentina) shared the opinion expressed by the representative

01' the Dominican RepUblic regarding the Inter-~erican commission. 01' Women and the ~

relationship which should exist between that body and the United Nations.

Mrs. NOOR(Indonesia) paid a tribute to the representatives 01' the

Inter-American CODDllission 01' Women and the Committee on the Status 01' Arab Women tor

the reports which they had introduced. Those two interregional bodies had an

important role to play in solving problems 01' mutual interest which arose in those

regions. She took that opportunity to mention the ettorts made at the interregional

level by the States members 01' the Association 01' South-East Asian Nations, which was

currently establishing a commission on the status 01' women for the countries 01' the

region.

Mrs. RUSSEIN (Egypt) thanked the representatives 01' the Inter-American

CODDllission 01' Women and the Committee on the Status 01' Arab Women for the excellent

reports which they had introduced. She paid a special tribute to the Inter-American

Commission of Women, which had been the tirst 01' its kind and Whose example had led

to the establishment 01' the Committee on the Status 01' Arab Women.

It was' the tirst time that a regional committee on the status 01' women had been

established outside the framework 01' the United Nations. That Committee, though new

in the Arab world, had immediately undertaken a study of various tieldsot activity

01' common interest such as family law, the participati0l?- of women in development,

labOur legislation, etc. It provided liaiaon between non-govern~ental organizations, "-

national women's organizations and Governments, 'on the one hand, and

intergovernmental bodies, on the other. Her delegation hoped that very close

co-operation would be established between that Committee and the United Nations

Commission on the Status of Women and that such co-operation would relate

particularly to African women, since a number of Arab States were African States.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) added her delegation's congratulations to those

I ...
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alreactr expressed and hoped, like the representative of Indonesia, that a similar

group would be established for Asia.

Miss TYABJI (India), on her own behalf. and on behalf of her delegation,

congratulated the two regional commissions on the role which they had played in the

promotion of the status of women, and particularly emphasized the importance of the

role of the Committee on the Sta.tus of Arab Women in its region.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) also commended the representatives of the two

organizations on the reports introduced by them, and expressed the hope that they

would pursue -their efforts, especially during International Women.'s Year.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia), after having paid a tribute to the

representatives of the Inter-American Commission of Women and the Committee on the

Status of Arab Women, drew special. attention to the work carried out on the American

continent by the Inter-American Commission, with which her country collaborated

closely. She recalled that at the Commission's previous session, she had had the

honour, together ~th other delegations, to submit the draft resolution relating to

the activities of the Inter-American Commission which the Commission on the Status

of Women had adopted.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) commended the two organizations on their efforts

to promo~e the economic, social and cultural development of women in their regions

and expressed the hope that other regional commissions would follow their· example,. . .
especially in Africa.

Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand.) shared the views expressed by the Indonesian

and Philippine delegations concerning the establishment of an Asiangrpup. The

delegation of Thailand wished to become a sponsor of the' draft resolution relating'

to assistance to cottage and handicraft industries (E/CN.61L~663),whichwere very

important· in Thailand.~,:'::'~..

..
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Miss ROMO ROMAN' (Chile) associated herself with the delegations which had

congratulated the Inter-American Commission of Women and the Cl.>JDlDittee on the Status

of Arab Women on the work they had accomplished to ensure the advancement of women,

and in particular the Inter-American Commission of Women, with which the Chilean

delegation had collaborated for a number of years.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) congratulated the Committee on the

'Status of Arab Women on its excellent report , on the programme which it had

implemented during the past two years and on its statutes. She hoped that the

regional organizations' would exchange reports among themselves, thus taking

advantage of the experience acquired in other regions. She had also read witQ great

interest the report of the Inter-American Commission of Women, whose programme of

action contributed to the enhancement of the status of women. Her delegation had'

noted with interest the efforts undertaken by the two regional commissions to

implement the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women as well

. as other aspects of ·the programme of the United Nations Commission on the Status of

Women. She hoped that the Commission would continue to collaborate closely 'with

the various intergove;rnmental regional bodies, in particular with regard to the

celebration ot International Women's Year and the activities designed to enhance the

status of women.

The CHAIRMAN said that the general debate had been concluded.

(a) IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAMME OF CONCWED INTERNATIONAL ACTION (continued)
(E/CN. 6/L. 665, E/cN. 6/L. 669);

(b) BrATUS OF RURAL WOMEN, ESPECIALLY AGRICULTURALmRKERS (continued)
(E/CN.6/L.664);

"(d) ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 'lU PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN
(continued) (E/cN. 6/L. 666)

The CHAIRMAN proposed that consider~tionbegiven to draft resolutions

E/cN. 6/L. 665 and· L.669 reiating to the implementation of a programme of concerted

international action.

I.·..
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Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:', noting that the

text of the amendments submitted by the delegation of the United States

(E/CN.6/L.669) to draft resolution E/CN.6/L.665 had only just been distributed,

requested that consideration of that item be postponed until the following ,meeting.
, ' .

Whe CHAIRMAN granted the request made by the delegation of the Soviet

Union, and invited the delegation of the Philippines to introduce draft resolution
1 '. • . . '

E/CN.6/L.664 relating to the status of rural'women,especially agricultu~~,workers.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) said that in her country agricultural'worker~

,represented 34.5' per cent of the labour force, and that 64.2 per cent of them were

unpaid f~ly wo~kers; ~oreover, 53 p~r cent of the total ,number of' unemp19yed

women were in rural areas. A similar situation probably existed in other dev.eloping

countries, and it was ~herefore important to develop to the utmost the resources of

rural areas in order to enable rural women to participate in national development

programmes and to prevent their migra'tion to, the cit'ies. As had been stated by. the
'i .' •

International Labour OJ;'ganisation in its report (E/CN.6/583), International. Women's
, ,

Year provided an excellent opportunity for taking stock of the situation and

eval:uating the impact of mea~ures taken to promote the advancement of women through

education and -i;raining progr~es.

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) supported draft, resolution E/CN.6/L.664.. .. ,

Costa Rica attac~ed considerable importance to the ,i~provement of the status of
, . .

rural women, who made up the bulk of the female population in developipg countries •
, , ,

Mrs. DAES (~~eece) suggested that in ~he second line of the opera.tive

paragraph of 'the draft resolution recommended to the Economic and SociB;1 Council, the

word "Continuing" should be replaced by the word "Life-long" ,in accor4ancewith

the wordi'ng adopted for 'that ,type of programme, in 1968 by UNESCO. That wording ,

also appeared in the Declarat~on on SocialPro~res~ and Development~

Her delegation supported'the draft·resolution, and she hoped that. her

~uggestion would be taken into accol1Ilt ..

.Mrs. NOOlt .(Indonesia) said that' the sponsors ,of the draft' resolutiem .
accepted that suggestion.
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Mrs. OM (Japan) said that her delegation would be able to support the

draft resolution if the sponsors could accept the following amendments. In the

sixth line of the first preambular paragraph, the words "and vocational training"

should be added after the words "literacy progr~es". In subparagraph (b) of the

second preambular paragraph, the words "service occupations" should be preceded by

"undesirable".

In the, operative paragraph, the words "economic activities training, including"

should be added after the words "citizenship education", and the words "and pUblic

services" should be added after the word "farming". The rest of the paragraph

would remain unchanged.

,Mrs.ANDREI (Romania), while commending the 'sponsors of the draft

resolution, suggested a slight modification consisting of the addition of the words

"Of most c~untries" after the words Hrural areas" in the second line of

subparagraph (b) of the second preambular paragraph. That addition was necessary

because in the socialist countries women were no longer exploited.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) endorsed the text of the draft resolution,

but suggested that the words "where the majority of them are exploited" in the last

line of sUbparagraph (b) of the secolld preambular paragraph should be replaced by

"where some of them are exploited". It ~.eemed to her delegation that such a wording

would be closer to the truth.

Miss TYABJI (India) said that her delegation supported the draft

resoluti()n taking into consideration the proposed amendments , with the exception of

~hat of the Unite~Kingdomdelegation. The Indian delegation preferred the

following wording: "where many are exploited".

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) 'thought that it would be preferable to use the

following wording ii.n the last line of'subparagr,aph (b): "where the majority of "

themmaybe'exploited".

With reference to the proposed Japanese amendment, calling for the addition of

the,W'orcis"andvocational training" after the words "liter~cy programmes", she said

thfl,t .• it. would Suffice to mention vocational training at the beginning of the

·.• preampl(i!.
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Mrs. OBA (Japan) endorsed the suggestion of the Egyptian delegation.

Mrs~ COCKCROFl' (United K~ngdom), agreeing to the suggestion of the

Egyptian delegation, withdrew her amendment.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) felt that it would be appropriate to modif'y

sUbparagraph (b) of the draft resolution in order to make it clear that the'majority

of women were exploited only in certain countries. In Argentina, gainfully employed

women EDjoyedvarious social benefits and service~, .and were guaranteed a retirement

pension.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic), observing that

sUbparagraphs (b) and (c) were complementary, wondered if it would not be preferable

'to endsubparagraph (b) with the words "ul-pan areas", deleting what followed.

Miss ROMO ROMAN (Chile) said that she would like to have the text of the

amendments in order to take a position on the draft resolution under consideration.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that her delegation supported all the proposed

amendments, with the exception of that of the Dominican Republic, which concerned

an essential aspect o~the draft resolution.

Mrs. HUTAR(United States of America) said that her delegation wished to

join the sponsors of the dratt resolution, which represented a fresh attempt to

improve the status of rural women.

Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand), whose delegation was one of the sponsors 'of

the dratt resolution, requested the Japanese delegation t'o withdraw its amendment

relating to sUbparagraph (b). It seemed to overlap with the notion of exploitation.

The CHAI!iMAN invited the sponsors to prepare a new text of draft

resolution 'E/CN.6/L.664, taking into account the proposed amendments. She requested. ' '

the ' representative of Hungary to introducedratt resolution E/cN. 6/L. 666. relating •• to'

activities o'fthespecia.lized agencies to promote the advancement o'fwomen.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) said that draft resolution E/CN. 6/L. 666 was based. on

the contributiollwhich the International Labour Organisation was in a positiOn to

make to the attainment of the objectives of InternationaL Women's Year and' on thE!

importance of its. activities designed to promote the progress of women, as was

indicated'in the preamble.,

•
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She read out 'the operative paragraphs.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (l\)'orway), supported by Mr~. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican

Republic); Mrs.NIKOLAEVA (Un~on of @oviet Sociali~t Republil~s) ~nd 'Mrs~ NOOR

(Indonesia), ~equested that'the vote o~ t~e draft ,resolution'be postponed to the'

follow~ng meeting to giv~ delegations more time ,to study it"

TheCHAI~' grsnted that request.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.

'.

I . ..
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!'ridal, 25 Ja.m!8ry 1974,
at 3.25 p.~.

..

Chairman: Mrs. SHAlIANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMm AND
THEI~ INTEGRATIOl{ IN DEVELOPtlimT (agenda item 7) (contir.ued):

(b) STATUS OF·RURAL WMEN, ESPEC;J:ALLY AGRICtfflLURAL WORKERS (concluded)
(E/CN.6/L.664)

,~s. ALDAY (Philippines), sI,eaking on behalf of the delegationS ot'

Costa Rica) Indonesia and Thailand and her own del~gation, introcluced draft

resolution E/CN. 6/L. 664 'and said the.t Colombia, the Dominican Republic 'and the

United States had joined the sponsors of the draft.

In view of suggestions made by various delegations, some amendments had been

made to the text.

In the sixth line of the first preambular paragraph of the draft resolution

reconunended to the Economic and Social Council :for adoption, the word "continuing"

had 'been r'eplaced by the word "lifelong" 8!id., at the suggestion of Japan, th~. '.

words "and vocational trtlini~gn had'been illsert~ aft.~r the W:ord'''programmes'' in

the same line.

,I In subparagraph (b) of the second preambular paragraph, the words "of many. . , ,
countries" had been ac'Ued after the words "in the rural areas", and the word.s "the

majority Cif them are exploited" had been replaced by the words "many of them may be

exploited".

In the second line of the operative paragra.ph, at the suggestion of Greece,

the word "Continuing" had been replaced by the word "Lifelong", and in the fourth

line the words "education and vocational training" had been added after the word

"inforrl:~.tion". In addition, the word "and" had been replaced bya comma between the
•

words "family life" and "citizenship education" and between the Words "rural

development" and "co-operatives".

Miss TYAEJI (India) said that she fully supported the new d.raft resolution.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) thanked the sponsors of the draft for having accepted

her delegation's sugg~stions. She endorsed the draft resolution and recommended

that it should be adopted unaTJ.imously.

I. · ·
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Mrs. OBA (Japan) thanked th" sponsors tor having accepted her amendment
, .

and said that she supported the draft resolution.

T'ne CHAIRMAN said that if she heard no objection, she would take it that

the draft resolution had been adopte(l by consensus.

It was so decided.

(d) ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OFWOmr
(continued) (E/CN.6/L.666)

Miss TYABJI (India) endorsed draft resolution E/CN.6/L.666 and thanked

its sponsors. She observed, however, that although paragraph 3 was acceptable to

her delegation, ,account should be taken of the fact that countries with a high rate

of unemployment had special probJ,ems in the matter. .

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) joined the sponsors of tli.fJ draft resolution

which, she felt, would give emphasis to International Women's Year.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said tbJtt she would support the draft resolution

were it not for the last two paragraphs. The Scandinavian countries had al,~s,

for various reasons, had difficulties in accepting the ILO documents referred to.

The wording of paragraph 3 was very ,,-ague, as was that of paragraph 4 in the

reference to part-time work. Accordingly, her delegation propossd that the first

phrase of paragraph 3, up to the ,word "need", should be retained and. that the rest

of the paragraph should be replaced by the following: "to revise its standards on

the employment of women, in the light of scientific and technological knowledge and

in the light of the changing roles of men and women in economic life and in the

family" •

She proposed, further, that paragraph 4 as a whole should be ·deletad.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said that her country was a sponsor of the draft

resolution and that the wording of paragraph 3 was deliberately vague. Reference

was made to an "eventual reyision" because the intention was not to l'ecoI!i11lend th~

revision of any agreements but that ILO should examine the possibility of revising

them.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that she fully understood the wording of th(~

paragraph but still believed that it was too vague. She therefore req'l.I,ested that

consideration should be given to her proposal.

/ ...
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.Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) felt that the Norwegian amendment would weaken the
. '

text. She wo,,~d like to lea-"1 the- Commission's opinion on the subject before

consill:ting the sponsors, of the draft.· \

Miss TYABJI ('India) said that she, 'agreed in general with the, Norwegian

. amendment 'Qut proposed a. diffe~~nt' l{or~ng •. After th~ wo:rd "need", the following
, . '. ..

would be added to the end 01' the paraBraph proposed by the Norwegian delegation:

. "taking fully into account different conditions in' the different countries".

Similariy, the following' would be added at the end 01' paragraph 4: "in the

light of the- changing roles of men' and women in economi:c li fe and in the family"., .

Mrs. BOKOR' (Hungary) said that sbe would be prepared to accept the
,

Indian wording but would have to consult the' other sponsors of the draft.

Mrs. ALDAY ~Philippines) said that the words "and in order to prevent

discrimination 'against w~men" ~ight be added after the. Indian amendment. Indeed,

long per.iods 'of matEu'rdtyleave constituted one ,of the' causes of disOrimination.. . \

against women.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) said that' she ,endorsed draft resolution L.666 with the

exception 01' paragraphs 3 and 4. She agreed ~lmost fully with' the' Irorwegian

wording bu1! would prefer to have the words "and study" inserted after the word .

."revise"•

She. proposed further that the words "~ agricUltural work'" should be added

. after the words "at home" in paragraph 4.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that she supported the draft resolution with

:che Indian delegation's amendments, which made it more realistic for their.

countries.
.,

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) said that Costa Rica had joined the sponsors of the

draft resolution•

. Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) said that her delegation was a sponsor of' draft. .
resolution L.666, which reflected members' concern ~or guaranteeing better livi~g

conditions for women.

The operative part qf the draft was based on opinions expr~ssed during the

'Commission IS del·ates. In th{~ opinion of the sponsors, the ILO ~as the

/ ..-.
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'··1'·,

organization directly connected with women's probl~. However, since there were

gaps in its provisions~ it was necessary to strengthen the measures adopted and

strive to ensure that International Women's Year was a resounding success.

On the other hand, the sponsors had not neglected to mention those

technological advances which might constitute a danger for women. The draft

therefore covered various aspects of the specialized agencies' activities to foster

the advancement of women. She agreed with the Indian amendments and proposed that

the draft resolution should be adopted.

Ml's. STABILE (Argentina) joined the sponsors C'f the draft resolution as

amended by Nor'W8\Y'. Her delegation attached particular importance to maternity:

protection and requested that the meaning of paragraph 3, which it regarded as

'fundamental, should not be weakened.

The meeting was suspended at 3.55 p.m. and resumed at 4.30 p.m.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) said that the sponsors of the draft resolution were

prepared to accept the great majority of the amendments.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) said that her delegation wished to beC?me a

sponsor of the draft resolution with the amendments which had been read out.

Mrs. KOISTAD (Norw8\Y') said that. the sponsorsobvious~·had not accepted
. '

her amendment, but she wished to press the point. She requested that a separate

vote should be taken on her amendment; otherwise she would have to abstain trom

voting.

The CHAIRMAN explained that the representative of Norw8\Y' was referring

to her. amendment modifying paragraph 3 and deleting paragraph 4.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) endorsed the proposal that a ,separate vote should be

taken on the Norwegian amendments.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) 'said that although the sense of the Norwegian

amendments was constructive, the sponsors could not accept them. She believed
•

that the sponsors of the draft were contributing to observance of the Year by

informing the ILO of their ideas and aspirations.

The CHAIRMAN said that she would put the two Norwegian amendments ,to the

vote separately.
I . ..

'f'
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I

The amendment to .paragraph 3 was rejected by 14 votes to 6, with 3 abstentions.

Parasraph 4
•

.-. ,

The amendment to parasraph 4 was rejected by 16 votes to 3. with 6 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN read out paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of draft; resolution
, .

E/CN.6/L.666 with the amendments that bad been accepted by the sponsors.

,"2. Requests the International. Labour Organisation to expand its efforts

in this field and to ac~ord particulaI' att~ntion to girls and ,women in the

, revision of .instruments on vocatio~al guidance a'nd training and in its WOrk
, . I

under the World Employment Programme;

3. Draws the attention of tbe International Labour Organisation to the

need to study the possibility of revising certain Conventions, for example

tbe Maternity Pr~tection Conven'tion, with t'ull regard to the differing

conditions in different countries and to the need to transform certain

Recommendations into Conventions, for example th~ Recommendation on the

employment of women with familY obligations, in order to prevent

discrimination against women;

4. . Recommends that in' its future work, the ILO should devote attention- .
to new problems of concern, to women worke:rs, including the impact of

technolo6ical and scientific developments on the employment ofwODlen and

problems relating to part-time work, in the light of the changing roles of men

. and women in economic life and in the family.",

Mrs. KOIBTAD (Norway), speaking on ,a point of order., asked that a

separate vote be taken on paragraphs 3 ELnd 4, as amended.

Paragraph 3

Paragraph 3, as amended, was adopted by ,21 votes to none, with·5 abstentions..,

Paragraph '4

Paragraph 4, as amended, was· adopted by 21 votes to none, with 5. apstentions.

Draft resolution E/CN.6/L.666, as amende~

The'draft resolution, as amended, wa.s adopted by 23 votes to none, with

2 abstentions.
I.'~ .
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CONSIDERATION· OF PROPOSALS CONCERNING A wm., INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ELIMIWATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (agenda item 4)
(concluded) (ElCN•6/L. 667 ) .

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia), speaking on behalf of the sponsors and

her delegation, introduced draft resolution E/CN.6/L.667 and announced that Liberia

had joined the list of sponsors •

. The sponsors had felt that certain amendments should be made to the original ,_,

text. The last two preambular paragraphs.. had been deleted and the text of.
paragraph 1 had been altered to read: "Takes note of the work carried out by the

Working Group;". A slight amendment had been\made to paragraph 2 (a), the word

"alternative" having been omitted from the last,line. In paragraph 3, the words
, " ....

"the report of the Working Group" should be replaced by the words "the draft

articles" • A full stop should be inserted aft'~r the words "Against Women" in the

third ~ine of paragraph 4 and the rest of the paragraph should be deleted. The

following text should be added as the new ];iaragraph 5: "Requests the Secretary

General to send in good time the report which he was, to prepare on the matter for

consideration by the members of the Commission".'

Mrs. BOKOR(Hung8.L-Y) recalled that her delegation had submitted an
\ .

amendment to document E/CN .6/574. The Working Group had not considered the matter

and had deferred it to the plenary'. Sh~ hoped that the amendment would be included

in the text to be sent to Governments.

The CHAIRMAN said that if she heard no objection, she would take it that

the amendment proposed by Hungary would be' included in the document.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Direct~r, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the English version of the amendment'introduce~

orally by the representative of Colombia was not quite clear. She referred to the

working paper requested in paragraph 2 (b) Which must be'submitted unaer the "six

weeks rule" • •

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that that had been the intention of

the delegations sponsoring draft resolution E/CN.6/L.667 with regard to the request

. contairied in paragraph 2 (a), since that subject would be included in the agenda of

the Commission's twenty-sixth. session.

/.0 it
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Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) warmlY supported draft resolution

E/CN. 6/L. 661 , as amended. She emphasized that paragraph 4 was extremely important,

since members must receive the documentation early enough to study it. It was

discouraging for the members of the Working Group to know that delegations had 'not

received the documentat ion unt.il they were leaving their countries and that some

"delegations had not received it at all. The document referred to in paragraph 4
would be very long. It was, therefore, important that delegations should receive it

in good time, so that they could study it in advance. Given the complexity of the

agenda, she wondered whether the 1916 session should not be prolonged by one week in

order to enable the Commission to complete its work, since at that session the

Commission would have to formulate the draft convention in final form.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) wai'mly supported the statement

of the representative of the United Kingdom concerning the submission ot
documentation in good time. She endorsed draft resolution E/eN .6/L.661, which

reflected the discussions held in the Commission. She agreed that the draft

convention should be considered. as a priority item at the twenty-sixth session.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs) suggested that the following wording would avoid misunderstandings in

paragraph 5 of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.661, as amended: "Requests the Secretary

General to send in good time to the members of the Commission on the Status of Women

for their consideration the working paper referred to in paragraph 2 (b)".

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORP.ES (Colombia)' thanked the Deputy Director for her

sl'lggestion, which clarified the intentions of the sponsors of the draft resolution.

The CHAIRMAN asked t~e-~~p~esentativeof the United Kingdom to submit in

the form of a draft resolution her proposal that the twenty-sixth session of the

Commission should be extended by a further week.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republic s) said that the

preparation of the draft convention was an important and complex task Which would

take time, but achievements at the current session of the Working Group and the

COJDJTJission augured well for the final result. It was clear that much remained to be

done, and she therefore felt that the agenda for the twenty-sixth ~ession should be

as short as possible, so as to facilitate a detailed study of. the draft. She did

/ ...
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not think it appropriate to request an extension 01' the session by a further week,

since that would involve' financial implications and the Organization was at present

following a policy ot avoiding further expenditures.

The CHAIRMAN put draft resolution E/CN .6/L.667, as amended by the sponsors,

to the vote •

. Draft resolution E/CN.6/L.66Ia as amended, was adopted by 27 votes to none.

STUDY ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND FAMILY PLANNING
(agenda item 6) (continued) (E/CN.6/L.668) .

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS(Dominic&n Republic), introducing draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.668, said that it contained the views expressed by the various delegations

during .discussion 01' the item on the interrelationship 01' the status 01' women and

family planning, as well as the points raised by the Assistant Secretary-General for

Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs, in her capacity ~s Special Rapporteur,

in the documentation submitted by the Secretary-General. Referring to draft

resolution E/CN.6/L.668 in detail, she said that the sponsors ha.d decided to change

the word "parents", in the second line 01' paragraph 2 (a) and the first li.ne 01'

paragraph 2 (b), to the word "individuals". Furthermore, they had decided to add the

following.phrase to the end of paragraph 2 (b): "and for their total integration in

social and economic developmel:lt at all levels". At the end 01' paragraph 3, the

phrase "in order to obtain equal representation of men and women" had been added;
\ t. I

paragraph 3 .(a) should be amended to read " ••• the access of women to educatio~,

appropriate maternity and infant health services, vocational training ••• ". The

sponsors had agreed to replace the word "equal" in the first line 01' paragraph 5 with

the word "appropriate". She was.certain that the sponsors had taken the concern of

the members of the Commission into account in draft resolution E/CN.6/L.668.

Mrs. SIPlLA (AssistantS(~cretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) informed the sponsors of ·draft resolution E/CN.6/L.668 that, in

the second preambular paragraph, the date of General Assembly resolution 2683 (XXV)

had erroneously been given as 8 January 1971. The date given should be

11 December 1970.

I ...
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Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America), referring to the amendment to

paragraph· 5 introduced by the sponsors of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.668, said that

the word "equal" was more emphatic than the. word "appropriate" and would better

serve the Commission's purposes.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked that the

fourth preambular paragraph should be deleted from draft resolution E/CN .6/L.668 ,.
since it bore no relation to reality, at least in her own country. It was the

population that created material values, and it was impossible not to we~come new

members of the population. She did not understand why the word "Parents" s~ou1d be

replaced by the word "individuals" in .paragraph 2 and f!aid that she would prefer

the original version of that paragraph. She proposed that paragraph 2 (b) should

be amended to read" ••• exercise this right promote the status of women,

irrespective of any demographic considerations". She prop<?sed that paragraph 2 (c)

should be deleted. The planning of development should .take into .account the needs

of the population and not vice .versa. The words "as a basic document" should be

deleted from paragraph 4 for reasons of courtesy. The Commission on the Status of

Women could not give instructions to the Population Division, which was not

sUb?rdinate to it. Lastly, the word "equal" in the first line of paragraph f should. .
be replaced by' the word "adequate".

I

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) congr~tulated the sponsors o~the draft

resolution. She said that paragraph 2 (c) was open to many interpretations .!She

suggested that the text following the word tlprogrammes",should be replaced with the

words "~an succeed, only in conjunct~on with other measures 'Which will also improve

the status of women".

~ In paragraph 3 (b), the words "infant and child" should be replaced with the

words ''maternal, infant and child" .

•' -- In paragraph 4, the word "basic" might be replaced with the WOrd "background"; ,

it would be presumptuous to suggest that the report should be .distributed'lEt,sa

basic document of the Conference.'

Lastly, she supported the United States suggestion that the word· "equa.l"

should be retained in paragraph 5.

I ..
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\ Mrs. HUVUNANDANA (Thailand) recommemied the Commission to adopt .draft

resolution'E/CN.6/L.668, and. announced thnt her delegation wished to become a

sponsor.

Mrs .NOOR (Indonesia) said that she would support the draft resolution,

as amended, but asked whether it would not be better to begin paragraph 2, as

amended by the United. Kingdom and the Soviet Union, with the word "Affirming"

instead of "Affirms" and to include it'"as the' fin~ preambular paragraph.

She suggested that in' paragraph 3, the words "to use the report of the 'Special

Rapporteur ,'as ~ a guideline" should be inserted·a~er the wor<1s "Membe~ States" in
.,' ..

the first line ~ the rest of the paragraph' remaining ~changed~

. She agreed withthe United ~ingdom that paragraph· 4 should refer to a.. . ~.

"background document" rather than a "basic document".

She sugges.ted that paragraph 5 should. contain instead of the words "provide'

appropriate representation for women", the wo~ds "include a brC?ad representation 'o~

qualified women".. The words "promote and sponsor" in paragraph '6 should. be replaced,

with the word "support".

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of Americ,a) felt that one of the most important

contributions the Commission could make would be to achieve equal repre~.entation for

women throughout the United Nations system, at international conferences, and

elsewhere and that point should be mad~ vigorously and firmly.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL:"FABRI (Belgium) supported the Indonesian proposal to

replace the words "promote and sponsor" with the word "support" in paragraph 6.
She proposed that the word used in par~~aph 5 should be not "appropriate" but

"equita~le".

Miss TYABJI (India) said that her country had alws\ys supported family

planning, which was a matter of particular interest to it; she could not fully

agree with the comments of the representative o~ the Soviet Union. She proposed a

new text for the fourth prea:tnbular paragraph, reading as :t:ollows: "Recogni zing
;'

also that for many countries the current and continuous r~pid population growth has

created serious problems' both for the advancement of women and for development,".

She supported the United Kingdom proposal on paragraph 2 (c); at the same time,

she said that many countries would find it difficult to solve their problems in the

. / ...
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wrq suggested ;in paragraph 3 (b). They' should be left free to solve those

problems according to thdr abilities and in whatever way they found most

suitable. She agreed that paragraph 4 should refer to a "background document".
. .

She supported the Indonesian proposal on par~graph 5 and said that tne insistence

of the United States on re~aining the word ;'equal" might cause problems for some
, ,

of the developing c~untries. Moreover, that ~ind of equality could prove

disastrous, since experience indicated that in' countries which tried to apply it,

it tended tO,divide the population into 'separate compar;tments.

,Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) supported the amendment proposed by the
. , ~ .

rep~esentativ~ of the Soviet,Union to retain the word "parents" in paragraph 2 (b).
.. ' ,

She'also supported the United Kingdom amendments to paragra.phs 2 (c)~ 3 (b) and 4., .
With regard to paragraph 5, her delegation had no difficulty with the word

"equal~', which could have' both quantitative and qualitat~ve conno~ations: She

announced that her dele~ation wished to become a sponsor of the ,draft resolution•

. ~s. DABS (Greece) said that she recognized the difficulties inherent in
, ,

dr~fting suqh a comprehensiv~ resol~tion on such a broad and complex subject.

The draft reso;lution caused her 'qelegation some difficulti~s, but since it' was an

important do'cument, her delegation would s,upport it if the words ,"irrespective of

a~ deJllographic: considerations" were d;eleted from paragraph 2 (b). The change

. would not give ri~e to controversy and would not alter the substance of the

resolution, but the Commission should not make suggestions to countries in matters
, ' .

of demographic policy.

She supported the amendment'proposed by India, the United Kingdom proposal

, on paragraph 3 (b) 'and the proposal by th~ United States to retain the ~ord "equal"

in par9.gr,aph 5.

Mr~ VALT.ASAARIN (Finland) said that, .as a sponsor of the draft

resolution, -hews.s, grateful for the amendments,proposed. He WOuld, however.~'1tave

to consult the other sponsors before a decision on those amendments could be taken,'. . . . .'. '. . ". . ..".,

and he believed. that Monda;y morning would be the best time to do so.
, ~ '. \

" ~e pointed, ~ut a. technical consider~tionin connexion withpa:ragraph 4. The

. paragraph' .reqllestecl the Secretary-General to distribUt~.'tO Member. States the

'.
t l
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report of the Special Rapporteur on the third preparatory meeting to be held in

early March. The Economic and Social Council was due to meet in April. The

Commission could take a decision and include it in its report.

In connexion with paragraph 2 (b), he pointed out that everyone "'1as an

"individual" before being a parent and that individuals must begin family planning

before they became parents.

Mrs~ SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the topic of family planning had appeared in

United Nations documents since 1966. The documents sometimes spoke of "parents",

sometimes of "couples" and sometimes of "individuals". Some' people telt that the

expression "tuture parents" might be used instead ot "parents".
\ '

She had pointed out to the Commission in connexion with demographic policies

that every country had the right to decide its own policy;' what' was meant in

paragraph 2 (b) was that demographic .policies should be adopted irrespective ot

whether a country was overpopulated or underpopulated.

The expression "a basic document" in paragraph 4 had been intended to

indicate a background document. She agreed with the representative ot Finland

that the document tor the World Population Conterencewould have to be submitted

:'irst to the Population Commission, but it was sutticient tor the report to

nention the wish that it should be submitted.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union ot Soviet Socialist Republics) agreed with the
, \

fourth preambular paragraph proposed by India but categorically opposed the

inclusion ot the word "guideline" in paragraph 3 as proposed by Indonesia, She had

the greatest respect tor .the work ot the Rapporteur, but the' adoption ot a

demographic };X)licy tor a country was 8. matter tor that country alone to decide.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) proposed that the words "in out-ot-school"

should be deleted from paragraph 3 (c) and that the words. "tor both in-school and

out~ot-school youth" should be inserted after the word "levels".

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said that she was grateful tor the explanation given

but insisted on the deletion ot the words "irrespective of any demOgI-aphic policy"

from paragraph 2 (b). She asked the sponsors to reconsider their pos'ition and

I., .
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accept her proposal; otherwise she would request a separate vote on those

words.

Mrs. SIPILP (Assistant Secretary-General tor Social Development and

'Humanit"rian Attairs'J repeated tha.t the concept was nota new one and that it had

e.lready been approved by the General Assembly in the Declaration on Social Progress

and Development.

Mr. VALTASAARIN (Finland) said that his delegation was open to any
, .

suggestions. He asked that a vote should not be taken until necessary. ,

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the sponsors 01' the draft' re~olution should

meet and submit a revised text at the toll-owing meeting.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norws\y) said that no one need tear the word "equal", which

gave more torce to the idea contained in paragraph 5.'

The meetins rose at 6.20 p.m.

J
I
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619th meeting Monday, 28 January 1974,
at 11. 30 a.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 7) (continued):

(d) Activities of the specialized agencies to promote the advancement of women:
consideration of a draft resolution (concluded) (E/CN.6/L.67l)

Miss. CHATON (Frealce) introduced draft resolution E/CN.6/L.67l on behalf

of the sponsors. In preparing the text, the sponsors had taken account of the

recommendations contained in the reports submitted to the Commission by UNESCO in

the studY on the equality of access of girls and women to education in the context

of rural development (E/CN.6/566/Rev.l) and on the activities of UNESCO of special

interest t'o women (E/CN.6/580). In view of the importance of education in efforts

to promote the advancement of wom~n and their integration in development, they had

considered it necessary to submit to the Economic and Social Council the

recommendations in paragraphs 1 and 2. She read out those paragraphs and drew

attention to the fact that in paragraph 2 the words "International Education Year"

should be replaced' by the words "International Women's Year".

Miss TYABJI (India) congratulated the sponsors on having prepared a very

fmportant resolution. Her delegation, which would like to co~sponsor the draft,

suggested that the word "pre-school" should be inserted before the word "primary"

in paragraph 1 (a) •.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) requested that her delegation be added to the list

of sponsors. Implementation of the provisions of the draft resolution would greatly

benefit the peoples of the developing ,countries.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that her delegation wished to congratulate

the sponsors of the draft resolution.. T.he developing countries " inpe,rticular,

attached great importance to education, which wa.s the key to the attainment of

equa~ity between men and women in all sectors of life. Liberia would be proud to

co-sponsor the draft resolution.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) welcomed the draft resolution and requested that

her delegation be added to the list of sponsors.
(0
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Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that her delegation would be

very pleased to co-sponsor the draft resolution, the provisions of which went to

the heart of the problem of increasing women's participation in the important areas

specified in the text.

Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) congratulated the sponsors on their work and requested

that Guinea be added to the list of sponsors.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) proposed that the words "and ILO" be added after "UNESCO"

in the intl'oductory phrast! of. paragraph 1.

Miss CHATON (France) said that she was not sure whether UNESCO and ILO

conducted joint projects in all the areas specified in paragraph 1. ILO was

mentioned in subparagraph (c) because there had been a joint ILO/UNESCO conference

on equal educational opportunities for girls and women. She suggested, therefore,

that it might be more prudent to leave the phrase as drafted.
"

Mrs. 'OBA (Japan) withdrew her proposal and requested that Japan be added

to the list of sponsors of the draft resolution.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) requested an

explanation of the meaning of paragraph 2 of the draft.

Miss CHATOl{ (France) explained that what was involved was the allocation

of budgetary resources within the UNESCO bUdget; there would be no modification of

the general plan of the budget. A study made on the situation of women in .the

United Nations and' specialized agencies had shown that in UNESCO, and the other

agencies, the number of women, particularly in senior posts, was still very small.

The sponsors were therefore requesting that as large a share as possible of UNESCO's

budget resources be used to further the co-ol'dinated efforts of the Orgsnization's

various departments for the benefit of the women sta.ff.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said. that her
\

delegation could support the draft resolution. She suggested, however, that 'the'

words "in the allocation of its budgetary resources" be inserted between tliewords

"devote" and "as" in paragraph 2.

Mr's. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) proposed that the words "and'teachertra.ining"

be added after the word "education" at the end of paragraph 1 (a).

Miss CHATON (France) said,that the sponsors could accept the amendments

proposed by ,the delegations of India, the. Soviet Union and Thai:land.

<.
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The CHAIR~mN said that, in the absence of any objection, she assumed

that the Commission wished.to adopt draft r~solution E/CN.6/L.67l, aS,'amended,

by consensus.

It was so decided.,

(a) . I:MPLEivLli1NTA'l'I01T OF A PROGRAlvlli!E OF CO~CERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION (continued)
(~/CH~6/L.670) .

~irs. ,~ffiRTE' deBARRIOS (Dominican Republic) int~oduced draft reso~ution
\

E/CN.6/L.670, the various p~agraphs of which 'l-Tere self-explanatory. It was

unthinkable that in .organizations such as the United Nations and the specialized
. ;. '. ~". \ . .

'agencies the situation with respect to the app~intment of women to suitable

positions, particularly senior and policy-making positions, should remain

unsatisfactory.
. ~ . .

Mrs. HOOR (Indonesia) ask~d why the sponsors of the draft resolution
, . .

had confined themselves to ~he question of the advancem~nt.ofwomen within the

organizations of the. United Nations system. Surely 'the 'Commission should also urge. .
Governments to ens~e that as many women as possible participated in the preparati~n

'of national plans.

, ~qrs. NIKO!:AEVA (U~iOIl of S~viet S~cialist Republics), supported by

~jrs. ,HUSSEIN (Egypt'), proposed t1;lat c01J,sideratiqn of the draft resolution be

deferreo, until the followi~g day. The text had only just been distributed and
.. I·'

delegations had not had time fo study it properly.

It was so decided.

STATE1'1ENT BY [lEE Ul'IDER-SECRETARY-GElIJERAII FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS

D~S. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary~General for,Social·Development 'and

Humanitarian Affairs) said she 'was 'glad to' see that the ~ntegration of women in the

development effort had started in the United Nations Secretar~at'with the transfer
- .

of the Section on the Status of Women from the _Division of, Human Rights to the. .. " .

Department of Economic and Social -Affairs.

In response to a request from the representative of Indonesia, she had
- -

prepared copies of the document setting out the terms of refer~nce of. the Centre

for Social 'Development and Humanitarian Affairs and of a letter from the Under

seclretary-General for Economic JUld Social Affairs circulated at the time when the

. Centre had been set up.
I
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Since the Commission was one of the intergovernmental organs served by the

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, she felt that it was appropriate that the

Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Aff~irs ,should be acquainted with

the'work of the COD'mission and that the Commission should k~ow something of the

Under-SecretarY_General's view.

, M~. de SEYNES (Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs)

said that the Commission on the status of v~men had originally been included within

the terms of reference of the 'Department of Economic and Social Affairs. At that

time. its, activities had been integr~ted .with other development activities•

.Jl~though there had. subsequently been a separation, experience had shown that

reintegration would be useful. Concepts of economic and social development had
, ' ,

changed rapidly in rE!cent yew."s and there was a growing realization of the need to

, give greater prominence to human resources as the foundation of any economi'c and

social development effort. In such a context, the factors affecting women in the

developing'countries could not be ignored. The same could be said for the

so-called developed countries, where there ,~s still considerable room for

development. Participation in initiating and carrying through ~ocial policies '~s.

-closely linked to ,the family structure, 't'1here Women played the predominant role.
. . l .

Other bodies of' the United Nations family were also showing a growing interest in

the role of wo~en in develo~m~nt.:

The key to- economic progress .'t·ras social organization. Consequently~ the role

of women and the need to develop that role must be taken into account whenv:iewing

women both as the agents of production and development and as the beneficiaries.

It wa.s important to consider, as' 'the time for, the World Population Conference

approached•. whether sUfficient attention was being given to the role of·· women,_

Failure to take' that factor' into' acco~t 't'Tas the source of many obstacles.
,

Moreover, the approach had often been too limited, and the importal1c.eof; the
"" ",'". "','

population explosion had been 'realized too late. Theadjustm~nt tocertain.e:Sp~~'t.s

of the problem - th.e role of women in the social' transfor:nations th~twouldht1v~ to '

ta.ke place, and the need to control deIl10graphic pressure in the future-wasnop~et

cOl~plete. It ,,,as partly in order to make that ~djustment that the unit·ied a.:p;proach

to developm-ent had been adopted,: The field was one' in which no' recipes for fn~talit

success coulcl beoffei'ecl but, with the he+p of bodies like the CdJmll.is~ion.progress'

.could be more rapid than ,in the past.

iV···; 'I
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,
The forthcoming International. l'1omen t s Year was of vital importance to the

t:Jnited Nations because it 'Would coincide with the mid-termreyiew and 'appraisal of

the Second Development Decade. In connexion with tlie possible reVi:sion of the

strategy, the Assistant Se~t:etary-General for, Social. Development and Humanitari"an

Affairs had p01nted out that th~re had-been ~nl;'apassing refer~nc~in ihe

strategy to the role of 'Wom~n. lIe hoped that the' Commis.s~on would help to pave the

w8'3' for a revision of the Strategy. 1975 'o1a8 also the year in which a special

session of the General Assembly-would be held to deal with development questions.. . .
An attempt would be" ms,de at.that time to mak~ an over-all assessment' of the

existing insti,tutional system, whicb agmittedly did not do' justice to the role of

.< 'to1omen. The current session or the 'Commission was an important 'preparatory step for.
the events of 1975.

He wished the Commission everY success in-its work.

PROI'ECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN EMERGENCY AND ARMED COl\YFLICT IN ~HE STRUGGLE
FOR PEACE, SELF-DETERMINATION, NATIONAL LIBERATION AND INDEPENDENCE (agenda item 8)
(E/CN.,6/586:. E/CN.6/NGO/255): ' -',

~. BRUCE (Dep~ty Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affa.irs) introduced the. report of tl.1e Secretary-General (E/CN.6/586),

which had been prepared in pursuance o~ the requests contained in paragraphs 6 and 7

of Economic and Social Council resolutio~ 1687 (LII). .

Paragraphs 4 81ld 5 of the report enumerated th~ sources ef i~:formation used in
. " " \

its preparation. A brief outline of the n.ature o~" the repo~ was given in

paragraphs 6 and 7.

Chapter I.A was very important and should be read in conjunction with the
. .

annex to the document, which reproduced tne provisions with respect to the protection

of women and children contained in the draft additional Protocols to the Geneva

Conventions of 12 }'\.ugust 1949 and commentaries on those Frotocols by the. . ... . . '-

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). , The draft additiona.lProtocols
• J •

we:re to be revised an:dadopted at the forthcoming Diplomatic Conferenc~ on the

ReatfirIllationand Devt~lopment of IntexnationaJ. Humanitarian Law. The first
..' I

additionaJ. draft· Protocol covered. the protection of'victims of international armed

conflicts; the sec6ndadditional draft Protocol covered the protection of v~ctims

of non-inte:rnational armed conflicts. She drew the attention of the Commission to

" I ...
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par,agraphs 15 and 16 of th~ report, ~hich indica.ted the changes that had been made

in the draft PrQtocols since the Commission's previous session. •

Chapter II ,~ealt with me,asures' taken to develop ways and means of rendering all

possible humanitarian support to the women and'· children' referred to in Economic and

Soci8.J. council res~iution 1687 (Ln)' and was essentiailY an 'analysis of' informa:tion. , '

received. Chapter III Was' devoted to information: received on tha c,ondit'ion of

women and children in particular- situations o'f emergency and .armed conflict in the

struggle for peace, self-determination" national'liberation and independence.

Information had been received, from thr~~, Governments only; and the repprt had also
" .

used 'infor_tion 'r,eceived from United Nations, 'bodies or available in official

United N.ations reports and other documents as .well as from a number of international

non-governmental organization~. In compi·ling the report, the Secretariat had

concluded that some action was needed to give,women and c?ildren better protection

in situations of emergency, and ~rmed conflict', and that public opinion and all

concerned needed to be fully aware of the speci'al hardships suffered by women and

chi~dr~n in such situations. Chapter ~V conta~ned a number of specific suggestions

for the consideration of the Commission.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania) sB:id tha.t her country's position on the item und~r
, ' .

consideration should ,be viewed ~n the .light of ,it!? work for the maintenance and
, '

strengthening of peace " the elimination of force in international relations and the

encouragement of independence slldself-determination f~r peoples under colonial or

other foreign domination. In order to end the widespread colonial.i~m and racism in

so~thern Africa, it gave ev:ery support 'and assistance to the national liberation

movements and had recognized the Government of Guinea-Bissau.

Her delegation supported the Commission's efforts to ensure effective

protectfon' for women and children i~ si''i;uations of emergency and armed conflict in
, f '

t~e struggle for peace,. self-detennination, national lib~ration and independence,

and felt th~t it was essential to gi1aran~eespecia1protectio~,of their rights and

human dignity., The excellent report in document E/eN ~9/586 ;revealed the concern of

II"!my Governments and international organizations that existing rules of international

humanitarian law should be developed and strengthened. It was al.so clear from the

report, and in particular from paragraphs 108 toll9, ~hat those rules. were being

I ...
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flouted in southern Africa. Thus, the need to develop and implement the relevant

rules had been amply documented and, in that contel..-t, a trib~te should be paid to

the work of ICRC in connexion with the draft Protocols additional to the ganeva

Conventions of 12 August 1949. Her delegation noted with satis~ction that, in

reviewing those drafts. ICRC had taken account 01' the many proposals concerning the

protection of women and children in armed contlicts submitted to the second session

of the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation. and Development of

International Humanitarian Law applicable in Armed Conflicts. It hoped that the

Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International

Humanitarian Law, to be held in Geneva from 20 FebrP.ary' to 29 March 1974. would

adopt rules ensuring the maximum protection for women and children. The Commission

should also contribute to the, efforts to ensure protection for women and children

in emergency and armed conflict, in the struggle for self-determination and

independence, and to secure the strict implementation of obligations assumed by

States under the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare and the Geneva. Conventions of 1949 and othe:r

rules of huma.'litarian law embodied in international instruments. Her delegation

was ready to support any action by the Commission to that end.

~CHAIRMAN sdd that tb,e, representative of'· the All African Women 1s

Conference hed asked to address the Commission on the item under discussion. If

she heard no objection, she would take it that the Commission wished to invite the

repl'esentative of the All African Women's Conference to make 'a statement.

It was so agreed.

Mrs. DIALLO (All Af'",dcan Women's Conference) said that her organization,.

which grouped the, women's organizations of Afri~an liberation movements, was

deeply concerned about tpe protection of women and children in emergency and armed

conflict in the struggle for peace, self-determination, national liberation and

independence. In its view, that pl'otection could 'be fully guaranteed only through

the advent of natioIla.l independence and the elimination of racial d.iscrimination,

colonialism .and ,!I!artheid.. It wished to stress the need for effective action to

implement the rules ensuring the protection of women and children, who were always

the first victims in situations of emergency and aJ:'ID.ed conflict.

I ...
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Accordingly. her organization approved 01' the suggestions mo.de by a. number

01' delegations. and by the specialized agencies. It considered that new measures.
were needed as a matter of ~gency until a convention could be prepared. and that

it would be desirable for the Commission to make a start on preparing a declaration•

. It .strongly supported the draft submitted by the Women' s International Democratic

Fe4.eration and hoped -;hat it would be given due consideration. •

Her organization also supported paragraph 124 of document E/CN.6/586
•

concerning a draft declaration on the protection of women and children in emergency

and armed conflict tor adopt~on and proclamation by the General Assembly. At a

more practical level. the secretariat 01' the All African Women's Conference planned

an extensive campaign of assistance tor the liberation movements 01' Guinea-Bissau.

Mozambique and ~!\ngola. and had organized food and medical supplies for the women

and children in those regions. It was launching an information campaign to denounce

Portugal tor its use -of napalm against the civilian population and the massacre 01'

women and children. Her delegation was convinced that the Commission could speed

up' the elaboration 01' suitable instruments to ensure the protection 01' innocent

women and children.

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

I ...
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620th meeting Mondav I 28 Januar{ 1914,
at 3. 0 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SRABANI (Philippines)

PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN EMERGENCY AND ARMED CONFLICT IN THE STRUGGLE
FOR PEACE, SELF-DETERMINATION, NATIONAL LIBERATION AND INDEPENDENCE (agenda item 8)
(continued) (E/CN.6/586; E/CN.6/NGO/255)

Mrs. LI Su-wen (China) said. that the protection of women and children in

emergency and armed conflict in the struggle for peace, self-determination, national

liberation and independence was a question of great importance because it concerned

the lives and security of millions of women and children.

Although no new wOl'ld war had broken out since 1945, local armed conflicts

caused by the imperialist) colonialist and racist policy of aggression had never

ceased. During those wars of aggression and armed conflicts, imperialists,

colonialists, racists and Zionists had persecuted and slaughtered defenceless

women and children. In Indo-China, in Viet-Nam, Cambodia and Laos, imperialists had

carried out countless massacres and bombings. In the Middle East, the Israeli

Zionist.s, with the support of imperialism, had unleashed four wars of aggression
, .

within 25 years, occupying large tracts of Arab territory and driving Palestinians

and other Arab peoples from their homeland where they had lived tor generations.

Asa reSUlt, innumerable women and children had been forced to leave their native

lands homeless and destitute. In Mozambiq\.le, Angola, Guinea-Bissau, Azania, Namibia

and Zimbabwe, where the people were fighting for self-determination and national

liberation, large numbers of African women and children were persecuted and

sometimes even massacred by the colonialist troops and were SUbjected to the abuses

of apartheid and discrimination and to persecution and ill-treatment. The

imperialists, colonialists and racists did not comply with the provisions of

international conventions relating to the protection of women and children in

emergency and armed conflict. Accordingly, it was necessary actively to mobilize

world public opinion and urge women of various countries to unite and unanimously

condemn the crimes committed by the imperialists, colonialists and racists in

violation of international conventions. Women must stand togetherwith the people

of their own countries and with all·progressive peoples to prevent those acts of.

aggression and punish the criminalS so as to compel them to abide by international

conventions. Only in that way could the int~rests of women and children be

safeguarded.

..
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The Chinese women deeply sympathized with women and children living under the

terror of imperialism, colonialism and racism and strongly condemned all those who

perpetrated those crimes of aggression. The People's Republic of China had ratified

the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Geneva Protocol of 1925. It had consistently

advocated the protection of civilian persons, including women and children, in armed

conflict and had alw8¥s denounced slaughter and persecution.

While discussing the measures to be adopted to protect women and children in

armed conflict, the Commission should seek out the causes of contemporary armed

conflicts in order to eliminate the threat to the lives and security of women and

children and to protect their basic rights and interests. The contradictions in

the world were becoming accentuated, particularly the contradiction between

imperialism and colonialism, on the'one hand, and the oppressed nations and peoples

on the other hand, and the contradictions between the imperialist countries

themselves, especially the two super-Powers. Imperialism, colonialism, racism,

Zionism and particularly hegemonism had been responsible for incessant aggression

against the peoples of various countries, particularly those of the third world,.
and for other forDlP of domination, including interference in internal affairs.

Imperialism was the root cause of contemporary armed conflicts. The rivalry

between the two super-Powers and the resulting arms race constituted a grave menace

to the peace and security of the people of the whole world. Only by opposing

imperialist wars of aggression and the super-Powers' arms build-up would it be

possible to ensure the protection of women and children.

In order to hide the expansion of their arsenals, their war preparations and

their rivalry for nuclear superiority, the two nuclear super-Powers were trying

their best to create a false impression of detente. While hawking disarmament,

they were expanding their arsenals daily. One could not help asking why, if they

really wanted disarmament and the relaxation of tension, they: did not show their

good faith, for instance, by withdrawing their large numbers of troops from abrOaa-;-

dismantling their military bases on the soil'of other countries and undertaking nQt

to be the first to. use nuclear weapons, particularly against countries without

·nuclear weapons and nuclear-weapon-free zones.

Confronted with such a situation, her delegation believed that women should

sharpen their vigilance and, together with all people, relentlessly expOSe the

sup~r-Powers' sham disarmament and real arms build-up, sham detente and real war
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preparations and nham assistance and real control; they should reAolutel~r oppose

the super-Powers' acts of aggression, exp~nsion, occupation and control of other

countries. Only.1;hus would it be possible to !>rotcct tht;! fundflll'l.ental interests.
of '\-lomen and chiJ.!\ren and create the conditions essentiRl for their security.

In conclusion, her delegation held that it was necessary to draw a. strict

distinction between just wars and ~njust wars when s~e~{ing of the protection of

women and children in armed conflict. It was entirely just for the people~ and

nations of Indo-China, the l~iddle East and Afr\ca and other opp~essed nations and

peoples to take up arms in self-defence against t~e aggression unleashed by

imperialism, colonialisM, hegemonism, racism and Zionism. The Chinese people had

consistently and ~esolutely supnorted the just struggles w~~ed bY'o~press~d nations

and peoples and were deeply convinced that a just cause enjoyed a.bundant support

while an unjust C9,use found little support. "Tith the support of the people of

the io1hole v1Orld, "the just struggles of the people and "-lomen of va.rious countries

against aggres~ion and for national independence and liberatio~ 1-Tere bound to be .

victorious, no matter what difficulties they might encounter. Only their complete

,,.ictory could gua.rantee the lives and security ot the women and children in the

regions concerned.

Mrs. ~1A!LINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) pointed out

th~t her delegation had been among those which had asked that the qeustion of the

protection of WOlnen and children in emer~ency and armed. conflict in the stru~gle

for peace, self-detel~ination,national liberation and independence should be

placed on the agenda of the Commission's twenty-fifth session.

Under resolution 1687 (LII) of the 1conomic and Social Council, the Sect'etary

General was requested to consider, in the light of the resuits of the work done

in that respect 1·rithin the frameviork of the International Committee of the .Red

Cross, the desirability of drafting a declaration on the SUbject. Her delegation

for its part was resolutely in favour. of drafting such adeclaration. The

questi.on of the protection of women and child.ren continued to be a matter of keen.
concern in many regions. In lndo-China the civilian population, particularly

women and children,had suffered considerably fr.om bombings, massacres and

destruction that had left them homeless and without means of existence as a result

/ ...
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EXPLOITATION OF LABOUR THROUGH IIoI,ICr'T .AND CIJ...'lliDESTINE TRAFFICKING (agenda, item 9)
(E/CN. 6/582)

The CHAIR~1AN asked the Deputy Director to introduce the note by the

Secretary-General relating to the exploitation of labour through illicit and

clandestine trafficking.
I ...
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,,'1:r::~•• ~l;!!-~9E (Deputy Di.rector of the Centre for Soci~,l Development and

Uum3rl'i":-al'iall A!?f:'d.l'S) stated that the note by the Secretar~r,..General (E/CN.6/582)

.~;.. '" !tf.!c:.£:rl"O!.lril:l rn;per for the COllunission 8,m1tna.t the latter ~vas considering

'IA~\: ql'h.':{ bi.on in f',ccordance ,dth resolution 1789 (r,IV) of the Economic a.nd Social

Council. ~\he SUb··Commission on the Prevention of !1iscrimination and Prot.ection

of riinol'ities and the Commission Oll Human Rights he.d 'been askecl to consider the

question. The discussion that h8.d taIten place in the Commission 011 !'ru'Ylan nights

had focused on ti~ 8,spects~ nmne~r illicit and 'clandestine tr~ffickin8 in forei~n. ,.. ..

labour and the discriminatory treatment of foreign and mi~rant workers in

receiving countr~es, ~1estions which had also been considered by the International

Labour Organis~tion.

She (:!.re,v the COl;:mission I S attention paz,ticularly 'to the plight of ~roung

girls e.nd w'ome,n who were lured into 'Hves' of prosti t1.\tion by false promises of

overseas jobs. The Commission should also give its attention to the worl~ of the

Sub··Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of ;,ij.norities

described in paragraphs 17 to 24 of the note b~r the Se,:reta.~r,,,General,particularly

in paragraph 21. The SUb··Commission had entrusted one of its m~mbers i-rlth ·,the

task of prepariUf!;, ill co··operation with the'Secretariat, a study on the question

of the exploitation of lahour through illicit and clandestine trafficking and

SUbmitting it to the SUb··C.ommission a.t its tvTenty~·seventh session.

The note by the Secretary..General suggestecl that the United Nations agencies

and bodies vTorldng in tha.t field should be rt~q\.lested to pay particular attention

to the question and to report to the Commission on the Status of Women at its

next session.

The C}1~~~~lli\r said that~ if she heard no objection, she would give the

floor to the representative of the International Alliance of T,ToDlen under rule 76

of the Commission I s rules of proceduz'e.

Mrs. LIPKOHSKI (International Alliance of Homen) saicl that the

organizati.on vrhich she represented was fightinG for the dignity anc,l respect of

women and the elimination of all forms of slavery. Prostitution was a form of

slavery and a social scourge "Thich had its ,origin in unfortunate personal, social

or economic situations. Some female occupations were pa,rticularly apt to draw

,.
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women into the vicious cJ"c:'..e of the '''hite slf.l.ve trade, and e~::emplarv y.nmisbi.1ent

should be metet:l out o.g~,inst those "rho, engaged in that tl'ad,e. ~rr€Lffic in i:omen

'-Tal] ~a'l:; deterl'ecl by na:i;ional or continental frontiers; on the pretext of;'

recr-nitinE: lab·:>ur or or{~ani:d.ne: art:i.s'tic tours ~ transfers I'rere, In''-'l.e by all means

of transport. ~nat explained '~lepressing need f.or hi8hly organized national

action in 311 countr~es and for st,rong international co~,ordination amonrr effective. "

~,ssociations,. At i as congress in lIl'e'tT Delhi ~ the Internationa.lAlliance of. l'T!?I:1en

had proposed tha.t interna.tional action i,n the spirit of the Convention adopted 011.' .. . .
2 December191.~9 should be initiated and. an international jurisdiction este.1)lished

to supervise ',the implementation' of :ti.le Convention.

In the short ,teri:\ El. list mus,t l"e made of' ,the' countries th:?t h~.c.1 not acceded, '. . . \

to the Conventi.on of 2 Deceml71er 1949 in order to make it uossible to tllke various... . .
steps 'to checl\: the routes used in the 't-rhite slave anc1 ~rur- traffic" a,nd l;:ee1? e,

closer watch on frontiers ~ ports ~ airports and pleasure craft. The last H1TEBP'Ot"
Congress had ,strongly emphasized the i:t'l:oortt'!,nc.e of clrugs and thei~~ close ,

, .
relationship ,with. thel,rhite slave trade and 't[orlcl criminality in connexion -dth,

the intenlati'ona,l traffic. in "\.fo'lll?n ~. ,

IN'xERNATIONAL :WOMEIP S YEAR (agend~ item 3,~ (9.2!tE:!U~.E!..~) (E/C~T.6/576.)

Mrs. SIPIL1\ (Aflsistant Secreta.ry~.G~neral'for ~ocia~ Dev;elopment B,nd

H\una~i ta~ian 'Aff.airs) said that she ITould" l)e unable 'to attend the Commission ~s. ". .
ne,j~t meetings but wished ,to point out, the particular importance "of International

'Homen IS Yea"r. rr'he 'recommendations whic.~h the COJ1unission ~"ould adopt in that

connexion were eagerly awaited and would have a considerable influence on the

fu'ture of the entire "Torld. . .

/ ....
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Tuesda.y! 29 January ·1914,
at 11.25 a.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

The CHAIRMAN announced that two meetings would be held the following day,

Wednesday, and one morning meeting on Thursday, at the end of which the Commission

would have completed its work on all items on the agenda. No meetings would be

held on Thursday afternoon or on Friday morning, so that the Secretariat would be

able to complete the preparation of the Commission's report. ,On Friday afternoon,

at ~he last meeting of the session, the Commission would consider the report.

The meeting might last until 8.30 p.m.

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION 1.1:0 PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 1) (continued): .

(a) IMPLDmNTATION OF A PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION (concluded)
(E/CN.6/L.665/Rev.l, E/CN.6/L.670)

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS' (Dominican Republic) noted that she had introduced

draft resolution E/CN.6/L.610 at the previous morning's meeting, but that

consideration ot the draft resolution had been deterred until the present meeting,
.at the request ot the representative ot the Soviet Union.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway), outlining the reasons for which the draft

resolution (E/CN.6/L.670) had been drawn up, recalled that, pursuant to previous

resolutions, Mrs. Sipila had been appointed to her present responsible post.

However, that was not enough, and the purpose of the draft. resolution was to ensure

that the various bodies involved did not lose sight of those previous resolutions,

but· bore in mind the need to appoint women, especially tO,the most senior posts.

~le that idea had already appeared in other resolutions of a general nature, she

felt that it was essential to a.dopt a resolution layi!1g particular stress on the

importance of the matter.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) expressed appreciation to th~ ,

delegations which had joined the sponsors of the draft resolution. She proposed

that the first preambular paragraph should be,amended SO .that it would begin

"Recalling Article 8 of the United Nations Cha;rter and" - so that the Organization

I ...
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would not place any restrictions' on the eligibility of men and women to participate

under conditions of equality in its principal and subsidiary organs.

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) said that she wished to join th~ sponsors of

the draft resolution. In paragraph 1, the words "an adequate bal&nce" should be

replaced by ~ "an equitable balance".

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) said that she also wished to join the sponsors

of the draft resolution. She suggested that a new paragraph 6 should be added,

which would read as follows: "Requests further that the Secretary-General report

'on the status of women employed in the Secretariat at the General Service level." ,

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation supported the proposal for an increase in the nUmber of women employed

in the United Nations and in the specialized agencies in which women were not

adequately represented. At the same time, she wished to point out that draft

resolution E/CN.6/L.670 made no reference to the principle of equitable geographical

distribution, a principle which should be strictly respected. Nor was any mention

made of the qUalifications required, or the criterion of suitability for a post.

,It' was not er"oush to state that men and women should be equally represented: it

should be specified that equal representation must be ensured at allleve~s. The

draft r_solution did not take account of all the provisions of the Charte~, or of

the difficulties which Asian and African countries might encounter. Moreover ,it. .,.
was not easy for the socialist countries to place their nationals in posts within

the United Nations - t~eir quotas were not fil~ed- and matters were even more

difficult when those countries' candidates for such posts were women. The draft

resolution ,primarily benefited t:tte 'Western countries, and particularly those in

which the headquarters of the United Nations and of the specializeda~encieswere

located. She reserved the right to return to the matter at a later stage.

Mrs. cADlEUX (Canada) congratulated the delegations of·Norway and the

Dominican Republic on the ex~ellent'draft they had 6ubmitted,andsaidthat she

wished to become a sponsor. She felt·that the proposal made by, the Soviet Union
, .

was a valid one " but it would be difficult to include that idea in a draft

resolution on item 7.
.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia.) announced that her .delegation wished· to become. a

sponsor of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.670. At the same time, she wished to ma.kea
,

1-.,. _.

j
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few suggestions which she felt would strengthen the basic concepts of the draft •.
She proposed that, after the first preambular paragraph, a new preambular paragraph.
should be J.dded, which would read:

. "Noting with appreciation that where already women have been appointed to

responsible positions in the United Nations system it has definitely proved to

have 'had a positive effect on a more effective implementation of the aims and

programmes of the United Nations especially those relevant to the status of

women,".

She also proposed that, at the end of paragraph 1;, a comma should be added, followed

by the words: "at all levels in the United Nations system, international, regional

as well as national;". ,Although that idea was implicit in the paragraph, she felt

that it should be given special stress. In paragraph 2, the words "and positive"

should be added after the word "flexible".

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that she hoped that the

Commission would decide to approve the draft resolution (E/CN.6/L.670), which was

a reflection of the Commdssion's guiding role in supporting women and their

aspirations.

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed a number

otoral amendments to the draft resolution. In the fourth line of paragraph 1,

following the words "be achieved''', the words "vith strict adherence to the principle

ot equitable geographical distribution," 'should be added. In paragraph 3, the words

"establish an advisory committee within their,respective secretariats to assist in

the. formulation of", which would have financial·. implications, should. pe deleted and

replaced by "hold consultations with a view to formulating". Finally, the following

phrase should be added at the end of paragraph 5: "bearing in mind the principle of

equitable geC?graphical distribution within the Un:Lted Nat~~ns system".

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) observed that the resolution dealt with a matter

of ,great concern to. the Commission. Twenty~eight years after its establishment, the

time had come for the United Nations to review its recruitment and promotion

policies and adopt measures t() ensure an equitable balance between the number of

men and wo~en in senior and policy-making positions. The appointment of a female

Assis'tant Secretary-General had represented a significant first step which other

United Ifations bodies might wish to emulate. III order to ensure the employment of
,N

morequalif'ied women in ~enior and other professional positions in the secretariats

/ ....
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of the United Nations system, it was essential for Governments to submit the

candidatures of Q,ualified women for all positions, particularly at the policy-making

level. Her \lelegation fully endorsed the draft resolution (E/CN.6/L.670) and would

vote in favour of it.

Miss TYABJI (India) warmly supported draft resolution E/CN.6/L.670 and

congratulated the sponsors.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that most of the amendments constituted

improvements to the text and could be accepted without difficulty. Referring to the

amendments submitted by the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, she said that it had not been the intention of the sponsors of the
. .

document to change the equitable geographical distributio!1 or the standards by which

the Secretariat was guided in hiring staff ,but simply to express dissatisfaction

at the role of women within the United Nations system. If the representative of the

Soviet Union felt it necessary to insist on that amendment, there would be no

difficulty in adopting it, since it did not affect the thrust of the resolution.

However, with regard to the amendment to paragraph 3, she said that she was not

. certain that the paragraph in question had financial implications ~ Consultations

between heads of agencies would probably not produce results as meaningful as those

which might be achieved throu8~ the establishment of an advisory committee. The

request made in that paragraph was that the advisory committee should be set up

within the Secretariat; if that was done, the distribution would be more democratic.

She was not certain that paragraph 3 llad financial implications.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that she understood that the sponsors of the draft
• t ~ •

resolution ~ad intended that the advisory committee should be composed of officials

already working within the United Nations system, so that there would be no

financial implications.

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, although

she felt that the explanation given by Mrs. Bruce was satisfactory as far as

financial implications were concerned, the situation should be made clear to future

readers of the draft resolution, so as to leave no room for doubt. The words

"vithin existing organs or committees" might be used and, if that suggestion was

accepted, she would withdraw her amendment.
I ...
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Mrs. MARTE de ..!ARRIOS (Dominican Republic) said that she shared the view

of the representative of Norwa~ 'with regard to the proposed amendments to draft

resolution E/CN.6IL.670~ and pointed out to the :repr~sentativeof the, Soviet Union

that, although organs and committees concerned with the matters in question existed

withi.n the Secretariat, their per,formance had not been outstanding, -as shown by the
, , .

reports concerning the imbSJ.ance,within the Secretariat in the hiring of'men and

women. Furth~rmore, she felt tha.t the amendment relating', to equitable geographical

distribution presented no major ~roblems.

The CHAIRMAN said that she took it that the amendment,s of the Philippines

and Indonesia were accepted, and suggested that the sponsors should meet with the

representative of the Soviet Union after the meeting, in order to reach an agreement

on paragraph 3.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) felt that the adoption of the- -
USSR amendment presented no difficUlty, and asked that draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.670 be put to the vote.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) agreed with the representative of the Dominican

Republic that the suggestions made had enriched the draft and that there was no
, -

ques,tion of contradictions. Although the aplendinent concerning strict adherence to

equitable geographical distribution was reiterative, it strengthened the draft.
'"She agreed that the draft sho\i~d be ~put to a vote.

[rs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) congratulated the sponsors of draft
- .

resolution E/CN.6/L.670 and said that he~ delegation wished to be added to the list

of sponsors.

,
I

Miss TYABJI (India) proposed that, in order to overcome the difficulties.

of the representative of the Soviet Union with regard to' paragra.ph 3, the -words
, .

"without any financial implications" might be inserted between t~e ~rds "to ~

establish" and Ilan advisory committee".

Following an exchange of views, in whi ch Mrs. rCASTALSKAYA (U~i('n of

Soviet Socialist Republics), Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Direct'or, Centre for Social

Development and Humanitarian Affairs), Miss TYABJI (India) and Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway)

took part, the amendment ' submitted by the representative of India, was adopted"

I,.. 11
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Mrs. NOHAMMED (Nigeria) said that her delegation wished to be added to

the list of sponsors, and suggested that the words 'lsuch as Under-Secretary-General

and Assistant Secretary-Generalll be added to the end of the fourth preambular

paragraph.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) explained that the word "national il in her amendment

referred to the offices of the UNDP resident representatives in the different

countries.

The CHAIRMALl said that, if she heard no objections, she would take it that
~

draft resolution E/CN.6/L.670 was adopted by consensus.

It was so decided.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) pointed out that, when the original text, of which

France~ ~iberia and her own country had been sponsors~ had been proposed, a number

of representatives had asked to be added to the list of sponsors and had proposed

additions to the text. Those amendments were reflected in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 8, 9
and 10 of the draft, and their purpose had been to provide more specific guidelines .

for the integration of women in the over-all development effort.

She thanked the delegations of the United States and the Dominican Republic for

their proposals, which had made the original text broader and more satisfactory.

Mrs. KASTALSAYA (Union of.Soviet Socialist Republics) asked for

clarification of paragraph 8 of document E/CN.6/L.665/Rev.l, which referred to

development Programmes within the United Nations system. She felt that a specific

reference should be made to the Un~t~d Nations Development Programme.
-

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of Ame;rica) said that the sponsors had felt that. .
it would be preferable to refer to the "United Nations system"l so a~ to cover UNDP

and the specialized agencies which also implemented development programmes.

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she would

be willing to accept the·words lithe allocation of funds and perSonnel within

assistance programmes for women existing within the United Nations ll •

I ...
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Mrs. HUTAR (United States,of America) wondered whether it might not be

cle~er to say "development programmes for women" rather than "assistance

programmes tor women".

After consultations., Mr~. HUTAR" (Uni\ed States of ~eric~).and .

Mrs •. KASTALSKAX!. (Union of 'Soviet Socialist Rep~bl.ics) agreed on the following

wording: "allocation of tunds and personnel·~ithin exi"sting development

programmes for ~omen in the United Nations system".

The CHAIRMAN said that the sponsors accepted the amendment and that if

there were no objections she would take it that the Commission adopted draft

resolution E/CN.6/L.665/Rev.l by consensus.

It was so decided. I \'
.

STUDY ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND FAMILY PLANlIING
(agenda item 6) (concluded) (E/CN.6/L.668/Rev.l) I

<0

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic)' said, that th,e sponsors of

the draft resolution had accepted all the amendm~nts submitted.

MI·s. SAARINEN' (Finland), said tha,t the English text of paragraph 3 (a)

should read "maJeernity and 'child healtli, ~d child care".

Miss TYABJI (India) sai~ that, the,draft resolution ~id not c;ontain an "

amendment to paragraph 3 (b) suggested by India to, insert the wordp "and fully

utilize" after the' word "include". " "

The CHAIRMAN said that the sponsors' accepted the amendment'.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) said that her delegation had suggested an ,

amendment to paragraph 3 (c), nameiy to replace the word's "and, in" out-o'f-school. .
educational activities including literacy programmes" py ~he words "for both

in-school. and out-ot-school youth".
, .

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) recalled .that during the Commissi cm ',s discussion

of document E/CN.6/575, which constituted the basis of the draft resolution'under

I ...
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consideration, she had had the'opportunity to indicate her delegation's belief

that'family planning could not be viewed as aright that was independent of
\

national objectives relating to populatio~ policy and national development.
" .

Indeed, the introduction of family planning would have to be preceded by a social. .
policy aimed at ensuring, inter alia, .the p~t,ection of the nucle~ family, a

decreas,: in infant mortality, care for pre-school children, the eliminatio~ of
" .

illiteracy and improved health and housing. 'SUCh a programme, applied to men' as'

well ~s women, could not be envisaged without a far-reaching change in th,e economic

structures of production and distribution.

Argentina endorsed the second and third preambular paragraphs, as well as

. paragraph 3, its subparagraphs and pa~agraph '4, although' i~ did not,'con~ider the

r3port. of the Special Rapporteur to be a background document. It also supported

paragraph 5 since it called for equal representation for women, inasmuch as all

those paragraphs referred to basic questions relating to the preservation of

famil~r cohesion.
•

Argentina did not," however, endorse those paragraphs which emphasized the

claim'that it was the-,peramount right of women, on an equal footing with men, to

decide freely and I'esponsibly on the numbe]:' and spacing of their children. That

was reflected ,particularly in the fourth preambular paragraph and in ,

paragraph 2 (a), (b) and (c). With respect to p,aragraph 6, her d~legation '1londered

whether Governments could be requested to support and promote activities which were

not in accordance with their development plans.

Having expressed those reservations and desiring not to complicate the,
, '

Commission's work, Argentina would 'abstain in the .vote on the draft re,so].ution.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) said that although she supported thedraf't

resolu{ion in general'she wished to introduce an amendment to' paragraph 6, namely

to insert the words "to the extent possible" after the words "to support and' '

promo1;e'!. Democratic Governments co~ld not assume responsibility, for social and

'pblitical agreements the tenor of which might not coinci~ewiththe views, of

majority groups. If i tsame9dment wa~ not accepted, .her delega:tionwo~ld.be

compelled to" request a separate "voteonpar~graph6.
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Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) accepted the Belgian

representative's proposal and said that if the ~ep-resentative of the Philippines

wished to alter the text she was prepared ,to accept her amendment.

Miss TYABJI (India), referring to paragraph 5, said that she had

difficulty in accepting the phrase "provide equal representation for women", as

that would create an obligation for Governments; the phrase sh?uld be replaced by

the words "try to provide equal representation for men and women" •. '

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) said that the authors and

sponsors of the draft resolution had agreed to retain the lTord "equal". She

requested that t~e rules of procedure'should be applied and that draft re~olution

E/CN.6/L.668/Rev.l should be put to the vote.

Mrs • .A.IiDAY (Philippines) s'aid that the purpose of her amendment was to

make it clear which bodies wOlud assume the responsibility for popUlation education

throughout the world, and she maintained her amendment.

Mrs. ~dOR (Indonesia) said she felt that there was no great difference

bet~o1een the version of paragraph 3 (c) proposed by the representative of the

Philippines and the text as it stood.

Mrs. ALDA!(Philippines) said that she wished the resolution to state

specifically which bodies were to be responsible for implementing the

recommendations in the draft resolution. Her amendment permitted a realistic

approac~ to the question.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway l ~'1ondered whether, bY' including the 'word "youth",

the Philippine representative was" not limiting the scope of ~he .question, since.

there were individuals of all ages who needed population education. The Indian

repre'sentative should not be afraid of the word "equal!!. The word implied equality

between two elements', Le •., equal representation for men: and ~o1omen.

Miss 'rYABJI (India) said that .she was not afraid of the word "equal"; she

considered itwas.inappropriate to compel Governments to ensure "equal"

representation, since they might want a larger or smaller nmnber of women to .

participate. She wished that r-emarkto be reflected in the records.

I . ••
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Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) recalled that she had

requested that draft resolution E/CN.6/L.668/Rev.l should be put to the vote.

The CHAIRMAN said that since the sponsors had accepted the oral

amendments, if there were no objection3 she would put draft re~olution

E/CN.6/L.668/Rev.l to ~he vote.

!he draft resolution, as orally revised b~the sponsors, was adopted by

24 votes to none, with 8 abstentions •

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.

, .
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Tuesda.v. 29 January 1914,
, at 3.15 p.m•

..
Chairman: Mrs. SHABANI (Philippines)

PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDR~ IN EMERGENCY AND ARMED CONFLICT IN THE STRUGGLE
FOR PEACE. SELF':'DETERMINATION. NATIONAL LIBERATION AND INDEPENDENCE (agenda item 8)
(continued) (E/CN.6/586, E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l, E/CN.61NGO/255)

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that it was no

coincidence that th~ topic covered by item 8 of the agenda had been discussed on ,

more than',one occasion in the Commission. The problem was, acute because there was

still much injustice and cruelty in the world; in emergency situations women and

children suffered most and most often.

The Secretary-General's report (E/CN.6/586) touched on burning questions that..
the Commission coUld not ignore. No one could fail to agree, for example, with

WHO's comments in paragraph 40 of the report. Other anxious replies to the

Secretary-General's questionnaire had been received from Governments, United Nations

specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations. The Commission must arrive

at appropriate practical conclusions.

The war in Viet-Nam had caused innumerable civilian casualties, most of them

women and children. \ Women and children had also become victims of the Arab-Israeli

conflict - one of the most d8J.lgerous sources of international tension. The

Secretary-General's report mention~d several instances of violations of human

rights by Israel in the occupied territories, particularly intolerable treatment of

Arab women and the inhuman torture of children in prison. She reminded the

Commission of the .sufferings of thousands of women $..Y1d children in Bangladesh, who

had suddenly found themselves in a foreign CO'l.ll1try- without any of the necessities of

life. She paid a tribute to the role played by the Government of India in assisting

the victims, ,and to the Gove~ment of Bangladesh, which was doing everything to

res~ore normal conditipns.

The fOrces ·of reaction and militarism were unleashing conflict atter,conflict

in various parts of the 'wor14. Not only did they not spare women and children, they

.made them the principal victims. The Commission had already concluded that women

and children fon whom the continuation of ",he human race depended, required special

protection at the international leveL

The media and individual witnesses were bringing news of the tragic consequences

I ...

..
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of the illegal military coup in Chile. In the space of a few months, the junta had

killed or tortured tens of thousands of patriots, including an enormous number of

women; tens of thousands of children had become orphans. World opinion would nev~r

forgive the Chilean junta for its ignominious and fascist crimes. The aim of the

social policy of the legal Government headed by the late President Allende had .been

to give the whole Chilean people, including all women, full rights in society. The

Chilean junta had destroyed all the social achievements of the working people and

continued to trample o~ their rights. She described other acts of cruelty committed

by the junta.

The tacts cited confirmed the need to adopt a declaration.on the protection ot
women and children. Such a declaration would serve as a warning to all reactionary,

colonial and fascist regimes, which were violating human rights and freedoms.

Her delegation expressed its gratitude to the Women's International Democratic

Federation for raising the idea of a declaration and for submitting a text for

consideration. The usefulness and timeliness of such a declaration had already'

been established by Economic and Social Council resolutions 1515 (XLVIII) ~d

1687 (LII). Her delegation agreed that the declaration should contain an appeal to

Governments to do their-utmost to protect women and children from the destructive

effects of war and not to use persecution, torture, puni.tive measures or degrading

treatment. All. forms of oppression and cruel and inhuman treatment of women and

children, including imprisonment, torture,· shooting, mass arrests, collective

punishment, destruction of dwellings and forcible eviction, committed by

belligerents in the course of military operations or in occupied territories,

should be considered criminal. She noted with satisfaction the inclusion in the

draft addi~ional Protocols to the 1949 Geneva Conventions of provisions concerning

the protection of women and children. Those Conventions would strengthen the

declaration and lend it greater weight. Her delegation would be very. happy to

support the draft declaration.

During the debate, one representative hadtri~d to blame others for the tense

international situation. That representative had not mentioned, however ,that' her

country was opposed to international detente and had adopted a position.identical

to that of' the racists and fascists, who were oppressing the Af'ricanpeople,

including women and children, by the use of' terror, racial discrim~riation..nd

\
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hatred. That representative'Ei country had voted against the Soviet proposals on

the non-use of force in international relations~ the banning of the use of nuclear

weapons for all time, and the reduction of the military budgets of the five

permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and utiliza~ion of part

of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to the developing countries; which

would undoubtedly have alleviated the position of women and chilc.ren in. those .

countries. That country had opposed the Soviet proposal to convene a world

disarmament conference and continued to block the work of the Special Committee set

up by the General Assembly to prepare for the conference. All that was a clear

example of tailure to match words with deeds~

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) reminded the Commission that the item on the

protection of women and children had been. on the agenda since 1968. It pad been

decided at the previous session to keep the item on the agenda and it had been

agreed that a declaration should be prepared.

It had been suggested that the sUbject had political implications and was not

relevant to the \-Tork of the Commission. Hmv~ver, all sUbject~ had political

implications; she hoped that it would be possible to avoid conflict .and to find

common ground. Issues affecting women and children were inseparable. from issues. ", ,,'

affecting human rights in general. In the past, the United Nations had been

concerned \-Tith human rig~ts in conditions ;of peace; it \-Tas only recently that

humanitarian principles had been taken into account in connexion with peace-making

and peace-keeping, but the first step had been taken to ensure a. minimum

humanitarian standard in situations of emergency and armed conflict. From the

point of view of the United Nations, efforts to ensure such standards were steps

towards making peace. The Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against

''1omenand International Women's Year had identified peace-making ae; a. concern of the .

Commission•. The item underdisc~ssionwas even clos.er ,to the Commission's terms of .

ref.erence. The Commission could not leave the problem to the non-governmental

organizations, \-T~ichneeded the .st\a.tu±-e~~da.uthorit;~tof theUriitedNations to back

their efforts.. The United Nations could help the ·effort.to alleviate suffering,

incl'ease public awareness, co-ordina:te the work of the various institutions. ,,', .... . ..... - ,,' "',,' .'....., ....

concerned and collect fa.cts, although it .should not compete with other international

agencies.
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The Commission on the Status of Women could contribute by an expression of

concern for the most vulnerable and largest sector of the civilian population.

There were certainly some inadequacies in the protection of women and children.

She was pleased to see that the Economic and Social Council had taken the

Commission's suggestions into account, and she hoped that a declaration from the

Commission would help to back the efforts being made outside the United Nations.

If women, by virtue of their role in society, were to receive special considerati'on

and protection in times of peace,' they must certainly have additional protection in .

times of emergency and armed conflict.

She expressed her gratitude to the Secretary-General for the very c~mprehensive

report he had. submitted, 'with its examples of real suffering and of non-com,pliance

with international conventions in Egyptian occupied territories •. She had been

very shocked by .the. suffering experienced by women in the colonial territo~;es of

southern Africa. A declaration by the Commission would help to supPort the

position of the International Committee of the Red Cross at the forthcoming

Diplo~atic ·Conference.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that her Government deplored

the suffering caused by war, including the particularly tragic ~uffering of women

and children. It believed that the ,international community must act· responsiblY

to deal with that pressing problem and not waste, time on irrelevancies. Questions.. .
involving the rules of war would be dealt with by the Dipl~matic Confere~ce on

the Reaffirmation'and Development of International Humanitarian. Law to be hel~a:t.. "

Geneva fro:m 20 February to 29 March 1974. Her Government had supported. t.he

detailed preparations made for that Conference.and hoped that·it.would lead to

significant results, such as. the adoption of measures to protect nOn~comba.tanta

including, of course, woinen.~d ch~ldren.
;Cl , ..

The dra.ft in do'cument E/CN.6/IJ.672/Rev.l coVereel issuesall:'eady'beil1g.. ci~i1l"t.;-
I . . . . .'. .

with elsewher,e,dis~rac:tedthe COmplission' s atteIltion from itsownparticuJ.ar and
.. " ',,'.. . "' .. ," •... . ."'" " ",._:~; ,: . ,', - ..'. >'t . .. .' <.,' .,;.;,,': :,,' .. , ...

urgent tasks, and concentrated on onlY.certainty,pesof. a~meq;conflict•. lt

had not been the subJect of careful analysi'sa,ndstudy ',and cont.ailledvariou~.

':"""-"'-'::'-'0,; •

•.. ,
. ,
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inaccurate statements concerning existing conventions. The sUbjec.t-matter

purported to be covered. by the text was too serious and too delicate for hasty and

summary treatment • It was riot possible to develop internati.onal criminal law by

merely listing a series of acts and blithely stating that they Hshall be considered

criminalll • By purporting to develop' legal norms in that fashion, the Commission not

only wasted time but ran the risk of weakening the fabric of international law and

ren~ering a disservice to the very interests it desired to protect. Her delegation

could not, therefore, support the text.

Mrs. ROMO RO~~ (Chile) said that she had been astounded to hear the

formal acc~ls~t:i.Qn levelled against her country by the represf:ntative of the

Byelorussian Soviet, Socialist Republic at the 620th meeting. Claiming to be

dealip,g. with questions relating to the protection of women and children in emergency,

that r~presentative had painted a completely false picture in order to have a

pretext for att,acking Chile. She had no alternative but to reply to that attack by

the r~presentative of a country which, as everyone knew, was not qualified to speak
. '

of h~~ rights. It Nas precisely those who had accused Chile of murder, 'bort",..es

and illegal imprisonment who systema.tically committed such acts. Everyone was

aware of the existence of camps for political prisoners; everyone had heard the

voice of Sclzhenitsyn and witnessed the sufferings ~f the Jews.

Chile had suffered an institutional upheaval and had had to abandon its usual

path in order to salvage what remained of it~ democracy. Three years of PopUlar

Unity government had bee~ suffici~nt to destroy the country's laws, institutions,

econo~ and liberty. When democracy had been threatened, there had been.no other

course for the armed forces than to intervene in order to restore law and end. .
anarchy. Chilean democracy had been based on the div~sion of powers, on the

balance of those powers .and on the respect of those powers for each other. The

government of Popular Unity had destroyed that essential balance and thus obliged

the judiciary and the National Congress to declare itsactionill.egal. The men. '.

and women of the legal profession had been the first to sound the alarm. Ithad
. .

b:en pride in thei.r l50-year-old tradition of democracy that. had driven the people

to oppOSe the Popular UnitY' government. Popular Unity had 'been a cancerwhic:h had

t. 0
•
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destroyed the country's economy. By trying to control the lives of the people, it

had awakened in them the desire to fight. The people had fought~ won a glorious

victory and regained their1iQerty. The Chilean. people would never be forgiv~m for

having won that victory. They were therefore being attacked, somet.imes directly and

at other times by means of organizations acting as fronts, and even b~- well-meaning

but ingenuous people who~ despite all they had seen, did not realize they were

being tricked•...
Her Government was accused of imaginarj~ violations ot human rights because the

interests of international Marxism so required. The delegations of those bodies 

such as the International Red Cross ~ the Office of the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and

Amnesty International' - which had visited Chile in complete freedom could speak on

that subject • None of them had witnessed deaths or tortures. On the contrary, they

had seen that those guilty of common crimes were tried by courts of law constituted

prior ·to the events, that they wer,e defended by the best lawyers and were treated

humanely. The same situation c.ould not be said to prevail in those countries which
!

were accusing Chile. She wished to take that opportunity to request countries such

as theB,ye10russian Soviet Socialist Republic to fix a date on which organizations

like those which had visited Chile would be able to visit them and see for

themselves the cond~tions in which politic~l prisoners were detained.

According to the representative of the B,ye10russian Soviet Socialist Republic,

. there were many women detainees in .Chi1e. That was not true. The few women who

were in prison were guilty of common crimes and were responsible before the

country's: laws; like all citizens, they were afforded the guarantees laid down by

law and. were able to obtain adequate defence. Neither was it true that prisoners

were tortured in Chile. Neither torture nor corporal punishment. was permitted.\ ."
under Chilean law. Such accusations were based cm information supplied by third

._... _-~,._"."..-.;;,

persons who hadneverwit~essed acts of torture in Chile. What was plainly true,

however was thai'theheroesofMarxismhad paraded through·Chi1e supplied with,.. .'

a,rms il1egallyim:p~ted for use against those Chileans .who did not share their
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Marxist opinions. It had been the women. of Chile who had been the first victims of,
theac.tions of ~he 'great "idealistsllof Marxism in Chil,e.

According to the Byelorussiap representative, there was a scarcity of' meat

and all food':'stuffs in Chile and people were una.ble to buy i'o~d. That was not

true. Heat and all food-stuffs necessary to nourish the population were available.

Obviously food was expensive. The c~untr,y was'experiencing a higher rate of

inflation than ev~r before in its history, a situation engineered by those who had
I . .

mishandled and destroyed the country' s econ~my. It had been the Marxists who. had

offered food at exorbitant prices and set up and opt2rated a black market in food.
~ ,

Currently, food was available and could be bought ~t realistic prices. The

By~lorussianrepresentative had. said that there was a high rate of unemployment in'. " . ,,'

Chile. In what country ·were the~e not any unemplo:red'l The unemployment was not

attributable tq any meas'ure t~en, by the c~rrent ~\)vernment. It 'was

attributable to the country's under-development cOl1bined with the decline r~sulting

from the three years of.Popular lTni,ty rule.

It would be interesting to know' e.xactl;\" what.her country was being accused of.

Did it., not have. therig~t~' as a sovereign nation ~ to take the steps necessary ·to

save its instituti.ons? Chileans had' a long traditl.on''1hich they respected and of
..

which they ·YTer.e proud. They did not ne.ed' to be shown which path to follow• They

had alm~~~perishedllbuttheir f~ith 'had saved them. It was perhaps tha~,; faith and

integrity, which MarxismC?ould not forgive and Which, ha<l~provoked the. base

accu.sations, represe~ting an attempt to· interfere in matters entirely within

Chile's competence. .Noone cbuld ask the ,Commission ,or any other body to te.kQ

steps which could represent, an attempt :to interfere. in ,Chile '.s internal affairs.

,She rejected the accusatio~.s,l~velled.bytheByelorussian representative and

wisiled to·,·take'the·opportUni,t;,to reaffirm Chile'~.. sovereignty, ,its spirit of

demOcl'e'iyand>itsirtalienable right to 'handle its internal. aft'airs without.
'~',,::.:,',;: :'::,:': ,_'-:~:".:'--'-":",,:: :':-"- '. :' ,:,: ,~ , ,\" ':" - '. . ~

interference1:>Y anyone~ . "

tothestate~entJust made by the 'rep*esentat ive of the Soviet Union,

C'h'i:'~~::!s Permanent: ReP:r(:!sentativeto, the United Na:tions had given a full,

Q.uestio~to:t;h~ Gene~alAssembly'a.nd, in particular, to the
: ..

'/...e'·••

.,>
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!!r!J_•._~~:Q{~YA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), speaking in

exercise of the right of reply) said that there ,.,.ere no concentratiC?n camps on

Soviet territory. As to Solzhenitsyn, there was no need for him to spealt about

events which were well known to the ,.,.ho1e ,.,.orld. He lived in the Soviet Union ~

worked there and had his family there ~ and not a hair of his head had been touched.

!'Tothing the representative of the Chilean junta might sB¥ could remove the shame.
with which .the junta was covered.

Mr._ I\I!.!"~LrrITSg (Bye10russian 'Soviet Socialist Republic), spe{11~ingin

exercise of the right of reply, found it astonishing that the ChileM representative

should try to convince the Commission that eve~hing happening in Chile was legal,
. .

that human rights were resp~cted and that there was no inhuman treatment of the

peaceful population. Such assertions must be rejected, for they were completely

J.U1fqUnded. The Chilean representative had dragged into the debate matters totally
. , ,.

irrelevant to the subject under ,discussion. It wo\,Jld be interesting to l~ow to

which legal rights the Chilean .representative had been referring. In Chile, the,

President o:f' the country had been eliminated. 'What legal right had been invoked in

liquidating the organs of government in Chile? In accordance with "111ich

international conventions had the trade unions beendi'ssolved? ~.:. 'seemed that the

Chilean representatfve was unwilling to .accept facts., Indeed, she had asserted

that human right~ were not ,no1ated.Members had only to refe~ to the provisions

of article 21 of the Universal, Declaration of Human Rights to see that that was

untrue.

There was, of course, little point in referring to articll!s which had appeared

in the press Ofs~cialistcountries,'because the Ohilean military'junta's. opinion

of communist and other progressive·parti,es was well known. There mig"htbe som~:

.advantage ,however,in drawing attention to ,the article by J'ollathan Kandell Whi.c~
"', : ':" ',;

had appeared in The New York1'imes' of 28J'anu~ 1974. 'In tb,a.t arti~le, Kande11
~ , ,. '

had conf1 rmed many, of the Byelorussian delegation'sstatements .In so <far as tbe~'
• __ '_'' _ IM '. _ _. _ • ,.>' ',' -" _' ,,',':_. _ ,-'I,:\j-: _',. . .,,'., :,'; .'

status. of women was'concerned,forexaJilple., hl!' .had reported tha.t J..1 Mademsaworkers
• . . • I .' .' .' ..' . '. ....' '

had been in deten,tion since 15 October \1973. Their wives had saia...th,at.t~ey,·did 'not

receive the men's wag«~s and ).{ved on collections tladebY'sympathetici~orke:rs'at'\he'

plant. Ac~ording to JCande1l, estimate$Of' politi~aJ. prisoller~r6Ulged:frOJJl:,3,000 ...
. ' . ." 'I. '. . "'. . ..... ..... .' ......., ..'. . .,

to 10,000 ar.LQ,.workershadsaidthat.they had been subjected to e1ectric...shock'
, '. . ..' . ... .. ..' . . .. . .. , .. : "., i".. ~< . .. ,., ., • ..' ."', .. _. _.\""

tort~re.administt'redbY'hoodedofticersand beaten.
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The. Chilean representative had made slanderous allegations against socialist

countries, particularly' the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepUblic" Obviously',

the rights and guarantees enjoyed by the citizens ot the S~viet Union and other

socialist countries were beyond the comprehension ot the Chilean representative"

As to the Chilean representative 'sreferences to Solzhenitsyn, it was a matter for

regret t~at she had not mentioned other Soviet writers', some of whom had also won

the Bobel Prize. It was difficult toarq' that Solzhenitsyn's works were ot high

artistic valu~~ his opinions represented a highly sUbjective approach to Soviet

realities.

Mra. B.Q!Q! (Hunsar,y) said that the question' under consideration was ot

great concern to her Govemmelit , as was pl"oved by the tact that Hungar,y had sent

a ver,y detailed reply' to the Secretar,y-General's' questionnaire., In its reply,

her Government had emphasized certain recent trends which had shown th,e need to, ,

reattirm and develop the rules 0 t international law. It had also supplied details

about recent events, the consequences ot which had been ver,y .serious for women

an.d children. Her delegation theretore supported the suggestion in paragraph 124

'", q.t t~e, e.~~!~ta~-General 's report (E/eN .6/586) that t~le Cominission might decide
• • " H ','. ' ....~... " ••~.\••, , ...,~,·")'t

to prepare a draft declaratic)n on the pro'tiection of women and children in, .
.,emergenQY:·;"a,Q.4. ~~~~.~p.flictfor adoption and proclamation by the United Nations

, . ,

,General Assembly'. Acco7.·dingly, Hungar,y was a sponsor ot' the draft in document

E/CN.6/L.612/Rev.l and. hoped that it, would be adopted by the Commission.

Mrs. MAKA, (Guinea) said that the question ot the protecti~notw~men ' ..

and, children in emergency' and armed conflict was closely linked to that of respect

for the.l\mdamentalright ot all peoples 'to i~dependen~~~ '~elf:det~~n'ation '

and;. liberty• The struggle for independence, libe'rty and. sovereignty' was a. just

struggle and those engaged in it should, enjoy the complete support ofall,:peace

.loving end justice-loving nations" Her count:y had alW8\YS unreservedly supported

those in situations of em~rgency<andarmedcontlict,pa.-rticlJ1arly. the peopleot

Egy;pt, the Middle East and Viet-Nam. Guineasparedrio effort to afford those

st.ill suffering ~\der the yoke ot,colonialism and.apartheid-the members

,of liberation' movements in Portuguese terri.tories, the men and, above all, women, ',', , .,' '. ',,:..' ',",'. . . '......

an~"b1ldren of' SOl,1th Africa and Zimbabwe· -'SJ:lthe, 'morale,nclma.terialsupport

necess'~ tor the, SUCcess 'c;t their strugiJ.e.. It:.realizecl~hat.the'libera.t:i.on·

. ,
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movements were figllting for a noble cause and a legitimate right. To deprive

cert~in people of the means to achieve freedom was the most abominable crime. It

was for that reasQD that her de~egation condemned colonialism, foreign domination,

brperialism, aparth~, aggression and zionism, all of which were degrading

phenomena of modern society. Eritire populations were still subjected to repression. .
and bombardment and the. territories of populations in South Africa, the Middle East

and other .parts of the world were being violated. It was revolting that women and

children were the innocent victims of such barbarous acts. The atrocities

perpet,rat~d agai,nst women and. qhildren in countries still SUffering from coionialism

and apartheid were abominable. An account of such atrocities was to be found in

paragraphs 98 to 112 of document E/CN.6/586.. .
On 22 November 1970, Guinea had been the victim of the aggression of

Portuguese imperialism. Although the Guinean people had inflicted a crushing

defeat on the aggressors, there had been many victims ,of the aggression, including

women and cpildren.

It was time to put an end to such situations. Women, children and civilian:

populations in general should be spared, useless SUffering. Her delegation was

therefore of the opinion tha.t the Commission should envisage the preparation of

~ text' to strengthen existing instruments. ' In that connexion ,she wishe.d to .
1 • , . . . , .. •

thank the International Committee of the Red Cross, which had taken note' of the
\ ' .

comments made .by government experts on the additionalProtocols to the Geneva

Conventions. It hoped that' the forthcoming Diplomatic Conference to be held at

Geneva woul~ examine the Protocols carefully and 'adopt them.

Respect. tor human rights depended. largely onstrict~pplicationof the
. .

proVisions of. thErCha.rterof the United Nations and relevant resolutions of'the

GeneralAssembly It was essential , theref,ore, to appeal to States ,particularg
"... .. .' -, .. '. ".." . '." .. ,',' .' ,','.- -,'"

those.w.agin.g, ·wars.,to:provide proof ot .. thE!i~political andmoral~ill' to ~sp~et···\,
"'~ :~~-~'

r'h·.··.··.'.

the .proVis'ion,s of theCharter~(i.
;I,
o'
1),',

Mrs. JAUREGUIBERRY( Argen'tina) felt·· that it was' apPropriate' fortb.~

Commissiont6~ohsicler'questions. relating to the protecti()nofwom.en ':and :cllildren.

. '.conflict,TtT()Jllenand.children'were.more>iw.nerabl~.inemergenq~'situ.ations.,· " ..' "

.However,.·••althOU~.'.all .. ag7eedon·theneed .. toprovi~~special.·~rot.ectio~,· ... the' .ques~ioll·i.·
ws.$ahighly comP:J.e~one and fraughtwithdifficUlties~ .. '" '\

.. ' ',.. " ."'" '~:,\ ~

.' <:;",:' ..::;,l'i.:,;::~:.: ' ." '.
':'..~,::~:' ::~:::,:)~~~

•
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The appearance of new forms of warfare had increased the number of victims.

1be legal norms regulating war in the air were limited, and the provisions of the

St~ Petersburg Declaration of 1868 and The Hague Regulatiol\S of 1907 had h8:d

rel'ati~ly little effect. 1be A;Jsembly of the ~ague of Nations had. adopt:ed a

resolutions1;ating that the intenticnal bombing of civilian populations was illegal,

but the horrors of recent wars had shown that the. policy of total destruction of
'41

entire. cities had not been abandoned. It seemed that the only protection which

could be offered to women and children in such. circumstances would be use of

shelters, when they existed., on a priority basis.

The situation of women and children in armed conflicts must be resolved

realistically. In the view of her deleg~tion~ a fii'~t step would be to establish

l~gal limits for modern metho@ of warfare~ unless -effective legal reaultations

were est,ablished for aerial bombardments and the use of' certain types of iilVflem

weapons, 8DY' 'special ,measures of protection would pe pointless. It, wo\ll.d also be

,'necessary to strengthen th~ efforts of the UhitedNations towards peace,

, .dis.a~ent. negotiations and social, economic, and humanitarian progranimes to

c~,ate-the conditions necessary for peace •

. Her delega:tion welcomed the forthcoming Diplomatic Conference 'on the

Reaffirmation and Development of'International.Humanitarian.Law applicable in

Armed 'Conflicts, which would revise the additional draft protocois to the Geneva. .
Convention~ , and hoped that effectiv~ agreements coul:d be concluded. Meanwhile,

her delegation supported document E!CN.6!L.672!Rev.1.-·

Mrs. COCKCROFT.(United Kingdom) said that h~r'delega'Monbelieved

~trongly ih.theimportanceof providi~gprotectionfo:;~women ~dchildl'en in armed

cOllf'li'ct' and .therefore whole-heartedJ.ysupportedtheobjective sotlghtby t,he draft;

in document E/CN .6!L.672!Rev.1. .At the same time, .it considered that .th.~'subject., '. . '.', . . . " '. . .,- '. - ' . ',' - ' ,',

f should 'be dealt with :i.nan orderly and,cautidu~ manner, and' did~btteel that

. the' .dratt containedthosezoequisite elements of-orderliness "andcautio;n.,
I "'. -'.' - ,-,' '. '. ...'.

ilhe.comniission-wasnotthe appropriate.forumwithillthe ;United. Nations to
disc~sindetaii.the·pI'otectio.n <,fciviliari13ir;4 a.:cmlal1:conflict.Th~Internat10nal"
QomJ'p:i.ttee'ot>tb.eRed Cross we.s , e.sall,-recognized, tl,leo:rgaI?-iza.tion :tesponsible'

"",'" '. "., ..... ' .. ' ' .. :'.,' " .' ';' :" . . . ,"," ,,'" '.',." ' , - . '.' ,." "",' ':,' ,'.". ',' , _.,
;... -t ~.-' ". '. ,':' , " ,' .' ':".: . .-'- . ,', .. :;.... '~ ,. '. " .,'. . . " ,,'. . "" .. .'.:. '. ':'.'. ". ,..... " ,.'- .'" "" " .. '''. <." '.. '''','..,.- ... '.':" '.'" .. .. ',: ...

.c(;:ms,i~ering'the. 9-uesti.o~.Of·Pl'otectio.nin arme.dconf1i~tit Tha.twas.~veIimo1"e·

,1mpqlr'litlnT. :tu~.1etol'o:t'th~forthcq:mi.ng Conference of. Gdverntn~nt.Exp~rtsonthe .
.. .., .... ".,'" ... ; ,~.

\ .
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Reaffirmation and' Development of International H1.unaui·l;arian Law, l1hich ""ould

discuss those very questions in detaiJ.. Furthermore, allY effort to single out

groups of civilians tended to detract from the general protection enjoyed by ·the

civilian population as a whole. Finally, it was not. helpful to categorize aX'Jned

conflic~s a.ccording to the motives of the combatants. Her delegation saw little

value, for instance, inspecif,ying those women and childr~n engaged in the struggle

for peace, and indeed felt tha:1; such a stipulation could, be positively harmful.

Many of the paragraphs of the draft resolution contained provisions Which

her delegation found inaccurate or unaccepta.ble. Her delega:tion was, therefore,

not in sympathy with the draft res~lution and ",rished 1.;0 reiterate its contention.. .
~hat the Commission should do nothing to prejudice the. work of theConferen~e on

the ReafI'irmation and Development of· International Humanitariah Law applicable
. .

in Armed Conflicts.

Mrs. L1 Su-wen (Chilla) sa.id that her delegation "fas indignant a~ the,

attacks on .her Government's' foreign policy and re'ser-,red its right tor.eplY at a'

later time.

Mrs. ROMO ROMAN (Chile), speaking in exercise of t,he rig~t 01' reply,

said that her delegation would not answer the allegations made by tberepresentatives

of the USSR and the Byelorussia.n Soviet Socialist Republi,cbecause l.thad. no '
, .

intention of being drawn into their game. Her delegation had already '05~Jdwhat'\ .

it wished to say. With regard to the article in The New York Times referred to by:
! '-.. . .... -.. -. -:-- .~ _0"- ",' -f,

the Byelorussianrepresentative~her delegationhap. already draWn attention. ,to. .. .. .. \ .
the organizations acting as fronts and the ~ell-mea.n.ing:but ingel'.uouspeople, who.

spok~ on behalf of them.
, .

The discussen' covered,inth~~summ;:=a=l~'y~.~r~e~c~o~r~d~_w~a~.s~~~~~__~__~~__~__

.resumedat'5.l0p.,m. '

Mrs.MAKA (Guinea) introduced the revised text

E/CN~6/L.672/R~v.1 and noted that the word"resolution"sh6ulclbereplaced bytl1e ,'. "

.word· n declaration,,'thrOughout>thetcxt .,' .Th~draft 'declt\ration ,expr-ess/4.1ihe., ", ". ,.'

concern' felt by 'it~. spons9rsat· '. the .,.non-implementaton~.f',eJCistinginstruine~tS:andi/~'.' .
.at ..the ••·consequent. SUfferingenduredl.bY ., innocent', women.and:"chilaren•• i.'.H~r,del~gation'

. , Conmds'slon"~otil~.Yi"e~theC1raft· declara.tion'with ,·favoUr\:.an~ti"addPt:i.t.;><
:'.-"-' r

•••

'" .~•.:•.:"•.).":{",~,.,,, :'~":',." ":'.1.
1
):,,_ -".'" • 'I:".:;:. <;:.',."" ~> ;,>

.. ,' ..... $:.. : ,- ~:;~.'-,.,;~.. ;, •. ~:',:<:.<

~l;l:":;:'i;!-C .;....':~~, ,.:;.r;:; ,
" ~ .'~,

··<'k., ./'
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Mrs. MARINKEVITCH (ByelorussianSoviet Socialist Republic) said that
;.;.;~..=:.:=:;;:-- - ,

the sponsors of the draft had endeavoured to take account 01' the observations and

suggestions made by other delegations in order to improve the text.
, ..

Mr; SRINIVASAN (India) telt that there was no need to use the .words "the

following Declaration" at the beginning 01' the operative part 01' the declaration.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) regretted that the delegations 01' the United'

Kingdom and the United States had adopted such a negative attitude to the draft

and had not even given it due consideration. The sponsors would have expected

them to be' more receptive to the idea that the Commission had. been mandated "to

consider the question. They would have been very happY' it those delegations had

been more co-operative and had made constructive suggestions which would have

improved the text and rendered it more acceptable to them. They hoped that tpe

document would be given due consideration by all members 01' the Commission. Her

delegation wished to propose the insertion before paragraph 6 of the following

new paragraph: "Women shall be protected. in particular against rape, enforced.
prostitution and any other form of indecent assault." Such a paragraph would

improve the text .. and she hoped that it would be acceptable to the other co-sponsors.

Mrs. tt'IKOLAEVA(Union of Soviet Socialist Rep~blics) felt that the

proposal Iaade by the Egyptian representative had been dealt with under ~.genda

item 9 and that there was no need to insert an ad.ditional paragraph in the. draft

declaration.

~.eeting rose at 5.35 p.m.

I ...
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, .
623rd meeting Wednesday. 30 January 1914,

at 10.35 a.m.

Chairm'!!.: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN EMERGENCY, AND ARMED CONFLICT IN THE STRUGGLE
FOR PEACE, SELF-DETERMINATION, NATIONAL LIBERATION AND INDEPENDENCE (agenda'
item 8) (concluded) (J:/CN.6/586, E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l, E/CN.6/NOO/255). . \

The CHAIRMAN said that, it' there was no objection, ~he would invite the. ,

representative ot the International Committee ot the Red Cross, a non-governmental

organization in consultative status w~th the Economic and Soci~ Council

(category II), to make a st~tement.

It was so decided.

Mrs. BUJARD (International Committee of the Red Cross) commended the

~ecretary-Gener~on the~eport that he had prepared on the question (E/CN.6/586)
'.

and,saiq that,the Commission's deba~~s on the pr~sent item were of great interest

to lCRC, on the eve of the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and

DevelopMent of International Humanitarian'Law APPlicable in Armed Conflicts, ,to

be held at Geneva from 20 February to 29 March 1974.

ICRC endorsed the principles underlying the draft Declaration on the sUbject

(E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.~). ICRC ~ad long been concerned with the developmen~.of,

international law for more effective protection of the ciVilian population against

the effects ofhostilitie~ and" in each of the two draft Additional Protocols to .

the 1949 Geneva Conventions,whic::h it had drafted for the Diplomatic Conference, it

had devoted a whole part to' protection 9f the civ.ilian population - or 26 ~aft

articles in the draft Protocol relating to the protection 9f victims of. . '. .

intern~t~onal armed conflicts ,and 9 draft articles in the Protocol relating to the

protection of victims of non-international armed ~ontlicts. A number of those
• " , , " " .,"". ,'1'_"" , .. _:',< ",;'.",,'

articles w:ere intended to afford women' and children the special protection to whieh"". .. . \ ,. _. "

\'. . .... -. '-, . ',,' -, -','

they were entitled by reason of the ~articularly precarious situation in whic~

they found themselves in. times of armed conflict.
, '...

ICRC hoped strongly that the efforts it had made in that field 'Would-shortly,

come to, fruition and that additional protocols to the.GenevaConventionsiW'~1.1idbe
adopted. Its task,wouldnot have been fully complete,d, however ,unlesstrie '

principle of the universality of in~ernationalhumanitarianlawwas~preSel'V~(l,>t~at."

~rinciple' being that in all a~med confli~ts -whateverthe~:tives'which'had'led' '
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the parties to the conflict to take up arms - all victims of the hostilities.

without distinction. must be accorded the protection of international humanitarian

law.

Lastly. she proposed that. in the revised 'version of the draft resolution. the

Commission should delete the sixth, preambular paragraph. which was no longer

necessary. since the question to which it referred was already dealt with in the

seventh preambular paragraph.

The CHAIRMAN said that the representative of the Women's International

Democratic Federation. a non-governmental organization in consultative status

(category I) with the Economic and Social Council. had asked to speak. If she

heard no objection. she would take it that the Commission agreed to that request.

It was so decided.

Mrs. BROWN (Women's International Democratic Federation) said that since

its formation 28 years earlier. the Federation and its national organizations hael

been conce'rned to defend women and children in" countries subjected to aggression or

colonial domination. Document E/CN. 6/NGO/255 had been drafted on the bas1s of. .
- contributions made by the various national organizations of the Federation and was.

moreover) the fruit of many years of discussion on thet subject.

Many women and children were suffering because of armed conflicts; they should.
enjoy special protection; that was not a privilege 'but mere compliance with the

~claration of Human Rights.

She proceeded to draw attention to the sufferings to which women and children

were SUbjected in countries struggling for peace. self-determination. national

liberation and independence. She referred. in particular. to the atrocities of the

:war in Indo-China; the situation in the Middle East. where thousands ·of women,

children t the aged and the infirm had been forced to leave their homes and take

refuge in refugee camps, where starvation, .disease and death were rife; the despair

of those who, in Africa, were the victims of the Portuguese colonialists who, to

cite but one example, were dropping nap~m?n non-combatants; and the situation in

Latin America - in Chile, in particular -Where, since tlie coup d'etat, many women

had.been thrown into prison.

The Women'S International Democratic Federation welcomed the preparation by the

International Cornmittee.ofthe Red Cross of additional pro~ocols to ,the 1949 Geneva

Conventions, .the convening in that connexion of a Diplomatic Conference at Geneva

and the decision taken by the Commission on the Status of Women to draft a
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•

•

declaration on that question. In particular, it congratulated the sponsors ot that

draft, which would be an historic contribution to the prel?arations tor International

Women's Year. It aimed at protecting those who most need,~d it,. namely women and

children who' were the victims ot war and aggression.

The CHAIRMAN said that, it she heard no objection, she would invite the

. representative ot the Women's International League tor Peace and Freedom, a

non-gove.rnmental organization in consulta.tive status with the Economic and Social

Council (category 11), to make a statement.

It was so decided.

Mrs. GAGE-CALBY(Women 's International League tor Peace and Freedom) drew

attention to the tact that, in the title ot her organization, the word "~freedom-f.

meant the absence ot the tear and suttering resulting from war, ot which the first

victims were women and children.

Observing that thea.tomic age would soon be entering on its thirtieth year,

she noted that a new element, namely, radio-activity, was being added to the other

elements making up the human environment. Lite energy and atomic energy - whetller

the atom was used in peace or in war - were incompatible, tor the second ruled. out•
the tirst. She mentioned a. study undertaken by the University ot Pit-tsbur;8h

'(United States) on intant mortality in the United States, which showed that since

1950, while elseWhere in the United States the intant mortality rate had continued.

downward, it had steadily increased in those states which had been attected.by

nuclear tall-out"such as Texas and Arkansas. In g~neral, despite medical advances,

the intant mortality rate and the number ot still births had continued to increase.,. ,' ..

The cause could be traced to radio-activity or, more precisely, to nuc~ear

substances which directly &ttecte4 the genetic poolotmankind. Radio-active

weapons must now be added to biological and chemical weapons.

She suggested that the Commission should recommend that the Secretary.Gene~&l

submit to the General Assembly at i~s thirtieth session, in 1975, a report drawing·

attention to the tact that health and lite were threatenedbYt atomic energy:.~<1j-:",.

radio-activity and to the~angers ot nuclear weapons, which weretl1emostpc)wel'M

biological weapons man had ever invented,;

Mrs • HUVANANDANA (Thailand) expressed appreciation>to ·theCSecr~t8.ry..
~.- --',' - -'- .' :. - ',' - _. - " ' .. '" " - :~" --~., ".- ,,- ",.:' ...:",. - -,'" - - .'..' .

General tor his report on the protection of' womenand'childreninemel'gencyan,d
• '- .. '- :'. '. . >.,. c" .:>: _;' ;', -'....>." .. _,:: ",:':" ., ... ...1.,--- "-<",.,." ','" '" •

armed contlict and in the struggle tor peace, selt-determination, national

I liberation and independence . (E/CN.6/586) and' also the 's1>0nsorEJ of' thedrare

Declaration On that que~ti().n (E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l).
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It was more essential in Thailand, which was surrounded by countries at war,

than in any other country, that women should be able to participate in def'ence

, ef'f'ort and tQ def'end them.13elyes - by such means as karate - handle arms and. drive

,~ ehicles to evacuate women and children to saf'er areas. In the past, the women of'
r; • l •

ri, Tliailand had participated in wars side by side with men. It was thus not

:surprisi~g, in the circumstances, that, in'1972, an association of' women volunteers
I

had been established.

Her delegation'th,eref'ore proposed that instruction in karat~, and other means
(,'

,~of' self-defence, as well as the handling of' weapons, should be added to

,'out-of-sc~oOl programmes for adolescent gir~s.

Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) announced that some of the ST>onsors of' the draft
.~ .
(resolution had made a slight change, moving the f'ifth and sixth preambular parag~aphs

f;to the beginning of' the text of' the draft Deciaration.

) . On behalf' of' all the sponsors, she exp~essed appreciation to those

:~representativeswho had giv~ an account of the situation of women in the world

I 'or in their countries •

With regard 'to the amendment to the draft; Declaration requested by the

"representative of lCRe,' she would like to consult the other sponsors of the 'draft
,}.' -,. ,

Declara.tion.

Mrs. NlKOLA~A (Union of Soviet Soci~~st Republics) noted that, in making

the;r st,atements on agenda item 8, the delegations of the United States of America

and. the Uni.ted Kingdom had s'aidthat' the question ~f' the protection of women and'

children in emergency and armed conflict in the struggle for peace,

se;l.f-determination, national liberation and independence fell within the terms of

referenoe not of' the Commission on the Status of l>1omen, but rather of lCRC~ Those
, .. ' .
'delega,tionshad also said that there were' various protocols on that question and had

~emphasiz~dth~t th~ DiplOJPatic Conference,on the Reaffirmation and Development of
i ', ..." .. '" .... ' ,

: lntel'national>HUmanitarian Law, Appl~cable i~ -Armed Conflict was to be held at Geneva

shortly and would be dealing with that question. Although that was true, the draft
, . " . t

Declaration which the Commission on the Status of Women was recommending to the

Economic and Social Council for, adoption would have the merit of being a. United

Nations document, which would help , rather than hinder, the work of th~ tORC.

, , I ...
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'In addition, those two delegations had. referred to combatants. The Soviet

delegation was well aware that, in certain countries, women were called on to serve

in the armed forces; however, the draft Declaration .in question concerned women

belonging to the civilian popUlation and not to those fighting in the front line •..
Its scope was much wider in that it was ~ntended to protect women and children in

times of armed conflict and in other situations such as armed revolutions, the

struggle against colonialism and the struggle for social progress.

'In conclusion, her delegation called on the delegations of the United States

of America and the United Kingdom to show a greater spirit of co-operation duri,ng

the consideration of the draft Declaration.

,Mr. VALTASAARI (Finland) said that his delegation had a number of

reservations with regard to the form and the substance of the text of .the draft

Declaration.

With regard to the form, his delegation would have preferred a draft resolution
,

rather- than a draft declaration; the choice of a declaration was, in effect,

tantamount to prebuming. that the efforts of ICRC in that field would produce. no

'satisfactory results.

As far as the text· itself was concerned, his delegation would have preferred it

to have been drafted in more general terms and to have related, fQr example, to the

protection of the civilian population, including women and children, instead. of
1. '".,', .. ,

. referring merely to women and children. The operative part should be drafted so as

to conform more closely to the Geneva Conventions. However, that was a point to which

his delegation would revert when the matter was considered later by the General

Assembly or by the Economic and Social Council.

In view of the .fact that his delegation was in noway opposed to the

consideration of ariydocument which might improve the protection of women and

children in emergency anda.rmed conflict, and since the vote to be taken was not".ot.~

a definitive nature, it would vote in favour of the draft Declaration, bearing in

mind the reservations which it had formulated.

Mrs. ·ANDREI. (Romania.) said .that the name ot'Romania had been omitted trom

the list of sponsors o~ the draft Declaration by ,error ~

I . ..
. -
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•

She expressed regret that the draft Declaration had not received the

whole-hearted support of ~l delegations. In her opinion, the Comm:tssion must make it

its own contribution to the efforts to ensure the protection ef women and children

in emergency and armed conflict in the struggle for peace, sel-f-determination,

national liberation ~d independence. The draft Declaration reaffirm,ed the rules of

international law now in force relating to the protection of women and children in

times of armed con~lict. It was of paramount importance that those rules should be

implemented in all instances 7ithout exception and that States and pUblic opinion

should work towards that end"

In conclusion, she expressed the hope that the draft Declaration would receive

the support of all members of the Commdss~on.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) said that, as she repI'esented the only country which had

undergone the terrible 'experience of a nuclear attack, the draft Declaration was of

considerable concern to hel'. She regretted that, for the moment, she was obli.ged

to reserve her Government's position until the holding of the Diplomatic Confe~ence
, .

on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applica'Qle in

Armed Conflict. The Japanese Government wished, in effect, to consider that

question in conjunction with other countries.

In principle, however, her delegation was not opposed to the draft Declaration

and would have liked to be in a position to support it.

Miss CHATON (France) said that she wished to explain why her delegation

would abstain in the vote on draft Declaration E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l.

While it considered that the general aims set out in the draft Declarati·;;>n

were the same as those which France itself was pursuing, her delegation felt that,
,

with the Diplomat~c Conference to be hel~l {-1t Geneva only two or three weeks later,

reaC, as a specialized .organ, was in a b::'itter position than the Commission on the

Status of Women to determine and implement the measures needed to protect the

civilian population in times of armed conflict.

From the legal point of view, the proposed text could give rise to a number of

inaccuracies 01" to certain interpretations inconsistent with French posHhre law,

which had its own definition of war crimes.

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (B,yelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) announced that

the sponsors of the draft Declaration ha<J, decided to add the words: Vlon the

I .. "
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•
protection of women and children in emergency and armed conflict in the struggle

for peace, self-determination, national liberation and independence", at the

be~inning of the preamble, after the words: "Recommends to the G:c!neral Assembly the
\

adoption of the following declaration".

Hrs. HAKA (Guinea) nroposed that, in order to reflect the observations-._- .
made by the representative of Finland, the last preambular paragra'Ph should be

replaced b~,r the following paragraph: "Bearing in mind the need to provide special

protection to women and children belonging to the civilian population, solemnly

proclaims the following Declaration".

Mr. VALTASAARI (Finland) sa.id that he wished to make it clear that his

delegation had not expressly asked for the wording of the draft Declaration in
•question to be changed.

The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of Guinea if she wished to maintain

her amendment.

Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) said that she would lik~ an opportunity to consul~ the

other sponsors of the draft resolution in 'that connexi.on.·

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the meeting be suspended briefly to enable the

sponsors of the draft Declara~ion to consult each other.

The m~eting was suspended at 11. 35 a.m. and re~'mmed at 11. 40 a.m.

Mrs. MAKA. (Guinea) said that the last preambular paragraph should read:

"Bearing in mind the need to provide special protection to women and children

belongirlg to the civilian population, solemn,ly proclatms the following Declaration

and calls upon Member States to observe it strictly: 11.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that she wished to clarify her
.. .. . .' - ~

delegation's position. with 'regard to the draft Declaration. Colombia was not a

colonialist country and was in favour of democracJr. However, her delegation

objected to the use of the words "struggle for national liberation" which it believed

could lead to confusion. Frequently, anarchist movements, which had no connexion

with movements for national liberation, claimed that cause as thEdr own.
1

I ...

'~.....
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.. The CHAIRMAN invited the COllJJ!lission to vOte on draft' d~c1aration.
E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.1.

-By 20 votes to none. with 7 abstentions. draft declaration E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l,

as revised, was adopted.

f Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) said that she would have voted in favour of the draft
'1 declaration if she had been present duri~'1g the voting. She asked that that f£.ct

be duly reflected.

The CHAIRMAN said that, unfortunately, it was not possible to reflect

the vote ,of Kenya since the result of the voting had already been announc~d.

Mrs. CADIEUX (Canad~), speaking in explanation of her delegation's vote

on draft declaration E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l , said that she approved of the aim, which

was to provide the maximum protection to women and child~en in times of armed

conflict. The additional draft protocols to the 1949 Geneva Conventinns prepared

by ~he International Committee of the Red Cross, contained specif.ic provisions

to that effect.

Her delegation was o~ the view that, the Cc.J;nssion on the Status of Women'

was not competent to draw·:up rules of conduct to be'binding on States; th~

Commission's action in that respect tended to weaken the relevant provisions of

international law, which had been drawn up with complete impartiality snd without

reference to political considerations which were often introduced into discussions

within United Nations organs. In view of the fact that the Di,plomatic Conference. .. ..
on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Hu:inal'litarian Law App1i.cable

in Armed Conflict was to be held from ~O February to 29 March 1974 at Geneva, her

delegation felt that the adoption of the draft dec1arat~on could prejudice

consideration of that question.

Furtnermore, the draft de~laration had not been prePFed witb all due care

and implied that the existing rules applied only to certain categories of conflicts

and bel1igerents. For its part, her delegation was firmly convinced that those

, rules must be applied to the protection of all civilian popu1ations which were

victims of armed conflict, regardless of the cause for which the be11ig~rents were

fighting.

Mrs. LI Su-wen (China) said that her delegation supported the provisions

c~ntained in the draft declaration (E/CN.6/L.672/Rev.l) ~d had therefore voted

/ ...
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for it. However, the text had some short-comings since it failed to condemn

imperialism, oppose aggression in explicit terms and pinpoint the crux of the

~atter; her delegation therefore had certain reservations.

With reference to the statement made during the 622nd meeting by the

representative of t.he Soviet Union, who had seized o~ some pretext or other to

slander China, she observed that the Chinese delegation had pointed out in previous

f'ltatements that imperialism, colonialism, racism, zionism and big-Power hegcmonism,

especially the contention between the two super-Powers, gravely threatened world

peace and security. In order to protect the fundamental rights and interests of

women and children, it was' essential resolutely to oppose colonialist wars as well

as the arms race between the super-Powers and their struggle for supremacy. It'

was out of sincerity and its sense of responsibility' for th(~ security and

well-being of peoples, including women and children, that the Chinese delegation,

had thrown l~ght on the reality of the present situation and had urged vigilance.

The representative of tile Soviet Union had taken offence and had accused China

of trying to shift the blame to another country and in fact of being against

international detente. The facts made it easy to say which of the countries was

ree.lly against international detente. As was .known to all, the two super-Powers,

were engaged in a ~renzied arms race, and that struggle for hegemony involved

aggression, domination, interference and subversion in various parts of the world,

fr.om Europe to the Middle Eas.t, from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean,

cr.eating a situation which endangered world peace and security.

In order to ensure its nuclear superiority, the Soviet Union had launched

in\~o an aTIlls race on an unprec.edEmted scale and at an unparalleled tempo; it was

no'(; on.ly developing new types of conventional weapons and eJtpanding its nuclear

m'senal, but also frenziedly strengthening its n~val forces so as, to become the

master of the oceans. In seeking to extend its spheres of influence, it invoked.

the theory of limited sovereignty and openly sen.. troops to occupy the territory ,. .<

of one of its ~llies, or rather, under the pretext of supporting national

self-determination it dismembered a sovereign State. During the twe~ty-eighth

session of the General Assembly, when the Foreign Minister of the Soviet U~ion,
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Mr. Gromyko; had spoken of detente, a fourth war had broken out in the Middle East.,

Under the pretext of supervising the cease-fire, one super-Power had sent troops

to the Middle East and had brought about a disguised form of military occupation.

The other super-Power had ret~iated'by' immediately putting its armed forces on

a global alert. In order 'to expand their own spheres of influence and to ensure. \ ' ...
.. • ,' • \ ;lo., ..

their oil supplies,~he two super-Powers confronte~ e~ch ot~er in, the Middle East
and built up tensions. ...• ' ..

By invoking in her statement the proposals of the Soviet Government relating

to the non-use, of force in international relations. the reduction of the military

budgets of the permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and the

utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing

countries, and the world disarmament conference, the Soviet representative had

tried to JustifY herself and had distorted the position of the Chinese delegation,

an utterly fUtile attempt since tbe Chinese Government had always been in favour

of genuine disarmament. The 'Soviet proposal was a complete fraud, since that

country was steadily expanding its armaments. It was well known that 'che Chinese

Government had' been in favour of a disarmament conference. but in calling for

the immediate convening of such a conference without setting clear aims and making

the necessary arrangements. the Soviet Union attempted to drag the Governments of

various countries into a club which would mainly indulge in speech-making without

solving any practical problems. thus enabling the Soviet Union to cover up its

actual activities.

As for the proposal of the Soviet Government concerning the non-use of force

and the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, it had been repudiated by a

number of delegations at the last two sessions of the General Assembly. Moreover,

at the twenty-seventh session the Chinese delegation had pointed out that the

proposal in question made no distinction between the aggressor and the victim

of aggression. and that it in effect asked the victims of aggression to give up

defending themselves. In a~dition, the Soviet proposal had said nothing about

the obligation to destory all nuclear weapons and had not asked the nuclear

countries to undertake not to be the first to use nuclear weapons in any

I ...
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circumstances; th~ true purpose of that proposal had been to enable the super

Powers to maintain a nuclear monopoly and to disarm other peoples so as to carry

out nuclear blackmail. That was why the Chinese delegation had firmly objected

to the Soviet proposal.

Throughout the pest decade and more) the Soviet Union while hawking

disarmament had been continually expanding its armaments; it had considerably

increased the number of its ballistic missiles of all types and the size of its.
strategic forces. and the tonnage of its warships had doubled, so that its f:eets

currently sailed to almost every ocean of the world. Since the contention bEtween

the two super-Powers had extended to practically every corner of the globe ani

their arms race had become increasingly fierce, it was hard to understand why

the Soviet Union continued, year in and year out, to make fraudulen~ disarma.'Ilmt

proposals of one kind or another, knowing full well that its armaments and

military expenditures ·could not possibly be reduced.

The representative of the Soviet Union had stated that China's words and

'deeds were at complete variance& However, the above facts proved that it was

the Soviet Union which acted in that way. Since people were judged by their

deeds, not by their words, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. had revealed

its intentions with extreme clarity.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom), explaining the reasons for her

abstention, pointed out that she had already made certain observations during a

previous meeting and that her delegation could not support a resolution containing

legal provisions which. in its opinion, were unfounded and did not accurately

reflect the law. Moreover. certain provisions were vague· and ambiguous and

others seemed to be one-sided. as could be seen from several examples. In

operative paragraph 2, the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the 1949 Conventions were

inaccurately interpreted. The Conventions in question dealt solely with

humanitarian protection in time of war and did not cover either the methods of

warfare or the use of specific weapons. Moreover, if that paragraph was intended

to apply to wars of national liberation, which were not international contlicts,

the 1925 Protocol was not applicable at all. Secondly, operative paragraph 3

wrongly suggested that the Geneva Protocol and other instruments of international

I ...
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law contained provisions relating to women and children; such provisions appeared

only in the 1949 Geneva Conventions.

Her delegation regretted that the text in question, which was on a subject

of utmQst importance. had been presented in the form of a declaration for adoption

by the General Assembly. A declaration of such impor~ance required more thorough

consideration than the Commission had been able to give during the current session.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said th~t her delegation had voted for the draft

declaration in'order to show its solidarity with women and children who were

victims of armed conflicts in the struggle for peace., self-determination, national

liberation and independence. Her delegation had the honour to be one of those

which had sponsored resolutions adopted on the question during the twenty-third,. .
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth sessions of the General Assembly.

However, her delegation had certain reservations, for it ~elt that the

Commission was not competent to draw up international legal instruments concerning
. .

a problem as complex as that of the protection of women and children ir periods •

of emergency and o~ armed conflict.

She expressed the hope that the draf't additional Protocols to the
,

1949 Conventions. which had 'been drawn up by experts, would be adopted by the

Diplomatic Conference which was soon to meet in Geneva, since those instruments

w~uldeake it possible to· protect women and children more effectively.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation had previously referred to reiiable information concerning the position

of a Member of'the United Nations on some very important questions, in pa.rticular,
the strengthening of international peace and security which concerned women ~nd

children throughout the world. Those facts were well known. As to ,the

anti-Soviet comments which had just been made, her delegation did not intend

either to pay attention to them or to become involved in a polemic, since they

had become typical .of the delegation which had made them and the information cited

by the Soviet delegation was irrefutable. By making such attacks, the delegation

in question attempted to divert the Commission's attention from the consideration

of its agenda items.

I . ..
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Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norw8¥) said that her' Government had alw8¥s taken a keen

interest in the progressive development of international humanitarian law in

armed conflicts, within the United Nations and within the International Committee

of the Red Cross. Her country's policy was to try to secure protection under,

international law for civilians, combatants ~d prisoners of war on both sides

in armed conflicts •

Her Government attached great importance to the elaboration of. rules for

the better protection of the civilian population and felt that such rules, ,

re~ardless ot whether they were already in effect or still being prepared. should

be applicable to the whole civilian population and not only to women and children.

She did. however. appreciate the Commi~sion's wish to stress the need for special

protection.for women and children. and that was. why she had-voted in favour of the

draft declaration (E/CN.6/L.672!Rev.l).

The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission ha~ now completed its consideration

of. agenda item 8,. With . regard to item 9, she proposed that, as one delegation

had suggested at an earlier meeting, paragraphs 35, 36 and 37 of the note by the

Secretary··General concerning exploitation of labour through il:licit and

clandestine trafficking(E/CN.6/582) should be included in the report of the

Commission.
t

INFLUENCE OF MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA ON THE FORMATION OF A NEW ATTITUDE TOWARDS
THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN PRESENT-DAY SOCIETY (agenda item 10) (E/CN.6/S81, E/CN.6/L.673)

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for S?cial Developme~t and aumanitarian

Affairs), introducing the report of the Secretary-General on the item (E/CN.6/581),

said that the question had been studied pursuant to resolution l' (XXIV) of the. '

Commission. In writing his report, the Secretary-General had relied on information

provided by Governments and on other relevant information. The Secretary-General

had received replies from 28 Governments and .23 non-governmental organizations.,

The replies from Kenya and the United States of America had been received too 1atEr-''''. .

to be dealt with in the report.

Most of the replies indicated that Governments considered the subject to be

of the utmost importance, but one that needed additional time and research;~

Accordingly, the stUdy should be regarded as a preliminary report.
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As the ~eport indicated, it was necessary to separate the influence of the

mass .communication media from all the other influences at work in forming

people's attitudes. The mass media reflected what was going on in a community,

reinforcing those concepts which were the most prevalent, but they also sparked

off new trends 'and were exponents of new movements and changing values. Chapter II

of the report examined.the qualitative and, quantitative approaches in the attention. .
given by the media to women. Chapter III considered the extent to which the

image of women portrayed by the mass media promoted equality of men and women.

Chapter IV contained the suggestions made by Governments aD:d non-governmental

organizations on how the mass media might influence pUblic opinion to promote
. '.

equality of men and women. Chapter V contained the conclusi~ns on the media as

an instrument of social change.

At its last session the Commission had invited UNESCO to consider the. .
possibility of car~ing out interdisciplinary studies on the subject, ~nd UNESCO

.~'l.' < •

had shown a keen interest in co-operating with the Commission in that area.

The CHAIRM.AN said that there was a draft resolution on the question-
(E/CN.6/L.673) before the Commission.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL~FABRI (Belgium' observed that, since the Commission had

had the item before it for the first time at its twenty-fourth session, it had not

. received all the attention it merited. The sponsors of the draft resolution had

thus felt that the' study of the question should be pursued in greater depth.

She proposed that a new paragraph 3 should be added to the operative part

of the draft resolution and the last paragraph renumbered accordingly. The new

paragraph would invite Governments to urge the mass media, without prejudice to
•

freedom of expression, to adapt their programmes so as to give men and women

a continuing education in econonlic and professional attitudes, use of leisure time,-family life and world affairs.

Miss TYABJI (India) congratulated the sponsors of draft r~solution

E/CN.6/L.673, and proposed that ~he following sentence should be added after

operative pa.ragraph 2: lilt also invites UNESCO to co-operate with a few'

r~presentatiVi: c('tintries in produdng short educational films for the use
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of schools which might serve as guidelines to all countries to develop their own

techniques" • That was of particular importance for the developing countries.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that her country took a keen interest in

the question under consideration and she was pleased that a draft resolution had

been introduced. The mass 'media had a great influence on the attitudes of men

and women, and the Commission should seek ,some way of influencing the media•

In her country the radio broadcasting system, a)-thOUgh it belonged to the States

was an independent institution; the Parliament considered its report every year

but could not restrict its freedom of expression. The Norwegian broadcasting.
system did not broadcast any advertisements and was thus free to act as it saw

fit. However, the films it bought abroad were not a1w~s satisfactory.

While radio and television were developing in a positive direction,

magazines and newspapers offered a stereotyped view of the role of men and women.

There were sometimes conflicts between the policy those magazines and newspapers

wished to follow and the advertisements they had to print, but it was ~ot easy

to influence newspapers or magazines belonging to private firms. She regretted

in particular that pictures of naked women were used to sell products. Comic

strips, intended for either children or adults, simply reaffirmed discriminatory

practices and formed children's attitudes for the rest of their lives.

She hoped that 'the situation would improve in the near future and said she

believed that it was possible to influence the mass ·media through non-governmental

organizations and pressure groups which could, when necessary, convince firms

that their advertising was immoral and should be stopped.

Teachers should also be encouraged not to inculcate wrong ideas in children•

She expressed regret that in-depth research had not yet been carried out on

the question. One experiment had been carried out in the field of the effect of .

horror films on children. The experiment had shown that children w~o had seen

such films had been much affected by them and were more likely to commit acts o'f'~""'

cruelty or aggression than children who had not seen such films.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that her country's national commission on

the status of women had considered the question and believed that views should not
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be based on pure assumptions. The infl". ·:.'ce of the media was not always negative •.

It was often women's own attitude which determined public opinion about women,

while men defended the status quo. Newspapers and magazines, had an influence

only in the cities, while most of the population lived in I'\l1'a.l ar~,as. Radi'o,

on the other hand, could influence the illiterate population in rural areas', but. . .
since the greater part of radio programmes wer~ entertainment, radio did not

play a large part in forming p,ublic opinion. As for television~ it had a much

greater influence but was more limited ~ecause it only ~eached people ~n big

cities.

She stressed the positive image of women given in Indonesian comic strips.

Comics which described historic incidents from tqe ~amayana and the .Mahabharata

made woman a symbol of purity and wisdom, and th~ main characters in those comes

were often women.

In traditional society the local leaders, men and women, were the most

important means' of forming public opinion, and 'they played a key role •..,

Her delegation was in favour of an interdisciplinary st~Qy on the influence

of mass media on attitudes towards the role of women in the community.

J-Ilrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the U1~SCO representative had not been able to be

pr7sent at the meeting but had indicated that she con~idered the amendment

introduced by the representative of India concerning the production of films very

interesting. However, UNESCO, which did not have the ·necessary funds available,

would not be in a position to take any action in thatconnexion.

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.
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Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

INFLUENCE OF MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA ON THE FOBMATION OF A NEW ATTITUDE TOWARDS
THE:ROLE OF WOMEN IN PRESENT-DAY SOCIETY (agenda item 10) (concluded)
(E/CN.6/58i, E/CN.6/L.673)

\

Mrs. SANCHEZ-WRRES (Colombia) pointed out that the title of the item

should refer to "new attitudes" in the plural, not in the singular as appeared in '

the documentation. ~

,The CHAIRMAN asked the members of the Commission to take note of the

Colombian representa.tive'~ ~tatement.

Miss PIETALA (Finland) commended' the, Secretary-General an~ the authors

of the report (E/CN.6/58l), which she found interesting, revealing and

straightforward and which was presented in concise form. It was regrettable$

however, that only one of the socialist countries, Poland, had contributed to the
, ,

report. It would have been very interesting to have more information about the

influence of mass communication media in soci81ist countries, because there were

good reasons to assume that the role of the media there was very different from

that in the market-economy countries. The report as such was actually quite

discouraging, because it showed' how strongly mass communication was working

aga.inst the aim of equality. of men and women. Everyone knew how strong the media

were in industrialized market,-econom;y coUntries. It had been calcula.ted that

about 2 per cent otGNP in the rich countries was used for advertising alone,

whereas the United Nations ha.d recommended that only 1 per cent of GNP should.be

used for international development aid, a target which, humble as it was, was not ,.

even close to fulfilment. The chapter of the report devoted to recommendations

was very short and ligh~ in content. In the view of her delegation, that showeL_''_'.

how small were the possibilities of changing the negative influence of mass

communication. The problem was a very complex one. A basic question was the

ownership of mass media. As long as a majority of newspapers, magazines,.books,

films, and so on,' were produced on a commercial, profit~making basis$ it could

not be expected that those media would work for soc,ial' change andgreatersoci8J.

eq-p.ality. In Finland, more than 80 per cent of the press wascommerc18,land

only 20 per cent was published by political organs or non-profit making I •..
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organizations. Radio.and television, however, were State enterprises controlled
, ,

by the parli'ament, which meant that a greater variety of views was expressed in

those media than in the commercial press. Nevertheless, commercial advertising

was permitted on Finnish television. The report :u:.ade the far-reaching influence

of advertising completely clear (paragraphs 68-72). The manipulating effect was

connected to the ,approach to women as consumers. That approach was simply a

violation of human 'dignity. There seemed to be very little to be done about that

state of affairs,in the market-econo~ system. Education and special consumer
, ,

information ,seemed to be one avenue, however, for making people,.and especially

women, more self-confident, aware and knowledgeable and thus less receptive or

more resistant to commercial manipulation. There especially, school education

was of the utmost importance. The quality and scope of school education should be.
such as to give young people a functional over-all picture of their surrounding

world, covering both national and international aspects. In the era of

technologically highly advanced mass media, pupils should be especially trained

to use ,the media and to become critiCal and resistant to manip~ation through

them. Educa~ion was extremely import'ant in the promotion of all the aims of

International Women's Year, namely, equality, development and peace. It was not. .
enough just .to talk about those concepts to pupils and to distribute the texts

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the Elimination

ot Discrimination agains~ Women and other declarations. Curricula themselves and

the whole c,!ntent of teach~ng and learning should be geared to those, aims, and

she drew attention to the Instrument on Education for International Understanding,

Co-operation and Peace and Education relating to Human Rights and Fundamental

Freedoms (ED/MD/27) circulated to Governments by UNESCO in provisional ,form for

comment and scheduled for issue in its revised form in March or April.. That

instrument, and the general guidelin~s for teaching in all member countries, was

the most impor.tant thing that UNESCO had so far produced in the field of .education.

There was one aspect of the influence of mass communication media which had not

been discussed in the report at all; it was the influ~nce of mass communication

across borders. At present, films and television progr~mes constituted the bulk of

the information transmitted from'one country to another. It was nattU:"al·that the

commercially efficient market-economy syst~m should pour out tha~ type of material

from the more ,developed to the less developed part of the world, or~ .in other words,

·,-from the United States to Europe. and, Latin America and from Europe to de:veloping

cOllntries. On the other hand, it cou1d,be seen from the report that the extent of
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distortion ot the image ot women was worst where commercialism was strongest. That

raised the question whether the principle ot the free tlow ot intorJ:3ation was apt to

promote the status of ~men and equality in general. The question was very delicate.
. and sensitive, bu~. one must have the courage to discuss it. Against that background,

it Was easy to understand the desire of developing countries to prevent the flood ot-. .
alien cul1;iures over their peoples and the need of socialist countries to protec1;i their

peoples t1:'om the aggressive Western mass media, At its seventeenth General

Conference, UNESCO had re-evaluated its view on the concept of freedom of speech by

declaring that the transmission of television programmes by satellite to the

population of another country, which would soon be- technically feasible, should be

condemned unless there was an explicit agreeme~t with the recipient country. Those
, .

new views should be taken into consider~tion by 1;he Commission, since they were

important to each country in the formulation of communication policy and ItJ.so from the

standpoint of the protection of new generations from being manipulated by distorted

images of man and woman and the relation between the two. That also showed how

important it was .for women to participate in planning and decision-making in all areas

of society. Through their act~ve contribution to policy-making, women could bes.t

influence the improvement of, their status in society and the promotion of equality,

development and peace. ..
Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) stated that the Philippines recognized the

influence of mass communication media on the positive Participation ot all citizens

in the achievement of full national development, and with that purpose in view it had
. .

established the Department of Public Information, consisting of three sections: the. .
National,Media Centre, the Media- Ad.visC?ry Council, and the qffice of International

Information. The Department facilitated the flow ot information to the widest

segments of the population by means of television and radio broadcasting. She was. . ,

sure 1-hat its work woul~ contribute greatly t~ activi'ties connected to the

International Women's Year. With regard to draft resolution E/CN.6/L.673, she

proposed the insertion after operative paragraph 20f a new paragraph, reading as

follqws: ,
"Invites FAO and the other specialized agencies, in co-opepa1iion~ththe

United Nations, to include among their, activities mass communication programmes

'that will promote equal rights of men and women and the integration 'of women in

t~e deveiopment effort."
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Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) said that the Secretary-General's report'was an

excellent beginning in a new field of interest, and she hoped that it would be the

first of a ser~es of reports. As to the draft resolution, she hoped that India's·

suggestion would be included. The Finnish representative's, statement gave food

for thought regarding new issues. In speaking of freedom of information', one

should also bear in mind the right of individuals to avoid ihtrusion and

manipulation by the communication media. The Finnish representative had suggested

an educational approach so that young people and adults would have a critical

attitude to the messageel transmitted by the communication media. Often, the media

seemed to'be free but were in fact obliged to promote the interests of a few'

commercial., political and other pressure groups. Such control was the more

serious when it was not identifiable. It was obviously part of the technique for

successfully manipulating the masses. ' The media's message should be scrutinized

to see whether it conformed to the objectives of safeguarding or 'promoting human

rights. The League of Arab States had directed its attention to that new area of

study and 'had organized a seminar on the sUbject, which had been well received.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) felt that unless the mass

communication media's negative image of women and tbeir integration into the

process of development and change was modified, very little progress could be

achieved in promoting equality between men and women. The idea was a sensitive

one~ since it was, in a sense, opposed to freedom of expression.

He~ country had sponsored draft resolution E!CN. 6!L. 673 and hoped that during

International Women's Year there would· be conferences and seminars on the influence

of mass 'communications' media on the formation of a new attitude towards the role of

women in present-day so~iety and that a regional seminar on the' subj ect would also

be organized.

With regardto.the Philippine amendment, she asked the representative of FAO

to explain whether the request "would be within the scope of her organization's

mar.date.

~1rs. JURADO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations)

saici'that FAO was a technical agency which provicied women in rural areas with

educational materials on the basic needs of life, such as nutrition, food and

y

'. ~
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child care. She felt that the Philippine request was within the scope of FAO's

mandate.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that the decision taken by the Commission

at its twenty-fourth session to include the item in the agenda of the twenty-fifth

session had been ba.sed on the great influence of mass communications media in

determining cultural patterns and moulding pUblic opinion. Studies had shown that

the greatest obstacle to the promotion of equality between men and women was the

attitude of society as a whole. It was therefore necessary to erase the

stereotyped ideas that women were inferior and that they should play a limited

role in society. Accordingly, mass communications media should work to improve

th~ image of womerl and emphasize their positive and invaluable ccmtribution to

society.

Her delegation welqomed the information contained in the report ot the

Secretary-General but hoped that there would be further. studies on the inf~uence'of

mass communications media on the formation of a new attitude towards the role of

women in present-day society.

Her delegation warmly congratulated the sponsors of draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.673 and would vote in favour of it.

Miss CHATON (France) said that magazines for women, and in recent years

those for men, tried to promote the sale of consumer goods and, at the sametiDie,

gave a stereotyped image of the roles of men and women in society. However, it

had recently become clear that although associations of women journalists were

dealing with the main trends in the social, civic and economic activities of

women, they were still fundamentally dependent on consumer-goods advertising.

The education of the pUblic, both men and women, must begin with a critical

approach which should be instilled into each person i~ the school or ~hehome.

With regard ~o the activities of UNESCO, she referred to the first symposfumof

women journalists held at UNESCO headquarters in June 1973.

She shared th~ misgivings voiced by other representatives with regard to

satellite communications but felt that the sUbje~t shoUld be considered"within the

context of the. information submitted to the Commission on Human. Righ~s.
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Mrs. ASIYO(Keny~) said that Kenya had two radio stations and one
"-\

television network, all of which transmitted quite a few programmes designed for

women. The programmes were mainly educational in nature and' a number of them were

aimed at promoting the status of'women and their role in society. Some of them

were rel~ed in vernacular languages.

The film censorship boards, which were larg~l.Y made up of women, sought to

ensure that no undesirable or violent films were shown on television. Women's

organizations appreciated the great influence of the mass media and the positive
, ,

or negative impact they could exert on a country.

Her delegation supported the suggestions made for p~lotcountry studies Qn the,

influence of mass communication media on the formation of a new attitude towards

the role of women in present-day society. Accordingly, it supported'draft'

resolution E/cN.6/L.613 and the ~endments suggested by India and the Philippines.

Mrs. KASTALSKAYA (Un~on of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that in her

country there was full awareness of the influence exercised by the communication

media in the spiritual and moral fo~ation of the Soviet personality.

Questions relating to womep and their participation in the economic and

political. life of the country received widesp~ad publicity in'the Soviet press,

which ~ad a large circulation. Books too were inexpensive'and were pUblished by

the million. Since there was no illiteracy in the Soviet Union, the press exerted

an enormous influence on society.

The $oviet press constantly exhorted women to participate in social and public

life and in production.

It alsoprom()ted the development of a,harmonious feminine personality, and she

was happy to state that in the Soviet Union. the press did not exerci.se a harmful

influence.

Mrs. CADlEUX(Canada) regretted that the report, of the Secretary-General
, ,

described the activities'of only 28 Governments and 22 non-governmental

organizations'with regard to the influence of mass communications media on the

format'ion. of a n.ew ,attitude towarcls the role of women in present-day society. She

alson.otedthat most of those countries, including Canada, had stressed that· the

JD.asscommuriicatiolls media were cl,?sely related. to the structures, l~stitutions,
values and norms o.f society and, for that reason, frequently presented a distorted

.~mage of ~he role' of women in th~t society.. I.... '
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• Canadian women were aware that they still had very far to go to ensure that

mass communications media did justice to women and exerted a positive influence on

the role of women in society. To that end, representatives of State radio and
, .

television services and of the National Film Board were included in the

interministerial committee planning the programme for International Women's Year.

Her delegation enthusiastically supported draft resolution ~/cN.6/L.673.

Paragrdph 17 of the report of the Secretary-General (E/CN. 6/581) stated that

the Canadian magazine Chatelaine had a circulation of 3 million copies in French.

That figure should,be 300,000.

Miss TYABJI (India) felt that the report was extremely interesting but

that its scope might have been broadened. It should be borne in mind that a. change

of attitude for men too was necessary in various fields, such as work, particularly

physical work. In many countries, including India, manual work of every kind was ,

looked down upon, perhaps because there was a surplus of manpower, wi'th an abundant

supply of domestic servants. Efforts must now be made to change attitudes tow~ds. .
the whole of mankind in general. It was necessary to learn to live differently 'and

to instil into people the concept'of the dignity of work, whether manual or

intellectual. All those problems might also be included in the report of the

Secretary-General the following year.

Mrs. STABItE (Argentina) said that she wished, in her capacity as a

sponsor of the draft resolution, to make a comment. The problem of integrating
, .

women into the processes of development and change was not beyond the' .control of,

each country. The self-determination of each nation to use its communications'

media in order to create a new image of women was a basic factor. OnceGovermnents

had taken the decision to bring about change, they in fact determined hoW'. ma~s

communications media Were to be used to achieve the desired change of image. It

was the responsibility of women, by taking advantage of their political rights and.' ,. '.' .' ,', .",",'" ..•.... , .. -., ,

options, to improve.'the opportunities available in each case to achieve their aims.

Mrs. ANDREI(Romania) said, ~th reference to paragraph 60t the report,

that the influence of the mass informationme'diaclearly could not 'be viewed in

isolation from other communications media, 'since they were. not the only factor .

affecting a particular situation. 'However, o~e COuldhot~eriy"the ~onsiderable
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influence of the information media in creating new attitudes towards the role ot
women in modern society and in advancing the statul:! of women by helping to

, ,

eliminate prejudices and obstacles. That vas a fact in Romania, and the press, as

well as radio and television, exercised great influence on the progress of women,

as could be seen fl'om the letters sent by women to the newspapers and other

communications media. In.her view, there vas a very close relationship between the

actual situation of women and ,radio and television programmes, articles printed'in

newspapers and magazines in all countries and literature in general.

In Romania the growing interest shown by women in social and civic questions

reflected positive changes in their mentality and, at the same time, .expressed the

,continuing evo:Lution of socialist democracy. The information media which were

oriented towards both men and women did not ta~e the vie'toT that women formed a

separate pUblic, and therefore they exercised a very considerable influence. The

women of Romania unreservedly approved of the guidance 'given by the press on. .. . . . .
economic and social matters, designed to ensure a good life for present and futur~

gene.rations. '

Improvements in the structure of industry and the remarkable expansion of a

number of specialized industries closely linked with contemporary technological and ,

scientific progress, such as electronics and chemistry, were frequently reported in

newspapers and magazines, on the radio and in other information media, and that

coverEJ,ge was instrumental ir! attracting women to industry. 'to1omen's magazines no

longer confined themselves to articles on sewing, cooking or fashion. In Romania

the three magazines intended for women contained articles of general interest on
, .

education and technical ~uestions and also on the continuing evolution ,of the

function of wOmen in society. They did, of course, include articles which dealt

primarily with aspects of the life of women; such as marriage,' divorce and child

care, but the most important thing was that the women's press was also'of interest
. "

tOlllen and, consequent:;Ly,'exercised the same positive influence on men as on women.

Since she .considered.it the main function of the press, television and radio to

educate the pUblic,she.,was in full agreement with the ideas expressed in the draft

resolution.

Ms. BOE"RSMA .(United States of America) emphasized the merits of

dOcWJ1~ntE/CN.6/581·butexpr~ssedregret th~t the report of t~eUnited States had

ri~t been i.n~l\1ded.'ip.the Secretary-General's report; she did, however, fully agree

I . ..:
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with the conclusions of the latter report. The United States believed that

governmental, non-governmental and other types of organizations and educational

and research insti~utions should be encouraged to undertake research to determine:

(1) the images of men and women portrayed in mass media; (2) the influence of mass

media in changing attitudes to the traditional' roles of men and women; and (3) the

power of mass media to effect cultural and legislative changes which would result

in the full equality of men and women. ~-19men' s groups in the United States were

increasingly concerned "about the effect of mass media in perpetuating images which

hindered the development and' integration of women in society. Although advertising

had apparently still not recognized the changing role of women and continued to

depict them in stereotyped activities, programmes were being produced showing women

in a variety of roles. Referring to educationshe said that text-books, particularly

for primary schools, were being rewritten to represent both sexes in a variety of,
roles, and ~t universities women studies programmes had recently become part of the

curriculum.

United States film makers were clearly the worst offenders with rega.rd to

perpetuating female and male stereotypes but studies were currently being undertaken

by many women's 'groups and educational institutions to reassess those ideas. The

process would undoubtedly be slow in advertising and films, but increased citizen

awareness of the narrow concept defining women in the mass media had begun to exert

pressure on radio and t~levision stations to air more programmes aimed at changing

and improving the image of women hitherto projected.

Whether mass media reflected the state of society or influenced it was still a

subject of debate. However, it was becoming increasingly clear that neither men nor

women would any longer tolerate a limited image ofwomen~ As a result of new laws

and affirma.tive action progranJm(!s, the number of women .in predominantly male

professions was increasing; the way in which language could influence the perce~~~o_~~

of jobs had also been recognizecr~ Governments had modified occupational titles

denoting or connoting sex stereotypes.- Her delegation was hopeful that the mass
~ .~ ...,.. . , . ., ..-

communication media would employ more women in high policy-making posts. If the

current trend in the United Statesconti.nued and grew, massmedia would Serve as

an important meanS of integratingwomenf'ully into all aspects .of society.

. .
/.;.,.
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Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that the responsibility of mass

media, especially television, for the wave of crime and violence throughout the

world was currently recognized. Young people especially tended to copv the pattern-
of the behaviour portrayed. The more horrific a production the greateJ;' seemed its

success with the pUblic and wheI'eas the majority could take such entertainment in

their stride, the same was not true of certain groups who copied what they read or

saw to the detriment of their own life and the life of others.

Draft resolution E/CN.6/L.673 placed her delegation in a dilemma. While being

in egreement with its objectives and with action to overcome the prejudices referred

to in document E/CN.6/L.581, it questioned whether there were not, at the current

stage, clear limits to what could be achieved at the international level and whether

the answer lay in requesting United Nations studies, reports and seminars 'when in

fact action was needed first and foremost at the national level. In the first

instance it was up to Governments to influence attitudes towards women in the mass

media by indirect means; that implied a gradual re-ori~ntation of government

attitudes towards specific problems; such as women and employment, as 'Part of the

lons-term process of ensuring that women were fully integrated in development and

in the life of the commun~ty.

In her opinion, tIle various reports requested in draft resolution E/CN.6/L.673

would contribute little to that process and she felt she should point out that the

report requested at the Commission's last session had only become available in the

current week, so that it was difficult to determine what its impact had been and in

what way it had contributed constructively towards solving the problems.

Accordingly, it was justifiable to ask what would be the fate of the reports ~

se~inars and so forth requested at the current session. Her delegation was also

concerned about the possible financial implications of the recommendations.
"

Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) said that in Thailand the influenc'e of mass

media was very great but it did not harm women sin.~e many journalists, novelists and

writers were women. In every newspaper there was one'pageforwomen, and both there

and in the two or three magazines for women information was provided on women's

advancement and activities. The three television stations in Thailand 'transmitted

quite a few programmes for women every week, but because they were shown very early

in the morning men could not, as a rule, watch them. On th.e Whole, the mass media

/ '...
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in Thailand were under the influence of women and would contribute very

constructively to the programme for Intel'national Women's Year - 1975. Her

delegation would vote in favour of draft resolution E/CN. 6/L. 673.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) felt that not only Governments but private and other

institutions should undertake studies on the influence of mass media in changing

attitudes. The mass media could contribute to the creation in women of a capacity ~

to criticize information put ont by the mass media. To teach the public to adopt

a critiCal attitUde to information put out by the press and other media was

extremely important for developing and developed countries alike.

She congratulated the sponsors of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.673 on their

constructive work but said that she was not fully satiSfied with the content of the

draft. She felt that it would be necessary to make a careful study before the

Commission could adopt a decision on the subject.

Mrs. LIPKOWSKI (International Alliance of Women) said that, noting that

the Commission was considering the question of the image of women pr?jected by the

mass media, a group of non-governmental international women's organizations had

discussed observance of International Women's" Year. They had considered the

proposal made in document E/CN.6/576 that United Nations seminars should be held in

1974 and 1975. TheY. had suggested that one of th<?se seminars should be devoted to

th~ question of changing the image of women projected by the mass media, Which

strengthened and perpetuated traditional and restrictive attitudes towards womeb's

role in society.. Experts in psychology, sociology and anthropology as well as

experts in communications media, press, communications, publicity, public relations

and similar subjects would take part in the proposed seminar. The conclusions of

the seminar "would b~ useful to non-governmental organizations in planning their

local., national and regional seminars and in stimulating action to encourage WOmen

to fulfil their potential and play their full role in human development.

After the sponsors of draft resolution E/eN •6/L.• 673 had consulted each ...

other, and following an exchange of views in wki ch Mrs: MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican

Republic) , }'!rs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) and Mrs. KASTALSICAYA (Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics) took part, Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) read out draft

/ ...
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resolution E/CN.6/L.673 with the amendments accepted by the sponsors. In the third

line of the first preambular paragraph the words "in many countries" would be

in~erted between the words "that" and "the mass". In operative paragraph 2, the

words "to carry out" should be replaced 'by the words "to consider the possibility

of carrying out ll and between operative paragraphs 2 and 3 a new paragraph 3 shou+d

be inserted, reading as follows:

"Invites all organizations of the United Nations system, particularly

UNESCO, to make a special effort to increase their audiovisual material

and develop their programmes in such a way as to promote the inte~raticn

of women in development."

Operative paragraph 3 would then become paragraph 4.

Miss PIEl'ALA (Finland) proposed that, in the fifth line of the tirst

preambular paragraph, the words "and men" should be inserted between the woz'ds

"women" and "in present-day society".

Atter an exchange 01' views in which Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (B 19ium and

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) took part, the sponsors 01' the draft

resolution accepted the amendment proposed by the representative of Finland.

The CHAIRMAN said that, it she heard no objections, she would take it that.
draft resolution E/CN.6/L.673, as amended, was adopted unanimously~

, Draft resolution E/aN .6/L.673, as amended, was adopted unanimously.

PROGRAMME OF WORK AND ESTABLISHMENT OF PRIORITIES (agenda item 11) (E/CN.6/585 and
Corr.l and Add.l, E/CN.6/NGO/247)

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre tor Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) pointed out that document E/CN.6/585 differed from the report

presented 'by the Secretary-General at the previous session 01' the Commission, since

it covered the work programme for 1974-1975, th~ I!1edium-term plan for 1974-1977 and

the proposed programme objectives tor 1976-1979, in accordance with General Assembly

resolution 3043 (XXVII) adopted in 1972. Pursuant to that resolution, the Economic

and Social Council had decided to instruct its functional commissions and standing

committees to state their programme objectives so that the Secretary-General could

/ ...
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,

examine and elaborate the most effective and economical means of aChieving the

objectiv:es in question and make appropriate recommendations in the biennial

programme and budget and the medium-term plan. In the absence of the views of the

Commission, which met every two years, theSecl'etariat had had to base the work

programme and budget recommendations in the field of the promotion of equality of

men and women primarily on the programme set forth by the Commission at its

twenty-fourth session.

One special feature of the new programme-budget exercise was that. it defined

a limited number of specific activities. Eight of those were mentioned in

paragraph 5, which she read out, and which dealt with the work of' the Secretariat·

in the application of' decisions taken by the Co~ission and other bodies .•

Each of those activities was described in chapter 1 of the report and some

details were given for the two-year programme 1974-1975 and the medium-term plan

1974-1977.

Some general objectives were described in E/CN.6/585/Add.l for each of those

specific activities for the period 1976-1979. Many of' them were based on

speculation, since projects had to be formulated on the basis of what it was

believed the Commission would authorize in the future. In fact, the document should

be amended with additional reports and activities authorized by resolutions adopted

at the current session of' the Commission.

She asked the Commission to give special consideration to whether it wished t~

change the priorities, and drew the Commission's attention to some specific

activities, such as that described on' page 11 of the EngliSh text, namely the

condition of' women and children in special situations. The preparation of reports

on the legal and social condition of women in Trust and Non-Self'-Gov~rning

Territories presupposed a great deal of' work and time, and she wondered if that

objective could not equally be achieved through the reports on the p;rotection of

women and children in emergency or war-time, fighting for peace, self-determinatiun',~

national liberation and independence.

Another problem was that of the unmarried mother. She briefly outlined the'

problem and said'that since the Commission had already made an exhaustive stu.dy of'

it, and since its programme of work was very heavy 1 the Secretary-General had

considered that it would be better not to include that item in the work prograIllJl1e

f'or the current session and to seek the Commission's opinion.
7..•
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Mrs. DAES (Greece) congra~ulated the Secretariat ,and Mrs. Bruce on

their excellent work in drawing up documen't E/oN .6/585 on the work programme for

1974-1975, the medium-term plan for 1974-1977 and proposed programme obJectiv~s

for 1976-1979. She:fully understood the difficulties inherent in elaborating

that new ~type of document, working within the framework established by General

Assembly resolution 3043, (XXVII). '

Her delegation :fully supported the fundamental objec~ives of document

E/aN.6/585. With reference to the specific activities listed in paragraph 5,

she agreed that assistanc~ s?ould be provided in the elaboration &ld implementation

of international instruments, but felt that it was_even more important to try to
-ensure that existing instruments were implemented. She also supported the second

of the specific activities and that concerning the elaboration and implementation

of a programme for International Women's Year, 1975, which she 'Was sure would be

adopted. With regard to the fourth of the specific activities listed, she

reiterated that her delegation would like the role of women in society as citizens

to be mentioned. She also agreed with specific activities 7 and 8.

With reference to paragraph 30, her delegation would +ike the report to take

into consideration the debates of the Commission and the r~solution adopted that

day. She was pleased that in paragraph 18 reference was made to a contribution

to the report on the World Social Situation with relation to women, and that

mention was made of a forthcoming project on the integration of women in

development with special reference to population factors.

She asked Mrs. Bruce what was meant in paragraph 24 of document

ElaN .6/585/Add.l by the reference to llsubstantive support", and she also inquired. . .
to which budget the necessary funds would be chargeable.

She congratulated the ILO and UNESCO on their work and expressed the hope

that they would ma~ntain their valuable co-operation.

Mrs.• KAsTALSKAYA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the

work programme for 1974~1975, the medium-term plan for 1974-1977 and the proposed,

programme objectives for 1976-1979 formed a wide range of activities and she would

like to know what the financial implications were for each. ·~t was ~er

understanding that the Economic and Social Council wished the financial

implications to be indicated when the various programmes were drawn up. She thOUght

I ...
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it appropriate ~hat\ the COJlDllission should be told what those implications were,

even in the form of a preliminary assessment. She would also like to know why a

chapter on technical co-operation activities had not been included.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Soc'ial Development and

Humanitarian Affairs), replying to the representative of Greece, said that

.everything in document E/CN.6/585/Add.l was a projection for the future which

could be accepted or rejected. Paragraph 24 referred to assistance in the form

of expert advice, for example, for the elaboration of programmes. That was a type

of work which the Secretariat carried out frequently.

She informed the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

that in document E/CN.6/585/Corr.l it wa~ envisaged that expenditure relating to

the work programme for 1974-1975 would be covered by existing resources; in any

case, the necessary adj,ustments could be made so that the programme did not

exceed those resources. For example, from paragraphs 29 to 34 of document

E/eN.6/585 it wa,s clear that the study programme schedule was not being met, due

to a need 'for more manpower, since the staff was very small. As for including a

chapter on advisory services, she pointed ou~ that' the Division of Human Rights

had been separated from the Secretariat and consequently the budget for the

human rights prograJmne was likewise separate. That was why no mention was made

of it in document E/CN.6/585.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) asked Mrs. Bruce if that separation meant that

advisory services would no longer be'provided, and inquired "hat that would imply

for the work programme of the Commission 0'

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Af~airs) said that the programme of work included advisory activities,

as was clear from paragraphs 51 to 57 of document E/CN.6/585 dealing 'with

substantive support for technical co-operation activities. There would not be the
..

same degree of flexibility, nor so many activities as previously. But within the

programme there was a measure of flexibility, which meant that practically the

same services as'before would be available.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America>', at the invitation of the Chairman,

read out a document by which the President of ,the United States of America !

proclaimed 1975 International Women's Year.

The meeti~ rose at 6 p.m. I •••
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Thursday, 31 January 1974,
at 10.20 a.m.

Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF WORK AND ESTABLISH~~T OF PRIORITIES (agenda item 11) (concluded)
(E/CN.6/585'and Corr.l and Add.l, E/CN.6/NGO/247)

Mrs. SAARINEN (Finland) said that the' Commission h!1d often discussed such

fundamental object.ives as the integration of women in the total development effort

and the promotion of equality between men and women. However, it had given less

attention to the question of ensuring recognition of the importance of women's

increasing contribution to friendly relations, co-operation and world peace. The

delegation of the United States of America had submitted a draft resolution

(E/CN.6/L.658) requesting the Secretary-General to organize an international

conference during International Women's Year to discuss such issues. Herdelegation

believed that such a conference would be very useful, but felt that it was

necessary to ascertain what financial resources would be available for that purpose.

Perhaps the regional conferences which. had already been pl~ned would be,equally

effective methods of disseminating such ideas; for example, in 1973 a l~ge

conference for European women had been organized in Finland to discuss equality,

co-operation and peace. The valuable work done by non-governmental organizations

should also be borne in mind.

Her delegation welcomed the amendment submitted by the USSR delegation

(E/CN.6/L.659) recommending that the General Assembly at its thirtieth session should

consider the situation and role of women in society as a separate agenda item. It

would also be useful to consider that item at the special session of the General

Assembly to be held in 1975, and again in the light of the results or the report on

the world social situation to be published in 1975.

At its current session, the Commission had had a very long agenda and the

discussfon of individua~ items had therefore at times been a little superficial.

Her delegation wo~dered if it would not be more useful to have fewer items on the

agenda at the next session so that they could be discussed in depth. Her delegation

also felt that the work of the Commisl3ion would be facilitated if some kind of

resolutions conmittee could be established at the beginning of a session to study all

draft resolutions and combine them whenever possible, so that the Commission itself

need not spend so much time on them during the plenary meetings. Finally, since it

I ...
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was well known that one of the main goais of the Commission was the promotion of

equality between men and women at all levels, her delegation wondered whether the

Commission should consider changing its name to the Commission on Equality.

Her delegation wished to request that its proposals should be included in the

Commission's report on t~e item under consid~ration.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) supported the su~gestion that the Commission should

consider changing its name, since she felt that the title "Commission on Equality"

would have a very positive psychological effect. She also felt that the title of

the draft Convention ~n the Eli~ina~ioh of All Forms of Discrimination against

Women should be changed to the draft Convention on the Promotion of Equality between,

Men and Women. Her delegation suggested that the. Commission should consider

modifying its agenda for the next session: for instance, the item relating to the

protection of women and children in armed conflict might be referred to either the

Third Committee or the Commission on Human Rights and the item on the position of

women and children-in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories might also be

referred to the appropriate United Nations body. She noted that the report

contained in document E/CN.6/585 did not mention tpe financing of the activities

of Ipternational Women's Year and said she would like furt,her information on that

',subject. She agreed, moreover, that it would be preferable to have fewer items on'

the agenda so that the discussions~uldbemore serious. In paragraph 5 of

document E/CN.6/585, where eight specific activities were mentioned, she suggested

that the words "and in pUblic life" should be inserted at the end of item 4, that'

item 6 might be referred to the appropriate United Nations body, and that' items 7

and 8 could perhaps be combined with item 2. In conc~usion, shepoint~d out that

her delegation had received the documentation for the current session very late and

she hoped that in future every effort would' be made to ensure that representatives

received documents much earlier•

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and Human,itarian

Affairs) said tha.t she would reply to the question raised by the ,Indonesian

repl'esen'j#ative on the financing of International Women's Year at a later time. In
I •

connexion with the possi~ility of combining some of the activities mentioned byehe

Indonesian representative, she wished to emphasize that the items listed. did not.

constitute an agenda, but merely a list of activities.

, She regretted that the members of the Commission had not received the

documentation in good time for the session. However, many of the documents t~ey
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used were based on informatio~ which Governments wer~ requested to provide, and

it often happened that Governments were unable to meet the deadlines laid down for

their replies. Consequently, the information was transmitted late and the

documents appeared late. She was aware that the Council had ruled that information

received after the deadline should be ignored, but she wish~d to remind the

Commission that, if the ruling was observed, there would frequently' be insufficient

.infc;>rmation available to enable reports to be compiled. It should also be borne in

mind that the Promotion ot Equality of Men and Women Branch had a very small staff.

In 1973, one unexpected activity - the preparation of the pro~ramme budget - had

occupied two professionals for 'one month and had taken up a full month of her own

time; that had naturally had repercussions on the preparation of other documents.

There might also be a problem as far as the actual distribution of documents was

concerned. The Branch itself did not distribute doc.uments ,but often made efforts

to send them, on a personal basis, to members .of the Commission. It was the normal

procedure for the Permanent Missions in New York to ensure.the dispatch of

q.ocumentation to the members of the Commission.

Mrs~ HUSSEIN (Egypt) fully supported the suggestion by the Finnish

" representative that there should be fewer items on the agenda of the Commission's

next ·session. However, it felt that a change in the name of the Commission might

lead to confusion and that it would be better to retain the present title of the

draft Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.
;

Her delegation also had some serious misgivings' about the wisdom of referring

some of its 'agenda items, particularly the ones suggested by the Indonesian

representative, to other org,ans. In conclusion, her delegation wished to commend

the Secretariat for having included training courses as part of the activities to

be undertaken under the programme for International Women's Year.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that her Government.took the question

of the preparation of documents most seriously. On the instructions of her

Government, she wished to place on record its disappointment and dismay that,

despite Economic and Social Council resolution 1770 (LIV), under which all 'documents

were to be distributed at least six .weeks before the opening .of any session,

only one document had been received by that time. Since the members of the

Commission met as the representatives of their Governments, it was imperative that

the authorities at home should hav:e ample time to consi.der the often complex,

delicate and demanding questions before the Commission. Unfortunately, they had

..
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in most cases been ablEt to achieve that only with difficulty. 110 fault could be
, .

ascribed to the United Kingdom Mission, which forwarded documents with all

dispatch.. Now that the Commission met only once every two years, her Government·

expected and had a right to expect the documents to be ready in good time. The

,situation at the current session was therefore all the more unsatisfactory. If the

appearance of the majority of the documents had depended on bodies other than

United· Nations Headquarters, her delegation could have understood the cause of the

delay. All the members of the Commission appreciated the tremendously hard work

put into the session by' the sta~f of the Promotion of Equality of Men and Women

Branch, but that was COld, comfort to Governments c.ompelled to work out views on

various subjects at such short notice. She hoped that many more documents would be

available before the next session of the Commission.

Miss CHATON (France) complimented the Secretariat on the work it had done

in preparing the report (E/CN.6/585). The activities set out in paragraph 5 of the

report were continuing activities and should therefore clearly be continued. They

were, after all, the reason for the Commission's existence. She did not think it

would serve any useful purpose to combine any of the items, since that would simply

result in one bulky document instead of a number of smaller ones, and lead to

confusion.

As to the idea of changing the commission's name, she said that there was

still a great deal of work to be done on the status of women as such." .For instance,

less than two thirds of the series of comparative legal studies on the status ,of

women in private law had been completed. That aspect of the Commission's' :work mUst
, I

be cont~nued.

There were certain difficulties in the Finnish proposal'that a resolutions

committee should be set up; draft resolutions were often prepared as each item ca.me.
'......'.•.. ,., .. ,..

under consideration and it would be difficult to' combine them. ,~~----

Her Government had expressed its regret at the late distributio.ncrf documents,

but she understood the difficulties facing the Secretariat and the Missions. She .

had often received documents personally before they had reached the aPI>ropriate

government department. She had hoped that the biennial programme would help to. "', ...... - .. - , .. ,

improve matters, but much depended on the Secretariat, whose personnel,was limited

and on Governments, which tended to submit replies· late.

I.;·, •.
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Urs. KASTALSK.:.YA (Union ot Soviet 'Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation had received hardly any'docUJ"""nts before the beginning of the session.

That had made its work more difficult. The report on the ,status of women and fAmily

ple~ning had been made available in Russian only durin« the session; h~r delegation

had .thus been t:.m:,ble to stUdy it, and had been :r"rced to sbstain in the vote on

the relevant draft resolution •. , The blSJIle should not be placed on the lI~.ss~ons,

which often received documents late.

There was insufficient information in the report (E/CN.6/585) about the

financial implications of the work the Commission was ,supposed to do. The!e

appeared to be no budget provision for the 'medium-term and long-term 'programme.

It was clear that the work programme submitted was the programme for the

Secretariat; her delegation wanted to see a programme of work for the Commission

itself. She agreed with other delegations 1?hat certain changes should be made in'

the programme .On a purely technical point, she hoped that the references in the

report to "instrument or instruments!l would be corrected to show clearly that only

one document was involved. She had some doubts about the usefulness of completing

two separate studies on the status of 'Women and family planning, mentioned in

paragraph 36 of the report; the Commission must consider its expenditUl'e of time ,

work and resources. She wished to know why there was further reference to t.he

report ot the Special Rapporteur in paragraphs 37 and 40. She suggested that the

last sentence of paragraph 33 should be deleted; the Commission was working on a

single convention that would cover family law. Lastly, she wished' to know the cost

ot the international part of the activities mentioned in paragraph 25 of the report.,

The Secretariat should provide the necessary information in time for delegations to
I

examine it at the fifty-sixth session of the Economic and Social Council.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) said that her dele,gatiqn had read documen't

E/rm .6/585 with the greatest interest. She commended the Secretariat on'its clear,

concise and timeiy report, which ex~ined the major problems '. affecting the ~t~t~~~,C)f'
women and attempted to find real and e~felotive solutions to those problems. Her

delegation atta,ched particular importapce to the preparation of a study for

submission to the Economic Commission for Latin America on ,the p~rticipation of .

women in the development of the region, and the measures to be taken' to eliminate

discrimination and the lack of educational, employment and economic opportunities for

women. Such a regional study would be v.ery useful in view of the great similarity

Of the obstacles to the integration of ;women in the development of the various

countries of Latin America. / ...
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She wa!i pleased to note that plans had been made to hold two annual seminars

under the regular programme of technical co-operation, despite the fact that no

further seminars could be organized under the advisory services programme in the

field of human rights because of the restructuring of the Secretariat for budgetary

reasons. Those plans would facilitate the implementation of the provisions of

Economic and Social Council resolution 1680 (LII) which had been adopted on the

recommendation of the Commission. On the subject of the shortening of the agend9.,

she agreed that there' was a need to reduc,e the number of items considered in order

to focus maximum attention on the basic issues. With regard to the question of.
changing the name of the Commission, 'she did not feel "that such a ste~ would be

wise because, as a result of the work done by the Commission over a number of years,

its name 'had become well known and ,carried some weight even in countries not

represented on it. She regretted that members of the Commission had not received

the necessary documents six weeks in advance, as required by the Economic and Social

Council. It was important that the Commission's final report and draft resolutions. '

should be sent to members of the Economic and Social Council six weeks in advance so

that they would be given careful consideration; the Secretariat and the General

Assembly would then be able to take more effective follow-up action.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norw~) said that her delegation supported the various

proposals put forward by the delegation of Finland with a view to shortening the

Commission's agenda, establishing a resolutions committee and changing the name of

the Commission. With regard to the' latter proposal, she endorsed the views expressed

by the representative of Indonesia, and said that the fact that the secre:t;ariat of

the Commission had changed its name convinced her that the Commission itself should

have a similar name, to make it clear 'that the aim was to ensure equal status 'for

. men and women, and not· privileges for women •'Referring to the Indonesian suggestions.
, '

that certain items .of the programme set out in paragraph 5 otthereport shou1d'-l>~'

combined and others' deleted, she said that she could. agree to the deletion ,of a

particular item if the Commission telt that it was aJ.ready being adequately dealt

with by other United Nations bodies. Her delegation also shared the view of the
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delegations of Indonesia and Greece that item 4 as it stood was too reetrictive, and

:that words such as l1in society" or "in public life" should be added to give the

Commission a better chance to study the legal and practical status of women.

Commenting on the 'Deputy Director's request for the Commission's opinion on the

inclusion in the agenda of an item on unmarried mothers, she agreed that the subject

, was most relevant but pointed out that it wa!=lcovered by the question of' the role,

rights and responsibilities ,of wome~ in the family, since an unmarried mother and her

child also formed a family. On the other hand, she could not support the inclusion

of an item on the subject of children born out of wedlock, since cons~deration of

such a subject would requiI'e the Commission to extend its efforts over too many

fields, in~tead of concentrating its attention on questions relating sole,ly to the

promotion of equality between men and women.

Many complaints had been made about the late distribution of documents, Which

left insufficient time for study of background papers. While the problem was a real

one, she felt that part of the blame lay with the various Governments, which never

provided replies in time. It had been stressed earlier that very few Governments

replied to questions put to' them about the situation of women, and that ,those which
, .

did reply failed to meet the prescribed deadlines. MOTeover, many Member States

faced the added difficulty of having to have their 'documents translated into one of

the working languages before forwarding them to the ~nited Nations. She suggested

that the members of the Commission might urge their Governments to give higher

priority to providing replies to requests for information from the United Nations.

Mrs. STEVENSON(Liberia) expressed her delegation's appreciation to the

Deputy Director for her excellent introduction of ,the Secretary-General's report

(E/cN .6/585). She not'ed with interest, the new system of preparing work programmes'

for functional commissions and en~orsed the programme of specific activities,

envisaged in the medium-term plan for 1914-1917, as well as the propo,sed programme,

objectives for 1916-1919.. It T'~as gratifying to note that seminars on the promotion

of equality between men and women wolild be continued as part of the technical

co-operation activities provi.ded for in the. medium...termplan.

/ .. '.
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In view of the periodicity of the Commission's sessions, it was necessary to

keep matters relating to the promotion of equality between men and women and the

integration of women in development under constant review. It was to be hoped

that the activities and studies undertaken during 1974-1975 and 1974-1977 wo\ud

have a continuing impact •

Her delegation wished to appeal to the Secretariat to make adequate provision

for the dissemination of newsletters and other information material to members of

the Commission who did not reside in New York.

In conclusion, she emphasized the importance of the Commission's role in

achieving United Nations goals with respect to the promotion of human rights and

fundamental freedoms for all-without' distinction. In that connexion, her

delegation had the honour to propose the following n~w item for inclusio~ in the

agenda of the twenty-sixth session of the Commission: "Integration of aged women

in the total development effort with a view to enhancing the quality of life".

Studies had shown .that women were often abandoned, neglected or ostracized after

reaching the age of retirement. The establishment of programmes to enable them

to participate in community and national development would not only enhance their

quality of life, but would also give them an incentive to contribut~ to the

achievement of equality, developmen.t and peace.

Mrs. ALDAY' (Philippines) welcomed the report prepared by the Secretary~

General (E/CN.6/585). She pointed out, however, that: the agenda of the current

session of the C~mmission included an item on the exploitation of labour through

illicit and clandestine trafficking, but that that particular problem had not

been mentioned in the work programme submitted by the Se~retary-General. Her

delegation therefore requested that it be added to the activities dealt with under

item 6 in paragraph 5 of the report, which called for an evaluation of the

condition of women and children in special ~ituations.
"

~sTYABJI (India) agreed with the Finnish delegation's proposal that.
the name of the Commission be changed, not only because of'changing attitudes,

but in order to prepare for a reorientation of the Committee's work. ·She also

supported the, proposed shorteni~g of ..t.he Commis'sion' sagenda, a step which would

enable it to concentrate entirely on the basic issues. Referring to paragraph 18 (Cl)

I·:.-.'~i" .
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of the report (E/CN.6/585), she wondered whether reports on the pilot country

studies in question could be given by individual countries at the next session of

the Commission.

In striving to enhance the status of women, attention should be focused on

areas for which women had a natural talent, such as domestic work and house iiork.

Studies of that type of work should be carried out in countries such as the

Netherlands, Norway and Denmark, where it took on special fo'l'1Jls. Studies sho'il1d

also be made of other actiyities for which women might be specially suited. In

that· connexion, the mass communications media could serve as a powerful instrwnent

to enhance the status of women and promote the concept of the inherent diBnity

of labour.

Miss BENITEZ (United Nations Environment Programme) drew attention to the

report of 1,he Governing Cou,"lcil. of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

on its first session, held in June 19.73 (A/9025). That document mentione<l many

subjects of vital interest to women which UNEP planned to study in depth as matters

of priority. One such subject was that of human settlements, and it was

significant that World Population Year in 1974 and International Women's Yea.r in

1975 would be followed by the United Nations Conference-Exposition on Human

Settlements in 1976, which would provide both governmental and non-governmental

organizations with yet another opportunity to co-operate in a field Which women

should recognize as one of natural concern to themselves.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) commended the Secretariat on its "

efforts to present the work programme in such a way as to achieve increased

co-ordination between the recommendations of the Commission, the activities designed

to implement those recommendations, and the resources available. Although, in

view of the new budgeting procedure adopted, it was difficult to ev~luate the
, .

programme, the.eight specific activities listed in paragraph 5 of the report

(E/CN.6/585) seemed to cover the principal areas of concern adequ~tely. Her

delegation considered the most important items .to be those relating to the

integration of women in development, International Women's Year, the status of

.women and family planning, and.the influence of the mass media on the role of

women.

/ • If •
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Her delegation hoped that a greater nUmber of reports would be submi,tted by

member countries as a result of the work done by the Commission at its current

session, and expected additional work for the Commission arising from its

recommendations on such matters as the integration of women in development and the
role of the mass media•

Finally, she said she thought that the general trends established in the

1974-1975 period would extend into the 1977-1979 period, and expressed the hope

that International Women's Year would generate increased efforts to create greater '

opportunities for women ,and to promote equality between men and women.

Mrs. HUVANAJ.'DANA (Thailand) asked whether, since there were v~ry few

English speakers in her ~ountry, it would be possible to have the report

(E/CN.6/585) translated into Thai in order to make the information available to

the population and to ensure support from governmental and non-governmental agencies.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that her delegation was in favour

of reducing t.he number of items on the.agenda and supported the idea of setting

up a resolutions committee.

She regretted the del~ in the distribution of documents for the session,

which had caused difficulties for her delegation and had reduced the quality of

the Commission's work. She, endorsed the suggestion that documents should be sent

directly to members of delegations in order to avoid the delays involved in
11

transmitting them through ~issions.

Her delegation was very much in favour of special training courses and she

wa~ looking forward with great interest to seeing the ILO report on paI"t,:"time

employment. Part-time employment was a very suitable way for women to combine

work and family responsibilities. She endorsed the proposal by Liberia that an

item on the integration of aged women in development should be included in the

agenda. Women who were mature and had completed'their family resPoi.lsibii:i.tie'~"·'·
could make an. additional effective contribution to development•.Her\delegation

would be very interested to see the report of<the Governing Council ofUNEP.

She proposed that in order to maintain close and directcontacts'bet-ween

representatives, the Se~retariat should supplyal:i.stoftheir addresses.
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" Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that, in view of the importance of studies,

the United Nations should improve the relevant financial procedures. In her

experience, when a country was ssked to carry out a study, the United Nations

finance required was often delayed by red tape, and the country concerned had to

provide the money for the study· in the meantime. Since most countries could not

do that without previous bUdgetary allocations, there was inevitably a delay in

preparing studie,. She suggested that once the studies had been approved, the

1ileney might be aJ,J.ocated and transmitted through the resident representative.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Human~tarian Affairs) said that the comments and proposals made would be summarized

in the Commission's report. She was aware of the difficulties mentioned by the

representative of Indonesia and would take the matter ;UP with the appropriate

authoriti~s with a view to improving what was ~ rather cumbersome procedure.

She was also very much aware of the difficulties caused to members and to

Governments by delays in the distribution of documents. She pointed out, however,

that the EC9nomic and Social Council had decided that its functional commissions

must meet early in the year. That had meant that most of the preparatory and

translation work for the sessions had had to be done during the latter part of the
. .

Ge~eral Assembly when the whole Secretariat was under great pressure. The

secretariat of the Comtnission had in fact worked overtime and at week-ends to

:prepare the documents.

It was very important that members should ensure that Governments recognized

the priorities of the equality programme in their work in the Economic and Social

Council and in the Fifth Commit~ee. The Commi~sion's budget estimat~s had to pass

a number of hurdles and were cut at each' step. The allocation of resources would

be clearer with the programme budget, but she stressed that it was up to membeJ;'s

to see that adequate financial provisions were made for the. Commission's needs and

programmes by t~e appropriate bodies.

Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) said that her delegation supported the idea that

there should be fewer items on the Commission's agenda. That would make the

Commission's work more effective and would permit more thorough study of the issues

involved. She a,J.sosupported the proposal to set up a resolutions committee. The

delay in the distribution of 'documi:mt1h which seemed to .be a general occurrence,

had prev~nted~er delegation from joining in the discussion on certain items.

/ .. ~
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She supported the proposal by Liberia that an item on the integration 01'

aged women in development should be included in the agenda.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) said that section G of the report (E/CN.6/585) did not

show what practical steps would be taken to reach illiterate women at the

grass-roots level or women who did not know the standard language of a country.

The question was not merely' one of translation; .attention must also be giv~n to

technical methods. She felt that a study' should be made of better me:thods of

communication, with particular emphasis on the visual approach.

She was very much in favour of reducing the 11umber of items on the agenda

and of setting u~ a resolutions committee.

The. CHAIRMAN urged members to follow up the Deputy Director's suggestions

in the Economic and Social Council and the Fifth Committee.

The meeting rose at 12.05 p.m.

I ..•
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621th meeting Thursday. 31 January 1914,
at 3.20 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SRABANI (Philippines)

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR (agenda item 3) (continued) (E/CN.6/588)

"~eMrs. DAES (Greece) int!'C?duced the report of the Working Group concerning

International Women's Year (E/CN.6/588). The draft programme of activities for

International Women's Year, included in the report, was based on document E/CN. 6/576

and was the result of intensive joint discussions since all the amendments summitted

and views expressed by members of the Commission:, by the representatives of the

specialized agencies, in particular. the ILO and UNESCO, and by the representatives

of a number of non-governmental organizations, had been taken into account. The

draft progremme would be annexed to the resolution which the COJlDDission was

recoJlDDending for adoption by the Economic and Social Council and which appeared

on page 17 of the report.

In the preparation of the draft programme, due consideration had been given to

the needs of women in general, and to those of the third world in particular, on

the basis of the provisions of the United Nations Charter, the Declaration on the

Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the International Covenants on human

rights, the Declaration and Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination and the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning

Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States.

Two questions remained to be settled, one concerning the organization of a

world conference and the other the establishment of a Fund, consisting of voluntary

contributions, to assist in financing the activities of the Year. The decision to

establish such a Fund was indispensable to the success of the Year.

Finally, she drew the Commission's attention to various corrections which had

to be made to the report.

In paragraph 8, second line, the words "draft resolution &.Tld" should be

inserted a.fter the wo~d "following".

On page 3, under the title "Draft Programme for International Women's Year,

1975", thee quotation from the fifth preambular paragraph of the Declaration on the

Elimination of Discrimination ag~inst Women should be co~leted.

On page 4,paragraph 3, second line, the word "in", which had been inadvertently
l~

f

repeated, should be deleted. I •..
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On page 5, paragraph 8 (c), second line, the WOrds "equal P8¥ for" should be

inserted after the words "right to".

On page 5, paragraph 9 (e), the last clause after the word "States" should be

deleted.

On page 13, paragraph 34, the words "or instr'Wllents" in the second line should

be deleted.

On page 14, paragraph 39 should be preceded by the title "United Nations

System"•

Mrs. JAUREGUIBERRY (Argentina), Rapporteur of the Working Group, said

that in the preparation of the draft programme, the items included in the agenda of

the twenty-fifth session of the Commission had been taken into account. For

example, special attention was paid to the status of women in rural areas. In order

to implement programmes which would be organized for international Women's Year,

a special appeal was made for the participation of non-governmental organizations

and those representing different sectors of public opinion. Under paragraph 1 of

the draft resolution in the report, the Economic. and Social Council was requested

to approve the programme of measures and activities recommended by the Commission.

Her delegation was prepared to provide all necessary clarifications to

delegations which might so desire.

Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria), Rapporteur, suggested that the following new

paragraph be inserted after paragraph 29:

"The regional economic commissions should establish regional commissions

on the status of women such as the existing Inter-American Commission of Women

and the Committee on the Status of .Arab. Women which would: (a) advise and

assist the regional economic commissions in creating and strengthening their

programmes and. services related to the advancement of women; (b) place special

emphasis on relieving ·the burdens and increasing the economic output C)f rural .

women engaged in agriculture and on providing. facilities for food preservation

and processing, child.care and co-operative education; (c) co-operfJ,tewitll\/c'"'

interested United Nations bodies, intergovernmental and non-governmental

agenciesand,in particular, with t~eCommiBsionon the Status of Women".

The other paragraphs would be renumbered aCCOrdingly.

Mrs.MARINKEVICH .(Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Repub:J.ic) pointedout.that

in paragraph 35, the words "to elaborate a United Na.tions instrument" should.be

replaced·by·the words "to adopt a United Nations declaration".
I
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Miss TYABJI (India) said that in the last sentence ot paragraph 10, the

words "this section ll should be replaced by "section 11".

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs), replying to a question by Mrs. HOOR(Indonesia), pointed out-- .
that the Inter-American Commission of Women, whieh was in communication wi.th the

United Nations Commission on the Status of '{.men, "73.8 not part; of the United" Nations

. system. There were no commissions on the status of women within the regional

economic commissions; the Economic Commission fflr Africa had, however, arranged 8:

programme dealing specifically with women.

The establishment· of such commissions within the framework .:f the regional

economic commissions would naturally have financial implications.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA <Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation wished to propose some amendments to the report.

On page 7, part C, s1,1bparagraph (u) should precede subparagraph (r).

In subparagraph (u) (i), the 'Words.. "apartheid and racial discriminatit>n" should

be added after the word "subjugation11 •

The wording of subparagraph (s) should be replaced by a text on the following

lines:

"The participation of women in safeguarding peace which would create

economic, social, cultural and political conditions that contribute to the

advancement or the status of women and men."

In the first line of subparagraph (v) the words ;ihavinF due regard fer their

sovereignty and non-intervention in their domestic affairs" should be inserted after

the ,,,"ord "ideas" •

In paragraph 34, the wordo "an international instrument, or instr\UD.ents 11 should

be replaced by the words "a'new convention l1
•

With regard to paragraph 39, her delegation wondered whether points (a), (b)

and (c) were not superfluous: it also felt that paragraph (v) in annex I, concerning

the organization of student workshops, which might have financial implications, could.,

be deleted., since seminars had already been organized on some of the topics

concerned.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) congratulated the Work.i.ng Group on its

report,andsaid she wished. to make it clear that her delegation, although agreeing

/'....
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with the items of the report, had not changed the views it had expressed 'during the

discussions, particularly with regard to the substance of paragraph 35.

Miss PIETALA (Finland) said she considered that subparagraph (r) in

section C should be included under the heading "Development" and not under "Peace".
, '

" Mrs.' ANDREI (Romania) stated that her country planned to organize a number

of activities to celebrate Intemational Women's Year, 1975, on the basis ot the .
, . .

~ draft 'programme submitted to the Commission.', Her Government invited the Commission

on the Status of Women to hold one ot its forthcoming sessions in Romania.

, Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) said that her delegation' agreed with the draft

programme, particularly the proposal concerning the establishment, of commissions

on the status of women within the regional economic commissions. On the occasion of

International Women's Year, Kenya itself intended to establish a national commission

on the status of women.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that the establishment of a national

commission on the status of women in Kenya would be of great interest to the

countries of the region ~ Which might later benefit from the experience acquired.

Her delegation would like to propose a change in the first part of the

Nigerian amendment to paragraph 30. The new paragraph 30, as further amended, would

read as follows:

"Recognizing that progress with regard to improving the status of women

will be acc~lerated if common needs and resources in the various regions are

consid,ered to promote the a.dvarlcement of women and their integration in

development, an appeal should be made to Governments of the various regions to

establish regional commissions on the status ofw~en and to organize within

existing intergovernmental organizations and other similar organizations

w programnes for women aimed at their full integration in, the nation~ and

regional development."

The rest of the Nigerian amendment would remain unchanged. '

Mrs. HUVANANDANA(Thailand) said that she would like the words "and

responsibilities" to be inserted atter the word "rights" in the secondJ.ine ot

,paragre.ph 17.

I ...
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The CHAIRMAN said that', if there 'Tas no ob,1~ction, she wo~d give the

floor to the representative of the Internati~e.1 Planned' Parenthood Federation.

~~~~cided.

Mrs. MENDOZA (IntemationaJ.. Planned Parenthood Federation) said that

the Federation intended too carry out a number of programmes durinp; International

Women's Year. In view of the high rates of matez:nal ana. infant mortality, it

felt that the:t must be the subject of further projects. In addition, the ljorld

Population Plan of Action failed to put emphasi~ on the contribution of family. .
planning to the health and mentr...l well-being of women. Another ares. in which the

Federation considered it essentif'~ to make proFress was education. It therefore
, ,

a.ttached particular importance to educationeJ. programmes for WOmen wh~ had not

had the opportunity to attend school.J;>ilot projects dealing with family life and

population education for the young had been dratted as a result of the workshop

held in Slngapore in May 1973. That approach to educatior. was particularly

important') .since young girls ,were likely to leave school before they were equipped

,dth a v:ocation, or able to cope with family responsibilities. The Federation aJ..so

planned to support functional pilot literacy programmes ,f~r women in Africa.

The ~'1deration' s projects for 1974 also ineluded participation in law ~d

population studies in about 40 countries to identity particular laws that were

prejudicial to women's rights; the Federation hoped in that way'to assist national

assoclations which were trying to obtain the removal of such discrim:tnatory

legislation and the enactment of appropriate legislation.

Being aware of the significant role that non-governmental organizations pl8\Y'ed

in the advancement of women's rights, the Federation would organize a

non-governmental workshop to be held in. April 1974 in Teheran with the aim of

promoting exchange of information and collaboration in the field of full rights for

women .in relatien to famdlyplanning.

Finally, the Federation would continue, in support of International Women's

Year in '1975, the information and education programmes activated for World

Population Year at th~ national, regional and international levels. It hoped that ~

through its continuing collaboration with the United Nations Fund for Population

Activities and the Commission on the Status of Women and through the recommendation

me.de at the't'Torld ropulation Conference in Bu~harest in 1974, it would be p~ssible

I ..•
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.to draw up new national and international plans and progranlmes and to use l'lor1d

Population Year and Int~rnationa1 l'lomen's Year to the fullest advantage. The

Federation reiterated its full support of International l-Tomen's Year and its

intentian to work in increasinglY close co-operation with Governments and with the

United Nations and its specialized agen~ies to advance the concerns of the

Commission.

Miss CHATON (France) proposed an amendment to paragraph 34 of the report
"

(E/CN.6/588)., bearing in ~nd what it .was possible to accomplish in one year. The. .
paragraph woul4 read as follows:

"34. Every effory should be made to pursue during the Year the elaboration of

an international instrument or instruments dealing with the elimination of

discrimination against women. Ii

She also reiterated her delegation's reservations regarding the subject-matter

of paragraph 35.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) proposed that in the second line of

p!lragraph 18 of the Spanish text the word "temeninos", whici'l had a restrictive

meaning in Spanish, should be replaced by the words IIsobre la mujer".

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) supported the Liberian amendment to p8rBgraph 30.,

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) congratulated the vlorking Greup, arId its Chairman and

Rapporteur, on their contribution to the work of the Commission and on the excellent

report they had submitted concerninp': International l'lomen's Year. She also thnnked

the Secretary-General, whose working paper on the subject had been of great help to

the Commission in its'work.

The CHAIRMAN note~ that the Commission had before it a draft resolution,

the text of which appeared in paragraph 9 of annex IIIto the report(E/~T.6/588),

and that paragraphs 29 and 31 were the SUbject of separate draft rese1utions

submitted by the United States of· America and amended by the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics (E/CN.6/L.665 and E/CN.6/L.670).

She requested the Secretary of the Commission to read out the proposed

amendments to the report so that the Commission could agree to them one by one,

before voting on the first draft resolution she had mentioned.
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Miss ST. CLAIRE (Secretary of the Commission) read out the amendmenta.

Mrs. LI SU-wen (China). congratulated the members of the Working Group.

parti.cularly the representatives of Argentina and Greece, for the efforts they had

made and the conscientious manner in which they had fulfilled their re~ponsibilities.. . '.' . .
H;erdelegation, after carefully examining the t'10rking Group's report on International

Women's' Year (E/CN.6/588), supported the action programme to promote equality between

men and women. It'had some reservations, however, and felt that the activities

undertaken during International Women's Year should have a social basis , namely,

the struggle of women in the world of today. The theme of the Year should therefore

be the solidarity of women in the struggle against colonialis~, imperialism, hegemony

and so on, for the safeguarding of democracy and national independence, and for

respect for women's rights. Her delegat~on regretted that that point was not

adequately reflected in the action programme as it now stood.

If'the action pro~amme was put to the vote, her delegation would not participate

in the voting.

Miss CHATON (France) said she would like to see the women from

industrialized areas mentioned in the Nigerian amendment amended by Liberia. She

, therefore propose~the addition at the end of the paragraph of the words: "to

provide advice and services in the in~ustrialized regions to improve working

. cond~tions, family life and participation in a.11'asrl'!cts of regional development".

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said. she supported the amendment SUbmitted 1:>Y Nigeria.

and amended by Liberia as a.whole.

With regard to the comments made by the delegation of China, she sa.id that

she'wa.s in favour of promoti.ng friendly relations between nations, an idea which

implicitly embodied·that of solidari1;y, and felt that the idea ofsolida.rity should

be reflected in the theme of International Women's Year•

.The. CHAIRMAN suggested. that the meeting should be suspended.

The meeting was suspended at 5.05p.m. and resumed at 5.25 p.m.

/ ...
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Miss ST! CLA..m! (Secreta.ry of the Commission) read out the redrafted

version ot the new paragraph 30 proposed by Nigeria, as amended by Liberia and

France~*

Mrs. DAES (Greece) proposed the addition of the words "the regional

i~tergovernmentalorganizations" at the beginning of the tirstline ot paragraph 33,

and the worda "by commissions and" in the second line atter the word "p~grammes".

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation

had proposed the deietion of paragraph 39 (a), (b) and (c) but had no objection to the

retention ot subpara,gr:aph (d). His delegation had submitted thr. amendment because

it would be regrettable tor the Commission to adopt a programme that discriminated

8,sainst women. There were in tact no provisions in the various rules and regulations

ot the United Nations that could be considered to discriminate against women. The

training and retreshercourses tor staft members tell within the province of the

administrative bodies ot the United Nations or ot the specialized agencies, 'and should

not be mentioned in paragraph 39. It would be usef'ul it a document could be prep~ed
, .

to show the steps taken by.the United Nat,ions Secretariat and the specialized agencies

to improve 'the stlLtus ot women since the tormation ot the Commission on the statusot

Women in 1946.

Mrs. KOLSTAD. (Norway) pointed out, in connexion with the proposal' by the

Soviet Union to delete paragraph 39 (a), that the. Fifth Committee had. adopted a

resolution calling for the elimination by the United Nations ot all practices that

discriminated agajnst women; that proved that in certain cases men and 'Womenemp10y:ed

by the United Nations were subject to ditferent rules. The retention of paragraph

39 (a), (b) and (c), was theretore completely. Justi.tied trom that point ot view•

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said she strongly supported the proposal by Norway

to reta.in paragraph 39 (a), Cb) and (c). She recalled in that connexion What the

delegation 01' Canada had .said at the COJ'JJDission t s twenty-fourth session On the "~~'-'
, : \

subject of the gross imbalance in Un.ited Nations recruiting of women to till

responsible posts.

* Subsequently issued as document E/CN.6/L.66o/Add.15 ('Pf1ra •.14):

•
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Nevertheless, she shared the .pinion ot the Soviet delegation with regard to

paragraph 39 (c) and proposed that the words "especially women" should be deleted.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said she supported the Norwegian and Indonesian

delegations and agreed that the words "particularly women" should be deleted trom

paragraph 39 (c).

Mrs. BRVC..A (Deputy Director, Centre tor Social Development arid Humanitarian

Atfairs) drew the attention ot the mt,jmbers of the COll'lllissi.n to a study mad~ by the
. '

Secretary-General at the request ot the General Assembly in accordance with resolution

3001 (XXVII) on the cOlDpOsitien ot the Secretariat. 'That study ot the provisions of

the Statf Rules and Statt Regulations ot the United Nations showed that there were

many inequalities on grounds of sex: all of them, except maternity leave, were based

on the idea that the man was th!! breadwinner~ Those inequalities mainly concerned

trav~l expenses tor spouses and seParation indemnity. In the light of c.ntemporary

thought, however. it,seemed absolutely essential to eliminate those distinctions.

either by revising the idea ot dependants, or by applying other means. The General

Assembly was due to discuss the issue at its twenty-ninth session. She informed the

members ot the Commission that it had been UNESCO that had proposed the insertion of

the paragraph in the programme tor International Women's Year; thus it could be

seen that the problem alsc existed in that spec~alized agency $t least.

Mrs. SANCHEZ••TORRES (Colombia) proposed the retention of paragraph 39 (a),

(b) and (c) and suggested the p.ssible insertion" after the word "procedures" in

paragraph 39 (a), ()f the words "or de facto situations" which might be discriminatory

or inequitable factors in recruiting.

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Soci8.list Republics) said that his '

interpretation of paragraph 39 was not the same as that given by some members of. the
{

Commission. The idea contained in the paragraph would be clearer if it stated, for

example. that the secretariats of organizations ef the United Nations system should

set an example by eliDdnating from their ~wn, staff rules any provisions that

discriminated against women. There was, however, 'no need to mention the precedures.

/...

-I
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If the Indonesian proposa~ was accepted, it would not ,be necessary to

delete paragr~ph 39 (c).

, A~ far as paragraph 39 (b) was concerned, however, he still thought that there

wa~ hardly a need to include in the pr()gramme for Internationai Women's Year an

item on staft training, since that was an internal matter and nothing in the

subparagraph concerned women as such.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said thn,t the question of equal

representation for' women should be considered by the Commission in eonnexion with

draft resolutions E/cN!6/L.610 and E/CN.6/L.665.

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Sovi~t Socialist ~epublics) said that it would not

be necessary to delete paragraph 39 (a) if the word "staff" was inserted between

th~ words "own" and "regulations"., There was no need to retain the words "and

procedures" • The matter covered by paragraph 39 (b) was the province of the,

administrative services of the secretariats of the United Nations and the

specialized agencies.

'Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that there was often talk ot discrepancies

between de facto situations and de jure situations. She thought that the term
'#

"procedures" applied in the, case under discussion to de facto situations.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

H~nitarian Affairs) suggested that paragraph 3~ could be entitled "Secretariats

of the United Nations system". She also sugge~ted that paragraph 39 Ca) should

read: "eliminating from their own staft regulations and admini~trativeprocedtlrE!s
, '

any provisions or practices which may be discriminatory against women" •

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) shared the opinion of the Soviet delegation that

l' paragraph 39 (b) should not be retained. I.t might givetheimpressiontha.~~h~,

organizations ofthetJl1ited Nations system had, never organized ,trai~iJ:lga.n¥,;.,..,.
." . . .'. .' .. ,.', ..... >" " ,' .. ".""'.. :-,' " : -', -c.' ","; -~, ";"-.r:~.:

refresher courses for their, staff members. She therefore s';lggestedthat it~hQw.d
il' ,","',' ", .

be deleted.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Directo-,r, Centre for Socialnevelopment,'and

Humanitarian Affairs) pointed olltthat UNDESO had originatedtheidea.eXpre~sed'

in paragraph 39 (b) and reminded the Commission that experienc,eha.dshownthat
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it was sometimes difficult fo~staff members, and for women in pa.rticular, to

maintain their qualifications at the required level, which was rising year by. '

year. The training and ret,resher courses fer staff m~mbers therefore seemed

essential.

Miss TYABJI (India) suggested the addition of the verds ''which have

special importance to the advancement of womenIt at the end of paragraph 39 (b).

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) suggested the addition of the words "with a

special emphasis on the goals and objectives of the International Women's Year"

at the end ot paragraplr 39 (b).,

Mrs. OBA (Japan) suggested the addition of the words "so IlS women

staff could participate as equally as men It at the end of paragraph 39 (b).

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed the deletion

of amiexI (v), because the General Assembly had al~£a4y adopted several relevant
, .

resolutions that had been implemented. Such workshops could be arranged by the. .
United Nations as part ot the consultative services it provi4ed. In the

circumstances, however, that Paragraph was superfluous. As to paragraphs (a),

(e),> (d) and (e) ot annex I, he did not see their usef'ulness. In addition it

was impossible in his view to undertake in a single year the study of such

. complex questions.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the USSR delegation had'been represented

in the Working Group and that 'the Group's report had been prepared with that

delega.tion's participation.

- Mrs. DAES (Greece) appealed to the USSR delegation not to press its

proposSJ. tor the deleti~n ot paragraph (v) of annex I. ~n tact, the student

workshops in question would be organized at the national, not t~e'internatiorial,

level and woUld' "be' ot very great importance,. sin~emany'students were acquainted·

neither.withtheDecle.ration ~~Princ~ples.of International Law concerning

.'}i'rielldly Relations ". and •. qo-operation.a.mong States .. inaccQrdance .~ith the Charter-'of

the United Nations , nor with the Covenants. on HlDII8.nRights. She ,felt that Greek '
,'."

girlsshouldbe~omeacquainted with that question.

,
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Mrs. JAUREGUIBERRY (Argentina) said she hoped that the Commission 'lould

begin a more constructive discussion.

The CHAIRMAN felt that the Commission had reached a consensus on tn~

amendments submitted, with the exception of those submitted to ptu:agraph 34 by

the French and the USSR delegations.

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said he had listened

carefully to the explanation given by the representative of Greece: he understood

'her interpretation of paragraph (v) or annex I and would accordinglY' accept the

retention er that paragraph, since the proposed student werkshops ".,uld be

organized at the national .level.

Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria), supported by Mrs. ~ (Japan), moved the

closure of the d'ebat,e on the question.

Mr. KHMELIUTSKI. (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said he had no

objection to the Nigeria.n motion, but pointed out that the Working Grt'tup's repo~t

was a very important doc:ument would would be read by many people, both men and

wo~en. qonseq"lently, i.t would be regrettable not to consider paragraph (a) of

annex I in greater detail, since 1jhe way in which it was currently worded was

unsatisfa~tory. His deieSation also proposed that the amendments to the Working

Group's report should be submitted in writing before the CODDllission,voted on the

draft resolution in annex Ill.

The CHAIRMAN replied that the am~ndments had been read out clearly and

that it was therefore unnecessary-to have them submitted in .writing. Only

paragraph 34 of the report raised certain problems.

Miss ST. CLAIRE (Secretary of the Commission) said that the,French
~.' ,

,.,.delegation had submitted an amendment to para$raph 34 for the replacement of the

words "adoption ,of an international instrument or instruments"by- the word13 ..' ,,---,
, .

"elaboration of a new internatil")nal convention", and thatthetJSSRdelegatic;mhad

proposed the deletion of the words "internationaln and "or instruments".

,Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Social:i.st, ~epublics) said that, 'w,~th'regard

to the French proposal to replace the word "adoption" by the word "elabozo&t.ion l1 , hi,s. . .' .' -'." " ......
, .

/ ....
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delesation felt it was bett-er to indicate the tinal objective of the Year! which

was the adoption of a convention. The text of a convention had been elaborated

and perhaps only ·the tinal articles were not .;luite complete.

He shared the view expressed by the representative of the Byelorussian SSR

to the effect that the amendments to the report should be circulated in writing.

In fact, it was important to have the 'to.rritten text of the amendment submitted by

the Nigerian, Liberian and French delegations, which dealt with matters of

substance and deserved special attention. It was necessary for each delegation to

have a clear idea of the various activities proposed for 1975.,

Miss CHA'1'ON (France) said that her amendment to paragraph 34 did not

concern the substance ot the question and that the Commission should show a practical

spirit by envis&8ins only what could be accompliShed in 1975. Furthermore, her

delegation could accept the USSR amendment that would replace the words "an

international instrument or instruments" by the words Ita convention".

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union,ot Soviet Socialist Republic~) accepted, in a spirit

ot compromise, the wording proposed b1 the French delegation for paragraph 34. .'. .
On the other hand, he said that it was not possible to proceed immediately to the

vote on .the draft resolution in annex III Of the Working Group's report. since same

details.of the programme tor. International '-lomen's Year were still in brackets

and agreement had not been reached on them. He again proposed that substantive

amendments should be submitted in writing at the following meeting, in accordance

with rule 51 ot the Commission's rules of procedure.

Mrs. DAm (Greece) poiJ1ted. out that the draft resolution in annex III of

the Working GroUP'!:J report had l"een drawn up with the constructive co-operation of

the USSR delegatiQn.

The CHAIRtA.AN read out rule 51 of the rules of· procedure of the Conmiission'

concerning the submission of draft resolutions and substantive amendments or

motions. She suggested that the Commission take a vote on the USSR proposa:l.

Mr. SMIRNOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) requested that rule 51

of the rules of proceq.ure should be applied in the case of the proposal relating to

the new paragraph 30 submitted by the Nigerian, Liberian fmd French delegations,

I ...
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since it concerned questions or substance. He did not consider that a vote on the

matter wo~td be useful. His delegation had no comment to make on the draft

resolution itself, but felt that ITlembers of the Cominission should have a clear idea

of the progr~e before adopting the draft resolution.

!'k!. ROMOROMAl'l (Ch~le), obsel·ving that the Commission had rea.ched a

deadlock, requested the Nigerian, Liberian and French· delegations to withdraw their

proposal.

Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria) proPQsed' that a vote should be taken on ·the

USSR' proposal.

The CHAIRMAN put· to the vote' the· USSR proposal to' the effect the.t the. .
proposal .made by the Nigerian,. Liberian and. French delegations .should besubmitted

in writing.,

The USSR proposal was rej ected by 17 votes to 2, with 3 abstentions.
;

The CHAIRMAN. put to the vote the draft resolution in annex III ..of the

Working" Group's' report ,(E/CN.,6/588) •

The draft resolution relatillg to Internati'onal Women IS Year was adopted by

20 votes to none, with 3 abstentions.

" Mr. SMIRNOV, (Union of. ,Soviet .Socialist Republics.) said thatt~~ reasOn

why he had abstained in the' vote on the draft resolution.was :not that he had

reservations .concerning the latter.., put· that. his delegation did'not havea. clear

idea of the proposed programme· of, activities. In fact, in paragraphs 29 and 31 of

the Working Group' sreport ,some measures on wh~Ch~greemen~ had not be~n reached

were 'placed in brackets •. His,delegation.hadnot b~en able to ..examine in detail

the proposal made by 'the Nigerian, Liberian ~d FrenCh delegatiol1ssince it did

not have the text, in writing.

Mrs. OBA' (Jap,an) said' she' had abstained ,because of thell1~oral ...---...

amendments which certain members of the' Working Group had subndttedto theteX£\o:r

the report. ,

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said 'that 'the resolution ,Justad()pt~.Ii·had,

financial implications tor Governments and 'for intergovernmental and .'>.

non-governmental organizations. ShetheX'e~oX'ewishedtosUbmitthetollowing,~hort·

draft resolution:.,
"I.
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"The Commission on the Status ot Women,

Recommends that the Economic and Social CO\Ulcil ~dopt the following

draft resolution:

'The Economic and Social Council,

Welcomes voluntary contributions from Member States,

intergovernmental and .non-governmental organizations, private toundations

and interested individuals to supplement the resources a.vailable to

-implement the programme tor International Women's Year,

Calls upon the Secretary-General to accept such voluntar,y

contributions'."

PROGRAMME OF OONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADV.AN~T OF ltlOMEN AND
THEIn II~EGllATION IN 'DEVELOPlillNT (agenda item 7) (concluded) (E/CN.6/L.6(;5/Bev.l)

Miss ST. CLAIRE (Secretar,y ot the Commdssion) informed the Commission

in connexion with draft resolution E/CN.6/L.665/Rev.l recommended tor adoption by

the Economic and Social Council that tlie decision in paragraph 2 had ~nancial

implications. On the ~sumption that .the Chairm.an would attend the forthcoming

sessions ot both bodies, the cost ot travel and subsistence was estimated at

$2,000 in respect of the Committee for Development Planning i~ Vienna and $2,500

in respect of the Committee .on Review and Appraisal in New York. Should the

,Chairman' designate another member ot the Commission who was based closer to the

venues ot the sessions in question, the estimated cost of travel would be reduced

accordingly.•

The meeting rose at 7 p.m.
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628th meeting Frida.,V" 1 February 1974,
at 3.25 p.m.

Chairman: M!'s. SHAHANI (Philippines)

•
STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

•

'l'he SECRETARY-GENERAL said that he was happy to convey personally to the

Commission his keen interest in the objectives and goals it was seeking to achieve •

He had followed the work of the session closely and assured the Commission of his

whole-hearted support for its work and especially for International Women's'Year

in 1915.

,I

The Year coincided with the time of increasing awareness of the extreme

importance of the achievement of equality of' men and women, not only as a

fundamental principle' of human rights, but also as a prerequisite for social and

economic development, and stimulus for world peace. The implementation of the

programme of ,activities that the Commission had elaborated for the Year would

receive the highest priority.

He had seen w~th interest that among the measures suggested in the programme of

activities was an appeal to organizations in the United. Nations system to set an .

example to the rest of the world. He wished to assure the Commission that 'the

question of differential treatment based on sex, and other possible inequalities,

would be discussed by the Firth Committee of the General Assembly at its ,session

in 1914. He 'was Vff#J:y conscious of the need to appoint more wome,n topoli,cy-mak~ng

positions in the S~cretariat and urged ~ye~nments to nominate more~omerl

candidates, so that they could hold senior and professional positionsin,the

secretariats ,of all the organizations in the United Nations system.
",'"

The work of the United Nations and its agencie~,important.thO\1ghft was~ was
, ' : , .. ,",'

1',.;

one element only. It was the responsibility of members of theGoJJlmis~ion,~hO>,.",.,'

represented Member State~ and non-governmental oI'ganization.s, to work tor the'''''','::'

realization of, the three main objectives of the Year: equality, development and')'

, ',,";
. ,:;,',",j

. .""",

peace."",

The significance of the Year,wollld depend. on~ha:t,was aChieyed~}l:ifhthe,~" ."
, "

help of everyone, it could make, an imprint on l1istory .. notonlY thehl.~to:ry,Of;",
• . :." - ;.: " .;' .' . '. 'c. ,:.,,",' " ',' ,Co'" . , .. ',.. ' ...."., '",:'.:" ,",~""-" ._ ,;",- :-, ;' "'.:": ,::. ,.,,, ">" "" ,L--:,,:.",',.. ';.:, ,... " .. , ' .. '

women's advancement, but also that of people all over the world.
.'" .. '. . .. . .. , I ' ,.. .. .' ,- ,

Finally, he extended his very best n.shes for the success.,,'otthe·"'workoftlle'(..
Commission on the' Status of Women.
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, The CHAIRMAN thanked the Secretary-General for his statement to the

Commission and pointed out that it was the second time he had delivered such a'

.tatement. The first time had been on the occasion of the appointment of a woman

to a senior position on his start. She particularly welcomed the presence of

Mrs. Sipila. Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs. and form~ Chairman of the Commission.

She expressed the hope that the three objectives of International Women's

Year - equa~ity. peace and development - would "be translated into reality at the

local. natiOJlal. regional and international levels.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR (agenda item 3) (concluded) (E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.l and 2"
E/CN.6/L.659, E/CN.6/L.614 and E/CN.6/L.615)

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) reiterated tltat her Government,. which attached
t.

the greatest importance to the full development of women and men on a basis, of equal

rights and responsibilities, had decided to host at Buenos Aires a regional seminar

to be held in 1915. on the occasion of Internat.ional Women's Year. The seminar

would not coincide with any meeting of the Commission. The theme of the seininar

was to be:· "The participation of women in economic. political and social

development. Obstacles to their integration".

The CHAIRMAN congratulated the Argentine Government on that decision.

Miss St. CLAIRE (Secretary of the Commission) said that, in the Journal.

for that day, the reference to the draft resolution in document E/CN.6/588. annex I,

pal"agraph 9, had. due to a typing error, incorrectly reflected the vote of the

Soviet Union. The entry should read: "11 votes to 2, with 3 abstentions".

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Commission that t on the previous day. the

representative of Liberia had submitted draft resolutionE/CN.6/L.615. She invited

members to comment on it.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) asked, with reference to draft resolution.

E/CN.6/L.615. whether there were any precedents for voluntary contributions.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development' and,

,Humanitarian Affairs) said that precedents did exist in the Decade for Action to

Combat Racism and Racial Dis.crimination.
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Miss TYABJI (India) supported the draft resolution.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) also supported the draft resolution and recommended

that the Commission adopt it. She said that some people had already made

contributions with a view to ensuring the greatest possible success of

International Women's Year.

Mrs~ ALDAY (Philippines) and Mrs. MAKA (Guinea) congratulated the

sponsors of the draft resolution and said that their delegations were joining as

sponsors.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) supported the draft resolution and hoped that its

provisions could become a reality.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania) requested that, at the end of the second paragraph

of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.675, a comma should be added, together with the words

"through Member States", since she felt that the Secretary-General could not accept

contributions fromcindividuals.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said t~at there were no fixed rules in that respect, but she

knew that the Secretary-General had already accepted a contribution 'from an

individual•. That was,not contrary to the genera.l policy of the United Nations.

,Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked for

clarification regarding contr.ibutions from individuals, since she did not fe$l it

woUld be proper to accept them. Although she was not opposed to adoption Of the

.draft resolution, it might perhaps be advisable to specify that th,e funds would be

used for the Year.

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secr~tary-General for ,Social Deve~opment and

Humanitarian Affairs) said. tha~, as it s,tood,the text was not restrictivf:!'andwas

open to various legal interpretations. If the text were to be limited,itwoll1o.
' .... ,',' ,"" ,', ", ',' " -',',"",' ,,:,,-';"-,-<'+,,':..::.~~

become self-defeating. She was sure in any case that the Secretary-Gf:!neral>"o11ld

not. accept anything in contravention of United Nat:i.ons regulations , which did not

stipulatetha:t; allcontr:i.butions must be made throughMemberStates.::The£extibf

the draft resoltition had already been co.nsideredby a. high-rankingoff:f~ialfrom

the Finance Office, who .·had found nothing that conflicted .wfth< United Na'tJ.ons .

regulations.
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Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) considered that, in view of the explanations

given by the Assistant Secretary-General and "'Ghe Deputy Direc'tor ~ the pa.ragraph

should rf'lDain unchanged, since in that form the draft resolution would have the

greatest impact.

Mrs. 1UmREI (Romania) said that, ~n view', of the eXpla!lations of the

Secretariat, "she would not press her suggestion, which in any case had not been a

formal proposal.

The CHAIRMAN said that~ if she heard no objections, she would take it that

the Commission adopted draft resolution E/CN.6/L.675 by ~onsensus.

It was so agreed.
.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of A!r;mdca) introduced draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2, and explained that her delegation could not accept the Soviet

Union amendments to the operative paragraphs as they were currently structured in

document E/cN. 6/L. 659, because their adoption. would eliminate the possibility of

holding a world conferenc,e.

Regarding the questions raised about the source of funds for the conference ~

it was her understanding that the Commission on'the Status of Women had no authority

to make any decision on the financing of any programme proposed by the Commission.

The Commission could only recommend. Therefore,'the Commission must first

recommend a world conference to the Economic and Social Council: then the Council

would act on the Commission's recommendation, and finally the Fifth Committee of the

General Assembly would study the resolution. Only the General Assembly could

appropriate funds. However, in order for the Economic and Social Council and the

General Assemblr to consider the holding of the world conference, the Commission

must recommend the adoption of a ~esolution in that connexion.

The importance Of the interrlational conference was that it would be a meetilng

of representatives of Governments who would ~e committed to carrying out its,

recommendations to improve the status of women. Representatives to other types of

meetings did not carry that authority. An international conference wOllld influence

Governments to implement recommendations designed to achieve the full, integration of

women in all sectors of national life.

I ...
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The United Nations had always held international conferences in response to

specific pressing problems. The time had come to direct interneLtiona1 attention to

the social, economic, political and cultur~~ discriminatioD against women. The
"conference wou+d be a call for action so that all women could achieve equal status

with m.en and take part in the work of improving the qUality or life for all.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) introduceq the

.amendments in document E/CN.6/L.659. Such an important international conference

required C&l'etul preparation, including the elaboration of a programme which would

justify its being hel,l; yet the Commission would clearly not have time tor such an

undertaking.

In draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2, it was requested that the international

conf.erence should examine to what ,extent the United Natiorts system had implemented

the recommendations for the elimination of dir.crimination against women. She pointed

out ths.t such a recommendation had already been adopted, not only by the Commission
.' ....

on the Status of Women, but by other United Na.tions bodies, including the General

Assembly. Moreover, the proposal to hold the conference had come late, when the

calendar ot conferences for 1974 and 1975 had alre&dy been adopted. Also,.
additional funds ''1ould ha.ve to be appropriated, since it was estimated that the

conference would require an' investment of $300,000, not including the costs to be

met by the host country, and thus far no country had offered to host the conference.

The additional staff which would be required 'Would increase administrative costs at. . .

a t:l.me when the Secretary-General was appealing for economies to be made. Her

delegation could not, therefore, agrf!e to such expenditure.

Her delegation was equally unable to agree with the suggestion that the

conference should be given highest priority. Although it would be an event of

international significance, it should not be forgotten that there were other even
1 \ '

mOl'~ J.mportantevents, such as the Conference 01' the Committee on Disarmament, which. .
would directly involve not only women but also men and children. The best fof~~

/ .. ~
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to stress the importance of the' it'em would be the General Assembl,v , where

135 countries were represented. by both men and women. Consequently, in the•
second paragraph of document E/CN.6jL.659 ~ the Soviet Union proposed that the

operative paragr~ph of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 should be replaced by a

paragraph recommending to the General 'Assembly tpat, at its thirtietb ~essi.on, it

consider as one of the .items 81'1 item entitlet', I:Tl1e situation and role of women in
•• -. • 1

society, with special- emphasis on the nE':ed to ensure ~he equality of women and
. .

on the contribution of women to the' achievement· ot: the p;oals of the Second

Development necad~, the struggle against racism and racial discrimination; the

strengthening of international peace and the development of friendly relations and
1 •

co-operation among States ll
• Moreover, if the matter was considered in the

General Assembly, there would be, no financi~ implications.

With reference to the new preambular ,paragraph proposed in document

E/CN.6/L.659, she said that, at the request of 1?he developing countries, the topic

had already been included for consideration' by the General· Assembly at its

twenty-eighth session. She hoped tha.t ea.l delegations we~e read-v to support her

amendment. .
Mrs. COCKCROFl' (United Kingdom) said that her delegation wished to rllake

all oral 3ubamendment to the amendments proposed in document E/CN.6/L.659. The

SUbamendment was extremely straightfo~ard and simple, and would strengthen the

text. ¥er delegation therefore hoped that it would meet w~,th the approval., of the
, f ••

sponsor. The su~amendrnent referred to paragraph 2 of the Sov1et Un1011 proposal ~

where the final clause should be deleted~ starting with the words "the struggle

aga.inst racismH
•

Her delegation's reasons for proposing that subamendmentwere as follows:

first ~ the twin theme's of ensurin'g the equality of women and looking' at thl~ir

contribution tq the goals of the Second. Development Decade were, 'sufficient~y

w:ide and precise to form an adequate' basis for discussion.' Second~ by e~endinF

and etiolating the subject-matter there woUld be a real risk of opening the :

flood gates to aimless and polemical debate on the broadest front. Third, the

struggle against racism and racial discrimination, the strengthening of

international peace and the development of friend~y rela.tions and co-operation

among States were subjects which were dealt with by other bodies and -lnder ~dny

I .•.
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other items in the General Assembly's agenda and did not easily lend themselves to

discussion from the particular ap~le of women's contribution. The ,dder the

agenda! the weaker would be the impact of those subjects recognized to be important

for all women. She therefore appealed to the Sovi·et Union to look favourably on

the subamendment.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that there was no denying that the Conference

was important and would lead to international discussions, the adoption of. .

measures, world-wide publicity and, finally, perhaps the implementation of the

principle of the equality of men· and women~

The Commission on the Status of Women. naturally had no autho~ity in financial

matters and could only make suggestions or recoJnmendations to the Econ:omic~d

Social Council! 'but j.t must place on record its unshakable opinion that special

efforts must be made for the celebration of International ~o1omen's ~ear, in order to

focus generai attention on world-wide problems which were ofoirect concern to half

the world's population - women - but which were also important for the other half 

men - whose attitudes and daily lives would also be affected by achan~e in the

'status ot women.

Her delegation supported dra:rtresolution E/CN~6/L.658/Rev.2butfelt that,

while it was important to adopt the draft· resolution, it 'vas equally important to

ensure that representatives, on returning to their countries, managed to obtain

support to solve the problem of th~ financial implications, which would be '
- .

considered first by the Fi:rth Committee ()f the General Assembly in Septemberl974.

Although it was true that the calendar of conferences had already been approved, as- .
stated in document E/CN.6/L.674, the problem could be resolved by the Economic and.

S()cial Council in May, or by the General. Assembly in September 1974.

As for the amendments proposed by the Soviet Union (E/CN.6/L.659), she agreed

with the United States delegation that the proposed amendment to the preamble was
.~.l<,••~~

acceptable, but that the amendment proposed for the operative part would weaken the

resolution.

Mrs. STEvENSON (Liberia) recalled that there were precedents for

convening an international conference in connexiol1 with an international year, a,s

had happened in the case of International Year for Human Rights and, more recently,

I. '.0_ '"
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World Pop\11ation Year, and she saw no reason whY a different procedure should be
I

followed iri'the case of International Women's Year. Obviously, a conference of

that nature would have the greatest impact on the general pUblic. Her delegation

supported the Kenyan suggestion that the conference should be held ,in one of the
, '

developing countries and commended draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 to the

Commission's attention.

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that she

wollld like International'Women's Year to be given the importance it deserved, but,
that she could not support draft resolution E/cN.6/L.658/Rev.2 b~cause the llreamble

did not faithfully reflect General Assembly resolution 3010 (XXVII). Nor could she

support the operative part of the draft resolution submitted by the United States

calling for the convening of an international conference during International

Women's Year ,because of the expense that such" a confe:r.·ence would involve, ,

partiCUlarly in view of the fact that the biennial budget had already been approved

,and,that t~e United Nations calendar of conferences for the years '1974-1975 already

included such important events as the Conference on the Law of the Sea and the

World Population Conference, 'not to ~entiona multitude of regio~al conferences and

seminars. Measures that directly or indirectly related to the question of the

status of women would be"'adopted at most of thosemee:tings.

She was convinced that the Secretary-General would be able to prepare a

report on the various matters referred to in draft resolution E/cN.6/L.658/Rev.2
and. that the report could be sUb~itted to, the General Assembly at its ~hirtieth

session for examination and approval, thus obviating the need to convene a
, ,

conference and avoiding the consequent expense.

Her delegation fully endorsed the amen~ents in document E/cN.6/L.659 and

hoped that the sponsors of draft resolu~ion E/CN. 6/L. 658/Rev.2 would do so too.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said, in answer to

_' the United 'Kingdom representative, that she did not imderstand why part of her

amendment should be deleted: International ll1omen' s Year would have three goals and

she did not see why only one should be referred to. As for the reference to racial

discrimination, which Norway had called into question, the Soviet amendment had

I . ..

.'
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emphasized that because it was the most brutal form of discrimination. Her

delegation felt that the Commission on the Status of ''''omel1 should not skirt around

political aspects. The Commission had ,already approved a programme and she .,

therefore requested that the subamendment be withdrawn.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) supported draft resolut~on E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 and

the first amendment, in paragraph 1 of document E/CN.6/L.659. As for the second

amendment, in paragraph 2 of that same document, she fully supported the United

Kingdom subamendment. In order to make it clearer and.broader, she suggested that

the words llConsideration of" should be .inserted before the ,,,ords "The situation

and role" in the second line of paragraph 2 of document E/CN.6/L.659. The

paragraph would thus read as follows:

'!Recommends to the General Assembly that at its thirteith session it

consider as a separate agenda item an item entitled 'Consideration of the

situation and role of women in' society, with special emphasis on the need

to:ensure the equality of women and on the contribution of women to the

achievement of the goals of the Second Development Dec~de,.n

Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria) supported draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2

and said that she particularly welcomed the request in paragraph 1 that special

attention be given to women in rural areas. She hoped that the conference referred

•to in the .draft resolution would be held in a developing country and th,at sufficient

resources would be made available to the Secretary,':'General to organize the

conference. She asked the delegations present to adopt the draft resolution by

acclamatio~. •

~~s. HUTAR (United States of America) expressed satisfaction at the

emphasis placed b~ the representative of nyelorussia on the fact that efforts should~

-be made to improve the status of women: hO,"Tever, there was no 'better way of w();r~ing

towards that end than by organizing the international conference as the Secretary·

General was recommended to do in paragraph 1 of draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2.

The reference to "additional funds" was erroneous, for the draft resolut~on did,not

mention "additional funds". Paragraph 2 referred to a reordering of priorities from

within available resources; in other words, since the bu~get for the biennium had

I ...
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already been approved, it was hoped that the funds to finance the conference would

come from the budget through the elimination of activities of lesser priority.

Those recommendations would be subject to decisions of the Advisory Committee on

Administrative and Budgetary Questions! the Fifth Committee and the General

Assembly. As for the amendments submitted by the Soviet Union (E/CN.6/L.659)! she

accepted the suggestion in the first paragraph that a new paragraph should be

inserted in the preamble. But the suggesiton in the second paragraph that the two

paragraphs in document E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 should be replaced by paragraph 2 in
."\

document E/CN.6/L.659 would. do away with the suggested international conference.

'She would be. prepared-to support the second Soviet ame~dment! if it "tas added to

and did not replace the two paragraphs in draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev~2.

'.

Mrs. BEmTARDINO (Dominican Republic) summed up the work of the Commission- . . . .
on the Status of Women by saying that nothing could be more appropriate and

effective than an international conference during International Women's Year.

Draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 expressed the desire of all delegations to help

women. She urged all delegations to approve ,that draft resolution without delay at

the twenty-fifth session, since·the Secretary-General had already.implied approval

of it in his statement.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) stressed the importance of the international

conference which the Secretary-General was being asked to organize in paragraph 1

of draft resolut'ion E/CN. 6IL. 658/Rev.2 • The activities of International Women's

Year should focus on and culminate in some act. She endorsed the statement of ,the

representative of Nigeria that the conference should be held in a developing country
, .

and hoped that the draft resolution would be given the broad support it deserved.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium), speaking in support of draft resolution

E/CN.61L.658/Rev.2, said that Intern~tionalHomen's Year should be properly

organized and that therefore the conference would not be out of order. There was

'no,reason why the.Commission'should be the least favoured body. Not only did she

support the views of the United States representative but she also asked why

I . ..
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additional funds should not be requested. The programme "Social development and

humanitarian affairs" under section 7 of the budget provided for a budget of

$2,037,000 for 1974 and $2,106,000 for 1975. That programme contained a

"Promotion of equality of men and women" component with the budget of $378,000

for 1974 and $388,000 for 1975, but the budget (document A/9006) contained no .

more details about International Women's Year, which was to be celebrated in

1975. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions had

considered the Secretary-General's proposals for the subsection "Social

development and humanitarian affairs" and had recommended that, instead of

creating three posts, as requested, only one ~-3 post should be established.

It was not known whether that reduction in staff would affect International

Wcmen's Year in any way •. In conclusion, it could be said that the Advisory

Committee had not reduced the appropriations requested by the Secretary-Genera!

for International Women's Year, even though no exact figure had-been submitted to
, .

the FifthCommittee • The only figure submitted - the staff reduction recommended

by the Advisory Committee which the Fifth Committee had approved under.the

section "Social development and humanitarian affairs" - had been submitted'

indirectly.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked the

Assistant Secretary-General whether the Secretary~Generalwas empowered to change

measures. already approved by the Fifth Committee.~nd the Economic and Social..
Council regarding the"budget, and. recall~d ~hat paragrapA 2 of draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 called for a reordering of priorities.

Mrs. SIPlLA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that that was a very important problem, for it was the

first time that a budget bad been approved for a two-year period. The question

ba.d recently been raised whether the syste~ of biennial budgeting ruled out th~~

possibility of an intergovernmental body adopting its own measures in caseswher.e

a programme originally intended to cover one year was ,subsequently extended into

the second year of the budget period although no funds had beenalloca~ed in. the

budget for the second year. The answer to that hypothetical case had been that

/ • _, ii
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draft resolution" instead of "Replace the operative para1!raph of the draft

resol~tion by the following paragraph:". .'

She proposed that the Commission should proceed to a vote.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania) said that she wouldlike.to support both drafts,
\

but although she considered 1ihe idea of a world cOnference to be exct::llent, it 'was

,necessary to be realistic. Both the representative of Belgium and Mrs. Sipila had

reminded the Commission of the obstacles involved. ' Perhaps in the future those

obstacles would ,not exist. Furthermore, if the draft resolution was adopted, it.

would be submitted to the Economic and Social Council, to which only a certain

number of the Member States belonged. The best solut'ionwo~dbe to, forwar~ the

draft resolution to the General Assembly for consideration ,at its ~975 session.

In addition, the Secretary-Gen~ralcould be asked to submit a report on the actual
" ,

implications of the holdin~'of the conference. If it was decided to convene the

, conference, it could be left until 1976 , when it could., also be used for an,
evaluation of 'the results of International Women's Year.

\

She wished to make it clear that she was not proposing an amendment, ,but simply

appealing to the spirit of co-operation of all ~gations.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) appealed to ~he·Soviet delegation, to'agree to the

United States subamendment which called for the addition of a new operat:ive paragraph

inst'ead of the replacement of t);le existing paragraph.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) announced that consultations were currently

being held on the possibility of offering Colombia as the venue for the proposed'
..

international conference.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) asked the representative of the Secretary-General
• - I' .

if'the reordering of prio:rities .from within available resources,.called for in

paragraph 2 Of document E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 would affect the holding, in 1975 , of tWo
seminars which had been approved the previous day , in accordance with the P~,bP'~~aiS

con~ained in the programme of work (E/CN.6/585, para. 52).

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and,

Humanitarian Affairs) said that it might still be pO,ssible'to hold the ;'two> seminars

since the relevant funds were al:readyprovided for in the bUdget. There was no

reason why paragraph 2 of the draft resolution should affect that decision.
I ~, ••
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Mrs. HUTAR (United States 6f America) pointed out that. while it ~s

not for the Commission to concern i'tself directly' with the sources, of financirtg.

it could. ad~ess itself to theEct. • mic 'and Social Council which. in turn. could

make a recommendation to the General Assembly. whose bUdgetary expert s Would
..... ' . .

consider the matter.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) proposed that the words "by a reordering of

priorities" should be deleted from paragraph 2 ~s they might detract from the aim"

of the draft resolution. She felt that it might be preferable to leave it to the'

Secretary-General and the relevant organs to decide whether or not to reorder

priorities. and to obtain the necessary resources.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) confirmed the offer of Colombia to host

the International Women's Year conference.

The CHAIRMAN thanked Colombia for -its generous offer.
'-.

Mrs. BERNARDINO (Dominican Republic) said that she felt the Commission

should accept the offer of a sister country, Colombia, to host the-conference. She

had served as Vice-President of the Economic and Social Council and her experience

was that the Council almost never rejected an offer of that kind. '

She .felt that the question of organizing a conference during Internationa.l

Women's Year had been sufficiently discussed and asked the representative of the

Soviet Uni,on if she would be prepared to withdraw her amendment to the operative

part of drl'tft resolutionE/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2, since that amendment would rule ",ut

the holding of the conference, which one couhtry had already offered to host.

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Soaial Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) thanked the representative of Colombia for the invitation

to ~old the conference in her cCt:.ntry. The of~er was particularly genero:us in view

of the financial burden which would have to be borne by the host country. She

suggested that the Commission should decide whether the conference was to be held

or not.

Mrs. !IKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she would

like the Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs

to clarify once again whether the conference would have financial implications or

not.
I ...
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Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) referred to the text of paragraph 2 of draft resolution

E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 which said "f;rom within available resources". The representative

of the United States had already declared her willingness to leave the question of

the reordering of priorities to the Economic and Social Council. She pointed out

that Indonesia had proposed that the words in question should be deleted, so that

paragraph 2 of draft resolution E/CN,6/L,658/Rev.2 would read: "Calls on the

Secretary-General to provide substantive preparation for the Conference from

within available resources." The "available resources" would consist of what was

available either within the special budget which had already been approved, or

through the provision of additional resources.

Miss TYABJI (India) said that the significance which the holding of the

conference would have was recognized by all. Nevertheless, she asked the

Assistant Secretary-General whether the Secretariat would be in ~ position to

undertake the immense ta.nk of preparing the conference within such a short space

of time and whether the conference would justify the effort involved.
,

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Human~tarian Affairs) said that she was unable to give a definite answer, since

she did not know whether the Economic and Social Council would take action on the

question in May, or whether the matter would have to be dealt with by the General

Assembly. If the General Assembly considered the question in September there

wouldob"iiously be very little time left until. February~ assuming that the Economic
,

and Social Council were to decide·that the conference should be held at that time.

She pointed out the difficulties which the Secretaria.t ~ouldfacewith regard to

staff, since it would be very.difficult for the Secretariat to carry out the

duties assigned to it with the staff available.

The. CHAIRMAN reminded the Commission that there had been a.proposa.lbY.
'. . '. ' .,'~. . .. "." .'" i" "

. Indonesia with regard to the reordering of priorities referred to .inparagrallh7~""-:

of<the draft resolut ion (E/CN. 6/L.658 /Rev. 2),

Mrs., NOOR (Indonesia) said th.at it 'waspossib1e thatther~orderingof

priorities mentioned in, paragraph 2 of the draftreSolutionwotild affect

programmes that benefited the developing countries. If that were the case, h~r

'delegation could not accept. that provision in the form ~n which it had'been

submitted',
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Mrs. HUTAR (Uniteq States of America) said that, without going into

d~tail, there must be consistency with the bie'nnial budget that had been approved.

She was not trying to attack the bUdget but merely wished to state that the

conference could take place without violating,the financial decisions that had been

universally supported.. She urged the representative of Indonesia to withdraw her

amendment, and expressed her thanks for the offer made by Colombia.
\

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that she maintained her amendment.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that she understood the misgivings felt by the

representative of Indonesia, since it was impossible to tell which programmes Would

be affected by the reordering. If the words. "by a reordering of' priorities" were

deleted, the words "fJ;om within available resources" would remain; that did not

necessarily mean. that programmes tllat benefited deYeloping countries would be
,

eliminated. The withdrawal of the amenament submitted by' Indonesia would facilitate

the adoption of the draft resolution.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) saidtpat she ~derstood the misgiv~ngs felt by

the representative of Indonesia; consequently, without having consulted the other

sponsors, she proposed an amendment which coneisted of the addition of' the words

"witho~t prejud~ce to present development programmes" at the end of paragraph 2•

. Mrs. HUTAR. (United States of America) said tHat if that amendment were, .
adopted, the Commission would be making a dfstinct.ion 'beyond its terms, of reference.

" " . . . t' .•

It'was better to leave budgetary considerations to the appropriate bodies.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) sald that she accepted the wordin~ proposed by the

representative of Liberia.

Mrs. SIPlLA (Assistant Secretary~General£or Social Development and,
Humanitarian Affairs) said, with reference to the comments. made by the

• - I .' ....

..rel>resentative of Norway, that in the new programme budget sy~tem in operation in

.1;he United Nation~ it was not possible to ha'V~resources which were not allocated

tor a particular programme.

/:...
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The CHAIRMAN said' that if there were no objections the meeting would be

suspended to allow the sponsors of the draft resolution to hold consultations.

It was so decided.

The meetin~ was sus~ended at 5.35 p.m. and resumed at 5.55 ~.m.

Mrs. SIP'~LA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humani'tarian Affairs) said that rule 34 (3) and (4) of the rules of procedure of

the Economic and Social Council answered questions of who should decide and when,

what crite:."ia should be applied and what decisions could be taken on priox'ities •

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) asked the Deputy Director of the Centre for

Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs whether the resources for the

conference would affect the technical assistance funds in any ~~y.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for' Social Development and.

Humanitarian Affairs) said that they :would not be affected at all, because the

resources for holding the conference were covered by a differe~t section of the

budget.

Hrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that in the light of that explanation she

withdrew her amendment. She said that the sponsors could not accept the amendment

submitted by Indonesia.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that the explanation given by the Deputy

Director had aJ.layed her fears, but she asked for her statement to be reported in.

the summary record of the meeting. Provided that were done, she could accept the,

wording of 1:Phe draft resolution as, it stood, and withdrew her' amendment •
. - , ,'- ',' .

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Commissiontha~ the sponsors hadaccep~e<\.the

first amendment submitted by the Soviet Union - the additionofa~ewpream~ular
.paragraph.

" T1.1e representatiye of the Dom~nican RepUblic had

withdraw its second amendment. .
....".1

. Mfs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Re:pul:>l.~;cs

delegation' coul4 not comply with··the request'ot:the, DOJnirlic:an Re,:pu~)J.:i.c,; bE!caUSj~;.jLt.·<\

felt that the General Assenb1y shotiid'· not. be pl~Ced'
~ ," . : .' " , . ..,~ .' - ..' ,.-

Unit"ed Nations bodies. She ,thereforereques·ted.
~ , . •. • :,., ,. - . __ ._ " ': . ',c' _ ' . " . '. " ",

1'0 the vote.
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Mrs. BERNARDINO (Dominican Republic) said she regretted that she must

inform the Soviet delegation that, although she shared some of that delegation's

misgivings, she would vote against the amendment. because it would do away with the
,

conference whjch was to be the climactic event of International Wo~en's Year.

The CHAIRMAN asked the United States representative whether she wi~hed to. .
maintain her subamendment to the second amendment in document E/CN.6/L.659.

I

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that her delegation could

accept the new paragraph proposed by the Soviet Union only if her amendment were

retained•.

Mrs. NIKOIJl~VA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she could

not accept the subamendment by the United States because it· was not yet clear what,

the programme of the conference would. be, how it would be ~ranged and where the

resources for it ~ould come from. There was already a budget for 1974-1975; there

was no reason to change· it.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) withdrew her amendment.

\-.'

Mrs. DAES (Greece) withdrew her subamendmEmt. She said that it had only

been a suggestion to facilitate the work o~ the Commission.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the am~ndment to the operative part of draft

resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2 appearing in the second paragraph of document

~E/CN.6/L.659.

The amendment was rejected by 14 votes to 3, with. 12 abstentions••

At the request of the representative of the Dominican Republic? a vote was

taken by roll-c~l on draft resolution E/CN.6/L.658/Rev.2.

The Philippines, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman. was .called upon to t

vote first.

In favour: Philippines, Thailand, United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, Unit~d States or America, Argentina,

Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican

Rep'llblic,Egypt, Greece, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kenya,

Liberia, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway_

I ...
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~ainst:" . Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics, B,yelorussian Soviet

Socialist Republic, Hungary.

Abstaining: Romania, Zaire, Belgium, Finland, France, Guinea.

The draft resolution, as orally revised, was ado:etedby 21 votes to 3, with

6 abstentions.

Mrs. SHELLEY (Office of Public Information) sa.id that in response to

resolution. 3010 (XXVII) of the, General Assembly, which proclaimed International

"romen's Year, the Assistant Secretary-General of the Office of Public Information

had established an International "Tomen' s Year task force to co-ordinate ,information

activities of the Office of Public Information to max~ize and stimulate media 'I
coverage during the period. The ,Office of Public Information would do its utmost to

prepare materials in advance of the Year.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES(Co10mbia) said that her country's offer was an

eloquent testimony to her delegation's interest in the i,nternational conference to

be held during International Women's Year. It would be a great distinction and
, ,

honour for Colombia to receive its distinguished guests, and would be a favourable

opportunity for Colombia to contribute to the most important event of International

Women" s Year. It woUld also be a good opportunity for the development countries to

study on the spot the problems and great expectations of the developing countries.

All that would help to attain the three main objectives of International Women's

Year: equality, develo~ment and peace.

,ORGANIZATION OF WORK,

Mrs. BRug (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development 'and

Humanitarian Affairs) informed the Commission that neither the Rapporteurndr th~

Secretary would be able to have the, part of the report covering the item under' '

discussion ready for approval at the evening meeting. The Commission ~ightwi.sh ,!,he

Rapporteur and the Secretary, to undertake to include that part of the report after

the end'of the session.

It was so decided.

Themeetinp; rose at 6.30 :e.m.




